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iii/ Abstract
This thesis investigates the livelihoods of fishermen in Cijulang, West Java, Indonesia, with
special reference to the three villages of Batu Karas, Sanghyang Kalang and Nusa Gede. It
addresses the perceived low income and standard of living of small-scale fishers in
Indonesia and, by doing so, informs on the validity of these problems, factors that may be
causing these problems, and possible fisheries management interventions that may be
considered to improve the situation of fishers in one area of Indonesia.
The thesis presents a comprehensive literature review of current and past fisheries and land
resource management research, presents the methodology and results of seven months
fieldwork conducted in the three fishing villages in 2004 and 2005, and provides four case
studies of fishermen and the impact of fuel price rises on these fishermen. The thesis finds
that there is a large disparity between the incomes of fishers from both an inter- and intravillage perspective and that the ownership and use of different types of fishing gears such
as nets and engines has a strong impact on the earning power of fishermen. It concludes
that fishermen are not necessarily the ‘poorest of the poor’ and, in fact, some fishermen are
amongst the highest earners in the three villages investigated. It notes that the livelihoods of
fishermen vary greatly and fishermen are represented throughout all levels of the income
strata of the three villages. The case studies conclude that fishers were negatively impacted
by the fuel price increases of 2004 and 2005 and that the scale of the impact is related to
fishing gear ownership and use.
The thesis also investigates the impact of the environment on fishing frequency and
challenges the assumption that research conducted in one part of Indonesia is valid for
other areas. It does this through describing the concepts of an ‘angry ocean’ and ‘calm sea’,
how these impact on fishing frequency, and the need to take meteorological and oceanic
conditions into consideration when assessing managerial interventions and programs for
small-scale fisheries in Indonesia.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Photo 1: Boat Landing at Batu Karas Beach

1.1 Overview
Indonesia is the largest archipelago in the world consisting of 13667 islands located in
South-eastern Asia, between the Indian and Pacific Oceans. It has a land area of 1.9 million
square kilometres, a coastline of 81,000 km and is the fourth most populated country in the
world with a population of 226 million. It is a predominantely Muslim country with 87% of the
population adhereing to Islam. Agriculture (of which fisheries is a part) provides 13.1% of
Indonesia’s Gross domestic product (GDP) and 44.5% of the nation’s labour force. Of this
the fisheries sector provides over 6 million jobs nationwide which, more specifically, includes
3.3 million jobs in the marine capture fisheries. (FAO 2004)
Fishing provides both income and sustenance for much of the population living on the
coastal fringe. Production from marine capture fisheries in Indonesia in 2004 was estimated
to be 4.5 million tonnes and fish exported was worth US$1,654 million. The total production
of marine capture fisheries has shown a steady increase over the last five years however
production of tunas and shrimps has stayed at about the same level in recent years. The
number of fishing boats in Indonesia in 2004 was 729 682, and this number has steadily
increased since 1998 due to an increase in the number of vessels using outboard motors.
Fisheries play an important role in national food security, since fishery products are
generally consumed by poor households and other social communities. It is noteworthy that
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from 1999 to 2003 annual per capita fish consumption rose from 19.6 kg to 21.3 kg. (FAO
2004, Departemen Keluatan dan Perikanan Republik Indonesia 2009)
The large population of Indonesia has produced many challenges in fisheries management
and maintaining the sustainability of Indonesia’s fisheries. The problem of fisheries
management is currently one of the tragedies of many developing countries, with social,
cultural, political, and economic dimensions all competing to the detriment of the others. The
lack of biological data, ignorance of the wealth of traditional knowledge, lack of
understanding of fishermen’s opinions and livelihoods, corruption, illegal fishing and
poaching, under funding, and poor administration are just some of the obstacles facing
fisheries managers and legislators. (Johannes 1981; Mursidi 1990; Hviding and Baines
1992; Evans et al. 1997; Johannes 1998; Edinger et al. 1999; Allison and Ellis 2001; Pollnac
et al. 2001; Sumiarsa 2004)
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has identified various
constraints and problems that currently affect Indonesia’s fisheries management and note
that these problems exist at all administrative levels – national, provincial, district and local.
These include:
•

overfishing in both marine and inland fisheries waters;

•

low income for fishers and fish farmers;

•

low standard of living of fishers;

•

lack of financial support in terms of credit schemes;

•

weak practical fisheries management, particularly concerning monitoring, surveillance
and enforcement; and

•

degradation of coral reefs and other marine environment affecting fisheries.

This thesis aims to investigate two of these problems identified by the FAO namely the low
income for fishers and the low standard of living of fishers and, by doing so, inform on the
validity of these problems, factors that may be causing these problems, and possible
fisheries management interventions that may be considered to improve the situation of
fishers in one area of Indonesia. The main objective of this thesis is to examine the
economic status of fishermen in Cijulang, West Java, with special reference to the three
villages of Batu Karas, Sanghyang Kalang and Nusa Gede. Fish production in Ciamis
municipality was 2,600 tonnes in 2003 with just under 400 tonnes exported earning a little
over US$1.5 million. Aquaculture and fisheries contribute 5.8% of employment in the
municipality however, in two of the three villages being researched, fishing is the primary
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occupation. (FAO 2004, Departemen Keluatan dan Perikanan Republik Indonesia 2009,
Perikanan 2003)
Fish now contribute more than 60% of animal protein consumed in Indonesia (Satria and
Matsuda 2004) with estimates that small-scale fisheries produce about 40% of that
production (Santen 2003). Small communities, such as some Indonesian fishing
communities, are more susceptible to external shocks (such as natural disasters, macroeconomic forced changes) that can have dramatic and devastating effects. Larger societies
can often absorb such shocks but smaller communities, their businesses and industries, are
open to great change (Higgins 1994). This thesis aims:
1. To discover if any conclusions can be made regarding the economic position of
fishermen,
2. To assess the role that the environment, technology and external forces such as
fuel price increases have on both the earning power and fishing frequency of
fishermen.

1.2 Study Unit and Location
The primary units of study were the three fishing villages of Batu Karas, Sanghyang Kalang
and Nusa Gede, located in the sub-municipality of Cijulang, Ciamis, West Java. Map 1
(page 6) shows the research area. These fishing communities all fish in the same inshore
areas of the southern coast of Java in the Indian Ocean. The access to the ocean varies
between the villages with Nusa Gede village being situated on a river that provides entry to
the fishing grounds across a river mouth bar. The other two villages launch directly of the
beach into the water. Photo 1 on page 1 shows a boat being landed at Batu Karas beach
and photo 2 on the following page shows the beach at Batu Karas where boats are
launched from.These fishing communities use a variety of fishing gears which include:
longlines; pole and line; drift nets of various mesh sizes and fiber; prawn nets; and small
sienes. The catch and target species vary between fishers and include prawns, snapper,
mackeral, pomfret, tuna, squid, lobster and a wide array of other species. In two of the three
villages fishing is the main source of income and fish are landed into two government run
fish auctions. A more detailed description of the villages themselves is presented in chapter
4.2
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Photo 2: Batu Karas Beach

1.3 Main research questions
There is a growing body of research concerning the management and sustainability of
small-scale fisheries in developing countries. Four research questions were developed to
help focus this research thesis and drive its methodology. The first research question
centres upon the current economic situation of both fishermen and their communities.
1. What is the current economic status of fishermen in Cijulang and do variations of income
occur with fishing communities themselves and/or with neighbouring communities?
Indonesian fishermen provide the basis of food security for much of Indonesia’s population;
however, fishing communities are considered by many to be clustered among the poorest
income strata in Indonesia. Sumiarsa states that:
“Fishing communities in coastal areas are clustered among the poorest income
strata of Indonesia…poverty remains the major preoccupation among fishermen in
Indonesia” (Sumiarsa 2004 p1).”
However research by Pollnac et al (2001) argues that such assumptions do not have any
base in either qualitative or quantitative analysis, with research showing that the opposite is
very often the case.
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He states that his figures provide strong evidence that fisher’s is, in fact, higher than nonfishers in coastal communities (Pollnac et al. 2001). Both these researchers have based
their research in Indonesia and it is clear that opinions on the economic situation of
fishermen and their communities differ greatly. With this in mind this thesis aims to close the
information gap that exists in the current literature on Indonesian fishermen and their
livelihoods.
The second research question investigates the use of nets and engines and the impact
these variables have apon the earning power of fishermen.
2. How does the use of technology (nets/engines) contribute to the earning power of
fishermen and does ownership of technology vary between villages?
As fishing as a profession involves uncertainty in daily income it is important for fishermen to
catch as much fish as possible in the time available for fishing. This results in fishermen
investing in better fishing gears and technology, and, by utilizing these, increasing the catch
and catch per unit effort (CPUE). (King et al. 1989; Pomeroy 1991; Hill 1995; Johannes
1998; Pollnac et al. 2001) Correctly used, new technology and increases in catch size can
have a positive effect on an individual and village level. This thesis aims to investigate the
use of technology (nets/engines) and its contribution to the earning power of fishermen. It
also investigates if ownership of technology varies between villages. This question is
important as, if ownership of technology does vary from village to village, or within a single
village, this will have an impact of the ability of this research, and past and future research
conducted, to use the data to make wider assumptions for a larger area. As fisheries
management decisions may be based upon these assumptions it is vital that this information
be taken into consideration.
The third research question turns away from fishing gears and looks at the environment
where fishing takes place.
3. What environmental and social factors have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability
of the fishermen to access the fishery? What differences are there in this environment
(SW Java) and other areas of Indonesia?
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Map 1: Research sites in Cijulang, West Java, Indonesia

Previous studies of Indonesian fishermen’s livelihoods have generally occurred in areas that
are situated in enclosed waters or not open to oceanic swells (Pollnac et al. 2001, Sumiarsa
2004). There is a current information gap in that no research has been done to assess the
impact of waves and wind on fishing frequency of small scale fishermen in Indonesia. Little
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data also exists concerning the status of Indonesia’s fish stocks. In some areas overfishing, destructive fishing practices and illegal fishing may contribute to the difficulties
fishermen face in catching fish. In other areas catch may be below potential yields due to
lack of new fishing technology and the use of traditional fishing practices. By looking at
possible environmental and social factors that may have an impact on fishermen’s
livelihoods this thesis will provide new information to help guide future management of
fishers in the Cijulang region and may inform management of small scale fishers on a wider
scale.
The final research question expands on the second question regarding the use of fishing
gears and engines and looks at the impact of fuel price increases on fishers’ incomes.
4. Do external forces (such as fuel price increases) have an impact on fishermen's
livelihoods? If so are they related to fishing technology such as types of fishing gears
and/or engines?
The conversion of the small-scale inshore fleet from wind and oar power to motors in the
1980’s and 1990’s in Indonesia has opened the fishermen up to external variables that they
have no control over, such as fuel price rises and escalating costs of motors and parts.
(Couper 1989; Environment 1996; van Oostenbrugge et al. 2004) As dramatic changes
continue to take place on a global scale and the costs of non-renewable resources soar
across the world, small scale fishers in Indonesia are facing huge challenges, not only to
survive but also to continue to provide food security for their own communities and the
nation as a whole. The cost of subsidizing fuel in Indonesia placed a massive strain on the
budget in 2004 and 2005 and this contributed to a run on the currency (Indonesian rupiah –
IDR). As a result, the government was forced to enact fuel prices increases significantly in
2004 and again in 2005, with a total increase of 126%. The above research question looks
at the effects of these fuel price increases and the effects they have had on the income
levels of the fishermen.
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1.4 Study methods and materials
This study used a combination of participatory research techniques and community based
coastal research management (CB-CRM) methodologies. Primary data were collected over
7 months from December 2005 to July 2006 whilst the author conducted fieldwork in the
three villages. During this time the author established relationships with the three
communities and participated in a wide range of village activities. A variety of qualitative and
quantitative data collection methods were used which included three surveys (see
appendixes 1, 3 & 5), observation techniques, key informant interviews, formal and informal
discussions with fishers and their families, case studies and participation on fishing trips.
These are discussed in detail in chapter 3 of this thesis.
This study also gathered data from secondary sources which included local, municipal,
provincial and national government data on Indonesia’s fisheries, primary production,
population distribution and local, provincial and national law. It also drew upon previous
published and unpublished scholarly articles.

1.5 Chapter Outline
Chapter one provides a general discussion of the research, the basis for the research being
undertaken, its goals and four main research questions that this paper will address in detail.
It also briefly looks at the study methods used and the sources of data. Chapter 2 looks at
the current literature and research that has been undertaken to inform on the four research
questions posed. It looks primarily at research undertaken in fisheries and fisheries
management in Indonesia and other developing countries. It investigates the adaptation and
appropriateness of technologies into traditional practices, fishing technology, social and
environmental factors affecting fishing and farming practices fishermen’s economic status in
developing Asian countries and the economic changes that have resulted in increases in
world oil prices.
Chapter 3 explains the structure and reasoning of the methodology used for the field work
and subsequent data analysis. It presents definitions and limitations of the research, site
selection, data collection methods used (in particular Community Based Coastal Resource
Management [CB-CRM] and Participatory Coastal Resource Assessment [PCRA]) and a
description of the three surveys used. Chapter 4 investigates the livelihoods of fishermen in
Cijulang, West Java and provides a description of the study area and a characterization of
the three fishing villages. It provides a description of the villages’ environments, access and
infrastructure, and looks at the income of fishers and their access to credit.
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Chapter 5 provides an insight into fishermen’s ownership and use of fishing gears and
engines in the three villages. It looks at each village individually and then draws comparisons
between each village. It shows that the use and ownership of fishing gears may not only vary
from village to village but within individual villages. Chapter 6 investigates the environmental
and social aspects of fishing communities in Cijulang. It provides the reasons fishers chose
their profession and provides information relating to the education, age and health of fishers
and their families. It also looks at environmental aspects that effect fishermen’s livelihoods in
Cijulang, which include the impacts of the ocean environment and waves, illegal fishing, and
perceived changes to fishing, and fish abundance over time.
Chapter 7 focuses on the impact of fuel price increases on individual fishermen and relates
these impacts to the gear types used. It provides the fishers’ perceived changes to income
and expenses over time and looks at changes to the size of the fishing fleet over the last five
years. The chapter contains three case studies of individual fishermen and highlights the
impact fuel prices have on individual fishers. The chapter concludes with a look at the sale of
fish in the three villages. Chapter 8 provides a detailed discussion of all the fieldwork and
literature review. It addresses and answers the four research questions posed previously in
this introduction using all the information presented in this thesis.
Chapter 9 presents the major findings and conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis. It
highlights the contributions to knowledge that this thesis has made and summarizes the main
points of the results obtained during the fieldwork and data analysis. It also provides
recommendations that may contribute to better management and research of fisheries in
Cijulang, west Java, Indonesia. It presents a model that explains the current situation and
future improvements that may be made.
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Overview
2.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the current literature and research in fisheries and fisheries
management with particular reference to Indonesia and South-east Asia. It investigates the
adaptation and appropriateness of technologies into traditional practices beyond fishing and
looks at both terrestrial and non-terrestrial technologies that have been introduced into
traditional cultures. It does so as lessons learnt from agricultural improvement programs
such as rice farming can contribute also to fisheries management. It looks at literature
regarding the reasons fishers choose their profession, identifies the assumption that fishers
are the ‘poorest of the poor’ and shows that this assumption is not supported by all the
current literature. ,
This chapter also provides an analysis of current literature concerning social and
environmental factors affecting fishing and farming practices. It looks at the impacts of
capitalism on traditional communities and the effects on fishing and farming management
interventions. It relays the social consequences of various credit and management
strategies used in the past to try to improve the livelihoods of fishers and farmers. It
highlights possible conflicts that can occur within communities and between neighbouring
communities if intervention programs are undertaken without robust social risk analysis. It
highlights the problems faced by attempting to implement alternative livelihood strategies for
fishers and farmers and also provides past research on traditional conservation of fisheries
resources. The chapter closes by reviewing the global economic changes that have resulted
in increases in world oil prices, the effect that these have had on Indonesia’s government
and GDP, and shows the resulting social and economic impact of the subsequent fuel price
increases of 2004 and 2005.

2.2 Indonesian Fishermen
This first section of the literature review explores the relevant literature concerning the
current economic situation of fishermen in Indonesia and other countries to inform on the
first research question of this thesis: ‘What is the current economic status of fishermen in
Cijulang and do variations of income occur with fishing communities themselves and/or with
neighbouring communities?’ It also looks into the reasons fishermen choose fishing as a
livelihood as this may help to inform on future management interventions and possibilities of
alternative livelihoods for fishermen. It looks briefly at the structure of fishing communities
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and identifies the issue of non-hemogenity of fishing communities and that this factor must
be considered carefully when drawing conclusions of fishing communities as a whole.

2.2.1 Fishermen – Economic status in developing Asian countries
Integrated coastal management (ICM) programs and community based coastal resource
management (CB-CRM) are beginning to become more widespread throughout Asia,
particularly in the Philippines, with some projects also being carried out in Indonesia. Most of
this research is focused on improving conservation, laws, and managing institutions and
communities. This is focussed in areas where many problems face the fisheries itself; overfishing, declining fish stocks, environmental damage to reefs and coastal ecosystems, and
marine-based pollution. (Hopley 2000; Hartono 2003; Olsen 2003; Wilkinson 2003)
However many communities throughout Indonesia and South East Asia are reliant on
themselves to increase livelihoods and search for new practices and technology to increase
fishing yields. Fishing stocks in some areas may or may not be over-fished and increased
exploitation of the resource may be possible. Within these communities there may also be
vast differences in social and economic situations. One sector of the community may have a
quite high standard of living and achieve good catches due to their ability to access more
advanced gears and technology. In another sector of the community poverty may be
endemic, families may be struggling to survive and facing health and nutrition problems, and
the ability to access better fishing gears may be very low. These two sectors may be less
than fifty meters from each other (Pet-Soede et al. 1999; Hopley 2000; perikanan 2004).
Many assumptions are made about poverty amongst fishermen both by governmental
agencies and researchers. The most common view of fishermen is that they are ‘the poorest
of the poor’ and many reports push towards fishermen developing work outside fisheries to
increase income. However this assumption must be analysed carefully as, according to
Pollnac (Pollnac et al. 2001), in the Philippines annual incomes of fisher households were
higher than that for rice-farming households. In Vietnam it is higher than in non-fisheries
households, and in South Sumatra
“...coastal communities with high percentages of fishers tend to have higher incomes
than coastal communities with a high percentage of farmers.” (Pollnac et al 2001,
p.533).
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It is difficult to make any qualitative statement about the position of fishers on the economic
ladder of income as related to employment type. It is therefore necessary for researchers to
assess fishers’ incomes in relation to other wages before any conclusions can be made
about the economic standing of fishermen. It is obvious, also, that any fishing community
may well be different to many other communities throughout Indonesia, and therefore any
data obtained from the community being studied is not necessarily applicable anywhere
else. Therefore it is clear that researchers must conduct research with an open mind, free of
any assumptions that may or may not be valid.
Pollnac (Pollnac et al. 2001) identifies 4 main assumptions made in fisheries management:
1. Fishing is the employment of last resort
2. Fishermen are the poorest of the poor
3. Fishing is not an enjoyable occupation and is characterized by hard, unrewarding,
smelly and dirty work
4. The poor only care about money from work and not the type of work involved.
Many researchers also make the assumption that fishing communities in developing
countries are very poor. As noted in the introduction, Sumiarsa states that:
“Fishing communities in coastal areas are clustered among the poorest income strata
of Indonesia…poverty remains the major preoccupation among fishermen in
Indonesia” (Sumiarsa 2004 p.1).
Pollnac argues that such assumptions do not have any base in either qualitative or
quantitative analysis, with research showing that the opposite is very often the case. He
states that figures provide strong evidence that fisher’s income is, in fact, higher than nonfishers in coastal communities. Therefore there is a need for further research on this and a
need for this thesis to question the assumption that farming can provide better alternative
employment (Pollnac et al. 2001).
Why do people choose to make their livelihood from fishing? Much current literature would
have us believe that it is not by choice, that extreme poverty or lack of other viable work
options force people to the sea, and in almost all Community Based Coastal Resource
Management (CBCRM) and Integrated Coastal Management (ICM) research this is taken to
be true (Couper(Ed.) 1989; Crawford 2000). When looking at livelihoods it is especially
pertinent to take into account the reasons individuals begin and continue in their chosen
profession. Many fisheries management projects in south-east Asia are concerned with
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looking at other employment opportunities for fishermen for two reasons. Firstly, in many
areas fisheries resources are severely depleted and secondly, there is an assumption that
fishermen want to do work other than fishing. As in all research and program implementation
making general assumptions is fraught with dangers and, in this case, can affect the
success of fisheries management initiatives. For example, if fishermen do enjoy their jobs
and are happy with their lives it is pointless to try to get them involved in work practices
outside fisheries and such projects will most likely fail due to lack of support from the
community. This problem will occur if programs begin with higher-level management
decisions being forced on smaller communities without discussion with the locals. (King et
al. 1989; Pomeroy 1991; Hill 1995; Johannes 1998; Pollnac et al. 2001)
Pollnac et al (2001) are some of the very few researchers to look at job satisfaction in
fishers, and their results are important in their impact on fisheries management and
planning. Pollnac notes fishermen, rather than hating their job and wanting to change, gain
significant satisfaction from fishing and even if an alternative job with the same or better pay
were available they would continue fishing. He makes the finding that most fishers (95%) in
the research conducted in the Philippines responded that they would go into fishing again if
they had to live their life over again. The enjoyment fishermen gain from their work is
overlooked in many surveys and projects. Pollnac et al. propose that reasons why fishermen
will not change their profession include the fact of not having a boss, ‘the beauty of the sea’,
and having a daily income of food supply. (Pollnac et al. 2001)
Allison and Ellis (2001) look at many of the assumptions used as the basis of CB-CRM and
find problems with looking at fisheries from a community viewpoint. They argue the definition
of a fishing community as a spatial unit, a social structure, or a shared set of norms, is
based upon assumptions that cannot be supported (Allison and Ellis 2001, Olsen 2003). The
assumption that communities are a spatial unit is not suitable for ocean fisheries in particular
as fish are a mobile species and many fishermen are mobile and operate outside locally
defined boundaries. This differs from terrestrial fields such as farming. Homogeneity of
community social structure is also an assumption that may not be true. Allison and Ellis
(2001) use the examples of conflicts of ethnicity and work type in the community to show
that village social structure may not be as harmonious as assumed. Their final argument is
that within many communities there are often large differences between the levels of status,
ethnicity, wealth and incomes of the inhabitants. When looking at CB-CRM and ICM these
factors would show that using community based models, especially in fisheries, is fraught
with dangers and difficulties. However some management is better than none and many CB-
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CRM programs have been successful and surmounted the above problems. (Allison and
Ellis 2001)

2.3 Fishing Technology
The second research question of this thesis investigates the impact and use of different
fishing technologies and their influence on the earning power of fishermen. As the use of
different nets and engines will have an impact on the ability of fishers to access the fishery
and fish stocks it is important to view how technology is firstly reconcilled with traditional
fishing practices and the effects, both positive and negative that technology may have on
fishing communities. This section also looks at the introduction of technology into other
areas such as rice farming to provide a wider view of the possible effects that may occur.

2.3.1

Adaptation

and

appropriateness

of

technologies

into

traditional practices
Very few studies have taken place on the effects of new technologies on small-scale
fishermen in Indonesia, although some intensive studies have been conducted in other
developing countries in the Indian and Pacific oceans.(Johannes 1981; Alexander 1989;
Couper 1989; King 1989; Hill 1995; van Oostenbrugge et al. 2002; Santen 2003; Ali 2004)
These studies have shown that the introduction of new technology does not always have a
positive effect on, and in some cases destroys, either the fishery or the community it was
supposed to manage. Issues of culture, economics, training, infrastructure and ethnicity can
all affect management outcomes and researchers must be fully aware of these impacts.
(Firth 1975; William L. Collier 1977; Alexander 1982; Halapua 1982; Alexander 1989;
Couper 1989; King 1989; Waters 1989; Hill 1995; Crawford 2000; Santen 2003)
Ignoring the possible contribution of traditional knowledge to management and the
adaptation of modern technology has been a problem that needs to be addressed
throughout fisheries. Traditional knowledge is paramount to the management of the fisheries
and the fleet’s ability to catch fish (Johannes 1981; Evans et al. 1997; Crawford 2000).
Therefore there is a compelling case for fisheries management to no longer be the field of
‘educated specialists’ but to be a union of highly skilled and knowledgeable fishermen
working with ‘educated specialists’ on an even footing. (Johannes 1981; Alexander 1982;
Couper(Ed.) 1989; Mursidi 1990; Pomeroy 1991; Hviding and Baines 1992; Evans et al.
1997; Johannes 1998; Ali 2004; Satria and Matsuda 2004)
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Couper (1989) discusses the difficulties faced by smaller communities in the Pacific in
adopting new technologies to enable them to enter the purse seine fisheries. For example,
the great leap from pole/line and long line fishing to purse seine fishing that puts huge
economic and technical pressures on the fishermen as well as a total change in fishing
practices. Such a massive leap is almost inconceivable and Couper fails to address
alternative technologies that may be available to these fishermen. Couper also forgets that
purse seine fishing and trawling involve finances and infrastructure that are in no way
possible in true small-scale fisheries. However he does note,
“...as equipment becomes more sophisticated, its price ultimately rises beyond the
means of the average fishermen. A new profession, money lending, arises. The
fisherman borrows to finance his purchases, and he often falls into debt. Employment
opportunities diminish as more efficient boats drive out native craft.”(Couper 1989,
p25)
King (1989) also notes that the introduction of purse seine vessels requires considerable
onshore infrastructure. He adds that if this infrastructure is not present severe burdens are
placed on the communities to maintain running costs of the vessels. Sutherland (1989)
reiterates this by saying that perhaps the most viable development option may be to
increase the use of traditional fisheries (in this case pole and line and long line fisheries).
Unfortunately Sutherland does not attempt to explain what these technologies may be and
after highlighting the importance of small-scale fisheries does not discuss them further.
Rather he discusses tuna fisheries and trawling activities, activities that are not small scale.
Herein lays one of the preliminary problems in research of small-scale fisheries in that the
definition varies from researcher to researcher. For example small-scale fishing practices in
Australia or Europe are far removed from small-scale fisheries in Asia. In the case of this
research in West Java the definition used is outlined in the methodology to create a clear
distinction of the fisheries, something many researchers have failed to do.
Larger scale fishing practices such as trawlers and purse seine fisheries have increased
their catch by using new motor, boat, and sounder technology in many parts of Indonesia.
Pacific Consultants International in their White Paper: Study of Fisheries Development
Policy Formulation (International 2001), produced for the Indonesian Ministry of Marine
Affairs and Fisheries, note that advances in technology and their subsequent application by
fishermen have over-exploited Indonesia’s fisheries. King (1989) also notes that increasing
the efficiency of traditional fisheries can result in an increase in seafood production.
However it must be remembered that these findings are relevant for the Java Sea, a calm
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body of water with a very high population density, cultural diversity, and easy access to new
technology. The southern coast of Java where this study is focussed is characterized by low
population density, high wave action, isolation, and a lack of safe launch and harbour sites.
(King 1989; Hill 1995; Environment 1996)
Various economic approaches have been used in introducing new technology to both
farmers and fishermen. Many governments use loans to farmers and fishers with varying
degrees of success and failure. Many loan schemes often fail due to the size of the loan, the
inflexibility of payment options, extra costs, the lack of consultation with those the
technology is supposed to help, incompatibility of new technology with existing structures
and machines, and lack of awareness of social (family, extended families, and village)
structures and their effects on repayments. However some programs are successful due to
confronting some or all of these issues and in many cases loan systems are the best option.
(Alexander 1982; Halapua 1982; Comitini and Hardjolukito 1986; Couper(Ed.) 1989; King
1989; Sutherland 1989; Mursidi 1990; Pomeroy 1991; Hviding and Baines 1992; Marjoram
1994; Johannes 1998; Manatunge et al. 2001)
Chapman (Chapman 2003) and King (King 1989) note the success of a program designed
to encourage local Pacific fishermen to fish for deep-water snapper. The South Pacific
Commission employed three master fishermen to train Pacific Islanders to catch deep-water
fish species. The training program was extremely successful because small craft and simple
fishing equipment were used, and training was conducted at the locations concerned. Also
the technology used was a local adaptation of outside technology. This shows the true
importance of ‘keeping things simple’. King (1989) notes that the less sophisticated the new
technology is the more successful it is. Chapman (2003) also sees this in his study of deepwater snapper fishing gear and the slow evolution of new gear incorporating traditional and
modern techniques. Johannes (1981), in his research in the Palau District of Micronesia,
found that Westerners, instead of trying to change traditional fisheries with new technology,
first need to discover what they can learn about tropical marine eco-systems and their
resources by investigating the knowledge and actions of native fishermen and by observing
their impact on these resources (Johannes 1981)
Johannes (1981) also notes the use of seabirds as fish-finders in Oceania. Fishermen note
the position of flocks of birds that can spot and follow schools of fish invisible to fishermen.
Fishermen’s knowledge of seabirds can help identify the species of fish and also if the fish
are feeding or not. Such knowledge is built up over many years and professional fishermen
in Palau use this combined with other knowledge such as lunar cycles, seasonal rhythms of
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waves, winds, currents, tides, and seasonal and daily migrations of fish (Johannes 1981).
With such available knowledge it is easy to see that modern management systems must use
the existing knowledge as it is directly related to the local fisheries and provides a vast store
of relevant and useful information. Johannes sees a possibility for combining traditional
knowledge of floating logs and tuna seiners. Floating logs often support large schools of
skipjack tuna and other schooling species and there is a vast store of traditional knowledge
of the seasonal and geographical position of such logs. Whereas the purse seiners search
‘almost at random’ for the logs traditional knowledge could be combined with the technology
of the purse seiners thereby leading to fuel saving, higher catches, and more efficient
utilization of the stocks. (Johannes 1981)
King et al (1989) look to the suitability of boats in small-scale fisheries, including safety
aspects. King et al note the suitability of boats for using technology and the need to work
‘with’ fishing communities rather than entering communities and forcing western ideals and
ways of fishing upon the community with little or no consultation. (King et al. 1989)
Traditional fishing practices combined with oceanic and atmospheric conditions limit fishing
times and catch size for small fishing vessels. As smaller boats are unable to fish far
offshore or for more than a day at a time, the vessel itself hinders catch also. In the sites
studied in this thesis most boats are of fibreglass construction and some boats are lost due
to inclement weather conditions. This is important to the research as it may well be a source
of risk aversion in the three dusun (villages) under study. It also brings in wider socioeconomic-cultural factors of widows, and support of families of deceased fishermen. This
may be especially relevant if Johannes’ (Johannes 1981) research is true in that some
problems in over-fishing of certain areas in Micronesia could perhaps be overcome by
finding new fishing areas.
“If fishermen were reasonably certain of large catches, it would be worth their while to
travel

to

remoter,

previously

under

explored

areas...An

exploratory

fishing

program...might lead to the discovery of such locations.” (Johannes 1981,p.80)
In Bali traditional knowledge systems concerning irrigation have been in place for hundreds
of years and form part of the cultural, religious and social structures of the community
(Stevens 1994). However, in the 1960’s and 70’s Indonesia adopted Green Revolution
technology that introduced new types of rice and cultivation techniques that were far
removed from the traditional systems. As a result pest infestation destroyed the crops and
rice yield dropped substantially.
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“The model demonstrated that the procedures imposed by outside agricultural experts
were doomed to fail. The temple system, on the other hand, combined the highest
yields with the fewest pests and best use of water.” (Stevens 1994, p4)
Jewitt argues that many programs designed without properly researching the current
effectiveness of traditional knowledge may fail. This may be due to arrogance of Western
science and an unwillingness to accept that the wealth of knowledge stored in traditional
systems may be not only relevant, but also better than modern science and technology.
(Jewitt 2002) Jewitt also talks about the introduction of technology and that it can ignore ‘the
people being developed’ although these people often do have the ability to organize
themselves without the aid of outside forces. A ‘top down’ approach can alienate the local
community and Jewitt supports a more ‘grassroots’ approach of mixing tradition and modern
technology to achieve a more locally appropriate and bespoke form of development. Olsen
on the other hand, even though highlighting problems in top-down management practices,
still promotes their use and believes with greater emphasis on the process of project
management (planning-commitment-implementation-commitment) such projects can be
successful. (Stevens 1994; Jewitt 2002; Olsen 2003; Santen 2003).

2.4 Social and Environmental factors and fishing and farming
practices.
This section of the literature review looks at both social and environmental dimensions of
fishing communities to help identify information gaps that this thesis will address. In
particular this part of the literature review looks at the research question of: ‘What
environmental and social factors have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability of the
fishermen to access the fishery. What differences are there in this environment (SW Java)
and other areas of Indonesia?

2.4.1 Social Factors
The introduction of capitalism into societies that were based on a traditional communal
structure, such as in Micronesia as noted by Johannes (1981), has had a great effect on
both the fisheries themselves and the community. The introduction of a cash economy,
imports and the expanded export markets, resulted in an increase in fishing and catch size,
and also forced fishermen to compete with other fishermen as money became more
important and cultures changed from subsistence to capitalist. A follow on effect of this was
the quest for better gear and this involved greater capital outlay, often involving borrowing
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money. The need to repay such loans meant the fishermen were forced to sell more fish in
the village thus
“...where fish has been a form of social security they were now a commodity. Social
and economic systems were separating.” (Johannes 1981, p.69)
A decline in fish stocks began to occur as many areas began to be heavily fished using
larger boats and nets. Fishing for many fishermen became uneconomic and imports of
canned fish began to replace locally caught fish. King (1989) looks at some successful and
unsuccessful projects in the Pacific Islands. The introduction of motorized boats and small
aluminium catamarans to set up small-scale tuna fisheries was unsuccessful due to the
system of loan repayments used. The increase in catch was sufficient to repay the loans
however, as money was not directly taken out to make the repayments at the time of sale,
fishermen faced demands from extended families and as a result repayments were not kept
up and many boats were repossessed. As King notes proper sociological research and
cultural awareness and consultation would have alleviated the problem (King et al. 1989).
Similar problems also occurred in southern Sri Lanka as noted by Alexander (Alexander
1989) where new boats and motors were introduced with a government loan scheme.
However the loan provided only the boat and motor, not the fishing gear needed, therefore
fishermen had to have access to other sources of capital if they wanted to partake in the
scheme. The second problem came in the form of the repayments that were a fixed monthly
sum and did not take into account seasonal variations in fish catch, and during off months
repayments exceeded fishermen’s income. As a result many fishermen were pushed into
high levels of debt due to poor catches or need for repairs and had to sell their boats at a
low price with some even losing their houses and other possessions. Their misfortune
proved to be lucky for other owners who, due to good catch, high skill, and lack of need for
repairs, were able to limit debt and purchase further vessels, increasing economic inequality
in the community. Another spin off effect was that other fishing methods, such as beach
seining and use of outrigger canoes, slowly disappeared and further unemployment
resulted. However in southern Sri Lanka the introduction of motors was successful, as new
boats were not needed as motors could be attached to the existing vessels, resulting in a
lower level of capital needed (or a lower loan). The motors increased catch by as much as
four times. Success is also attributed to the fishermen’s existing knowledge and use of other
technologies (nylon nets) and the social structures in existence in the villages (well
developed share- systems). (Alexander 1982)
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In Gahavalla, Sri Lanka, in the 1940’s a radical rise in fish prices, better transportation and
new technology in the form of an ice factory, allowed the introduction of a capitalist society
at the expense of traditional community structures and fishing practices. Ownership of
beach seines changed from the men who worked them to wealthy non-fishing investors. An
increase in the number of nets, combined with loss of net ownership created a community
divided by wealth and social standing. (Alexander 1982; Jewitt 2002)
Working on a national or provincial scale in Indonesia is fraught with other problems such as
differences in culture, corruption, geography and status of resources. Couper (1989) sees
the social dimension of technological change as being recognized as a difficult and often
neglected area. He notes that major technological changes are quite likely to be
accompanied by environmental, economic, and social consequences and he also relates the
difficulties faced in obtaining the interest of governmental bodies in researching and
promoting maritime awareness. Larger communities both in size and cultural diversity have
many problems with the management of the dissipation of new technologies. This is easily
seen in the 1960’s and 1970’s in the Java Sea where the expansion of shrimp trawling saw
conflict between small scale fishermen and the trawlers, with these conflicts often becoming
violent.
“Conflicts became more violent and widespread...the competition led to severe conflict
– death of many artisanal fishermen whose boats were rammed by trawlers and
destruction of many wooden trawlers by the artisanal fishermen.”(FAO 2004, p2)
In 1980 after trying many different approaches to end the violence the Indonesian
government took the radical approach of banning all trawling activities in the Java Sea and
Sumatra. This was a result of the belief that any increase in catching efficiency (without a
corresponding decrease in fishing effort) will result in an increased pressure on the
resource. (King 1989). The Indonesian government saw this and acted upon the assumption
that long-term goals were more important than the short-term goals. Although there were
many short-term consequences such as a fall in fishers’ earnings, exports and
unemployment, the benefits were given to the million small-scale fishermen through the
sustainability it would ensure to the inshore resources. (FAO 2004) This sustainability is
questionable due to the sheer mass of fishermen fishing these waters although it is no doubt
better than it would have been if trawling was still permitted. (King et al. 1989; PCI 2001;
FAO 2004)
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Traditional conservation techniques have been in place in many coastal communities
throughout the world for hundreds of years and have, in the past, been ignored by western
science. In fact, many communities
“have long been aware of the value of husbanding their marine resources, and,
centuries ago, devised and employed almost all the marine conservation measures we
continent dwellers developed only recently. (Johannes 1981, p.63)
Such measures include reef and marine tenure (exercising the right to limited access to
fishing areas), exclusion of outsiders in fishing grounds, avoiding waste catch, and
restriction on fishing certain types of fish during certain times to allow for spawning. In New
Zealand traditional fisheries conservation practices have been incorporated into fisheries
law and special regulations apply to customary fishing. Tangata Whenua (Maori) have the
ability to place temporary closures on fishing ground identified as culturally important to
them, set up permanent Mätaitai (areas managed and controlled by customary keepers and
protectors (kaitiaki), and obtain permits for customary fishing. (Ministry of Fisheries 2009)

2.4.2 Environmental factors
One of the main problems with management of fisheries is the inability to procure adequate
levels of data about the fisheries, the environment, and the fish stocks themselves.
Researchers are limited by time, financial constraints and the complexity of fish migration
and habits. Johannes (1998, p243) promotes the use of data-less management of fisheries
“...management carried out in the absence of the data required for the
parameterization and verification of models that predict effects of various management
actions with useful statistical confidence limits.”
The absence of management usually leads to destruction of the environment and depletion
of stocks and although data-less management provides results that are ‘less than ideal’
Johannes argues it is better than no management. The absence of government support and
recognition of the ‘critical significance’ of local marine tenure is the main constraint in
management, rather than the lack of data (Johannes 1998). This can be seen in many
traditional management structures of fisheries in the Pacific where managerial and
environmental practices have evolved over many years due to observations of fishermen,
and have enshrined themselves in the cultural (and sometime religious) traditions of the
community. Whilst this may be true for many communities Johannes forgets that in many
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countries, including Indonesia, conflict between regions over marine tenure is the normal
status rather than the exception and management on a usual basis in near impossible
(Johannes 1981; Halapua 1982; Couper 1989; Hviding and Baines 1992; Johannes 1998).

2.4.3 Alternative Livelihood Approaches and their Incompatibility
with Fishing
Allison and Ellis (2001) promote a livelihoods approach to management that takes into
account the diversity of livelihoods, not just in the community, but in extended family
structures also. They discuss ‘occupational pluralism’ for fishermen as a solution. Although
such a program can be of benefit in some communities, it ignores (as do many other
studies) the inherent risks involved in ocean fishing. Some researchers have also seen
fishing as a viable cross over occupation for farmers and other livelihoods when fish stocks
and catch are high. (Allison and Ellis 2001; PCI 2001) What these researchers fail to
understand is that fishing is not an easy occupation in the open ocean, with risks such as
death due to drowning (many fishermen in South East Asia are unable to swim) and death
due to exposure due to mechanical failure (floating aimlessly in the oceans currents).
Fishing uses many skills not available to non-fishermen such as navigation, oceanography,
biology, and historical knowledge such as the best places for fishing, fish behaviour, and
proper use of fishing gears. (Johannes 1981)
Although Allison’s use of livelihood strategy may be applicable for some fisheries such as
lakes, lagoons, and calm seas, and does provide a greater depth and understanding of
community structures, it faces the same problems of all current coastal management
programs. These problems are that all fishing communities are environmentally different.
Some communities are based on calm water fishing, others on open water fishing. The
current techniques in management and data acquisition do not provide methods to assess
the differences associated in fishing practices, risk, and possibility for occupational
pluralism. Furthermore time constraints, and the tendency to replicate survey and sampling
techniques (such as PCRA) over many differing environments, do not allow comprehensive
data for individual communities. However if such studies were undertaken, the time and
financial costs would be astronomical and as mentioned previously, some management is
better than none in most cases. This problem is also noted by Johannes in the difference
between particular islands in Micronesia and the differences in fishing techniques,
community structures, and livelihoods due to differing environmental fisheries (i.e. lagoon
vs. open ocean fisheries, island currents) (Johannes 1981; Allison and Ellis 2001)
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Over-fishing in Indonesia must be kept in mind. Indonesia’s inshore fisheries are ‘open
access’ fisheries and anyone who wants to can become a fishermen, in many areas fish
stocks are being fished at unsustainable levels. This is a vastly different situation to other
countries such as Australia and New Zealand where fish stocks are managed under a quota
system and even small commercial catches are regulated. Fishing regulations exist even for
recreational fishers. Although Indonesian inshore fisheries do have some laws and
regulations regarding the size of vessels and engines allowed to operate in near shore
waters, as well as regulations governing mesh size of nets and fishing gears, these laws
and regulations are rarely enforced. Due to the size of the inshore fleet, funding constraints,
and the vast shoreline of Indonesia over fishing does occur in many areas and is further
exacerbated by improvements in fishing gears and technology (FAO 2004; Sumiarsa 2004).
“…fish stocks in Malacca Strait and Java Sea have been over fished for years while fish
stocks in the Banda Sea are almost fully exploited…hence utilization of these resources
must be carried out wisely...” (Sumiarsa 2004)

2.5 External Forces
This section of the literature review explores the impact of external forces such as fuel
prices rises on the income of fishermen. Changes in gear use in fishing have been occurring
for centuries. In the last 20 years the motorization of the inshore fleet throughout Indonesia,
and the use of nylon nets and lines, has seen it become more susceptible to external
variables. Therefore this section looks into the background information that will be used later
to help answer the research question:
Do external forces (such as fuel price increases) have an impact on fishermen's livelihoods?
If so are they related to fishing technology such as types of fishing gears and/or engines?

2.5.1 Fuel Price Increases
The current challenge for the fishers in Indonesia and throughout the world is how to cope
with the escalating cost of fuel and the erosion of profits that have been the result of
increased operating costs and the higher daily cost of living. In addition, the biomass of
many fish stocks is uncertain and the inability to increase catch yield to regain lost income
may be having a negative impact on the social and economic status of fishers, their families
and communities. In Indonesia, with no fishermen specific subsidy or payments to alleviate
any of the impacts of rising fuel costs, many fishermen may be unwilling or unable to risk
fishing as frequently as prior to the fuel increase, let alone purchase new technology that
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may increase catch size. Fishers may also be at risk of increased poverty, malnutrition, and
the inability to financially support themselves and their families from fishing and other
alternative income sources (Liese 2003; Ghosh and Soeriaatmadja 2005; Antara 2006).
Between 2004 and 2006 fishermen across the world were struggling to deal with increases
in fuel prices and Indonesian fishing communities were confronted with two successive fuel
price hikes in 2004 and 2005, as can be seen in Figure two (Higgins 1994). It was not only
the domain of third and second world countries. Throughout the world fishermen began to
protest and stop fishing, as fuel prices and the cost of living increased whilst the price of fish
remained stagnant. (Alexander 2005; Detik.com 2005; Ghosh and Soeriaatmadja 2005;
Jakarta-Post(1) 2005; Jakarta-Post(2) 2005; Jakarta-Post(3) 2005; Nathalia et al. 2005; Yen
2006)
Other industries directly affected by the rapid increases, such as the transport industry, were
able to put up fares and tariffs. This also drove the cost of other day to day items and
essentials up. The price of fish in shops rose as the cost to transport it from auctions to
sellers increased. However, the price fishers received for fish stayed relatively constant.
This occurred across all fisheries, not only the small scale fisheries. In countries such as
Australia, Spain, England and France fishers were protesting the rising cost of fuel and
many fishermen were forced out of the industry. (Khan 2004; Alexander 2005; Eichbeger
2005; Mercopress 2005; TCM 2005; Yen 2006)
Indonesia is the only South East Asian member of OPEC (Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries). However, Indonesian production of oil has decreased over the 4 years
since 1999 and it is now the only OPEC member importing more oil than it exports. As a
result of increased demand, Indonesia was forced to import more oil and therefore the cost
of subsidising petrol and diesel also rose. The cost of this subsidy began to take up more
and more of Indonesia’s gross domestic product (GDP). World oil prices rose dramatically
during 2004 with wars in the Middle East threatening supply, increasing demand in Asia,
and decreasing production pushing prices to an all time high (see Figure 1, following page).
Great pressure was placed on the Indonesian government, and other countries throughout
the world, to increase the price of fuel as fuel subsides threatened to consume a majority of
their GDPs. (WN-Network 2004; Antara 2006; Williams 2007)
In the 2004 State Address of The President of the Republic of Indonesia on the bill on the
state budget, The President of Indonesia noted that the fuel subsidy in Indonesia, and its
effect on the budget deficit and GDP, was based on a price per barrel benchmark of $35
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whereas the price in 2004 was around $66 per barrel. The government was forced to
increase the price of fuel by 29%. The president noted that this increase
“will indeed increase the burden of the people, and may even cause an increase of
poverty that runs counter to the objective of the government” (Indonesia 2006).
Figure 1: Crude Oil Prices 2004-2007

Although the government knew that the 2004 increase would have a negative effect on
income and poverty levels in Indonesia it had no choice but to implement the price hike. It
was paying 5,700rp/litre for the fuel and selling it at 2,400rp/litre. The previous president,
Megawati Sukarno-Putri, had earlier tried to raise fuel prices but her resolve crumbled under
widespread public outcry, street protests and demonstrations. The following year, in 2005,
the government was again forced to increase fuel prices, this time by 87.5% as the world
price of oil kept rising dramatically and the entire GDP of Indonesia was threatened by being
consumed by the fuel subsidy alone. The rapid increase in fuel prices can be seen in Figure
2 (following page).
Large protests and riots occurred throughout Indonesia in response to the fuel price
increases. Student protests in Makassar, Yogyakarta, Cirebon and Bandung turned violent
with protestors clashing with police. In the capital, Jakarta, huge street rallies, at times
flanked by more than 5,000 police officers, took place down the main streets of the city. In
fishing communities throughout the archipelago fishers responses to the increases were
varied with some fishermen pulling up their boats and stopping fishing altogether (WNNetwork 2004; Jakarta-Post(2) 2005; Jakarta-Post(3) 2005)
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Figure 2: Fuel Price Increases over Time in Indonesia
Fuel Price increases in Indonesia 2001-2005
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In 2006 the Indonesian Minister of Fisheries and Marine Affairs, whilst discussing the
Presidential regulation on subsidized fuel for fishermen, noted that many fishermen had
been unable to operate their fishing boats due to the fuel hike in 2005 and commented that
he hoped no fishermen would remain unable to catch fish or go fishing (Antara 2006). This
reflected the Indonesian government’s push to increase productivity in the fisheries sector
as stated by the President of Indonesia in his public address on the state budget in 2004
(Indonesia 2006)
“The core solution to solving unemployment and poverty lies within three main sectors,
namely agriculture, fishery, and forestry. The revitalization of these three sectors
becomes essential in order for us (the Indonesian government) to build a prosperous
and sustainable Indonesia...a collective effort to implement policies and strategies to
accelerate

growth

in

earnings

and

welfare

of

the

people,

particularly

the...fishermen...and people in rural areas in general...In the field of marine and
fisheries, the Government has improved services in...empowerment of coastal
communities, and simplified access to capitals for fishermen.”

2.6 Summary
This literature review covered much of the existing information to help inform on the aim and
research questions by this thesis. The literature review, used in conjunction with the results
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of the field work, will enable a characterization of the three fishing villages to be made,, the
effect of fuel price increases and gear use, and create an information brief to inform future
fisheries management processes and interventions.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This chapter examines the methods used to gather and analyse data on the cultural, social,
and economic behaviours of three small fishing villages located on the south coast of West
Java, on the Indian Ocean. It looks at site selection, how and why the surveys were created
and the population sampled, how both primary and secondary data were collected, and
finally how the effects of rising oil prices, and the perceived changes to fishing over time
upon these villages were determined.

3.1 Introduction
Indonesia is an archipelago of different cultures, beliefs, and therefore social structures. It is
useful to view fisheries and fishing communities in the same way. Variances in boats, fishing
gears, and social organization may vary, not only within existing cultural groups, such as
Sundanese (West Javanese), but in fact, from village to village. Any assumption that what is
true for one fishery can be confidently used to describe other fisheries must be questioned,
and, in most cases, rejected outright. Understanding that fishermen’s attitudes towards risk
vary from individual to individual, and that economic fluctuations affect individuals differently,
is central to the research and methodologies used in this research.
This thesis employed a systematic approach and drew upon both quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Preliminary data gathering at the three villages was paramount to the successful
analysis of fish catch data. This study observed three villages with the objective of obtaining
an in-depth analysis of the community, fishermen, fishing techniques, and administrative and
economic structures. Through completing the above, the following aims of the thesis were
able to be realized:
•

To create a characterization of the three fishing villages

•

To discover the current and past perceived social and economic status of
fishers

•

To discover environmental factors that may have an impact on fishermen’s
ability to access the fishery

•

To discover if different small scale fishing methods have a greater susceptibility
to the impacts of fuel price rises

•

To discover perceived changes in fishing practices and the fishery over time

•

To discover the impacts of fuel price increases on the incomes of fishermen
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Many studies involve comparisons between villages throughout a given area that affects the
amount and reliability of data obtained for each village. Time constraints, language and
cultural difficulties, and observation techniques, all influence the reliability and quality of data.
In only choosing three villages the researcher was able to develop strong relationships with
the community and fully assess and observe fishermen and fishing practices. This is
important as fish stocks vary not only seasonally but also annually (although little research
has been done on oceanic/meteorological phenomena in the Indian Ocean it is possible that
patterns similar to the ‘el Niño’ phenomena influence water currents and resulting fish
migration patterns in the area)

3.2 Definitions and Limitations
3.2.1 Fishery Definitions
It is important to define exactly what is meant by small-scale fisheries as the definition
varies from country to country. For the purposes of this thesis it is defined as: “A fishery
where the boats used have a carrying capacity of less than 2 tonnes, use an engine of equal
to, or less than 20 horse power, generally fish within 4 nautical miles of the coastline and are
operated by no more than three fishermen.” This definition is also consistent with Indonesian
Fisheries Law No 31/2004 and Regional Governance Law 32/2004. Photo 3 on the following
page shows a typical boat on the beach at Batu Karas.

Differentiation also needs to be made between small-scale fisheries that exist in high wave
areas of Indonesia and those that do not. Vast differences are present in these two fisheries
such as fishing frequency, the effects of wind and wave actions, gear usage and fishermen’s
risk aversion. The term violent ocean fisheries (which will be discussed more in depth in
the discussion sector of this thesis) refers to fisheries that are open to ocean waves and
weather conditions, where wave size can be a limiting factor in near shore fisheries, and
wave interval exceeds 5 seconds. Calm sea fisheries on the other hand refers to fisheries
that exist in areas where ocean swells do not penetrate, wave interval is less than 5
seconds, and wave size is not a mitigating factor in fishing frequency. Up until now the term
‘near shore fisheries’ has referred to all fishing activities occurring within 4 miles of the
coastline, without reference to the significance of ocean conditions.
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Photo 3: Typical Boat at Batu Karas Beach

3.2.2 Time Period of Research
As much of this thesis uses observations and interviews as the primary method of data
collection it does provide a relatively stable snapshot of the fishery and its participants.
However the data and information is limited to the season studied and is not representative
of all fishing seasons and years. Natural variability and movement of fish stocks,
environmental and oceanographic variations such as water temperature and currents, and
further rises in fuel prices since the research was undertaken are all variables that limit the
scope of this paper.
In the original methodology for this thesis the variation of seasons was to be taken into
account by using a full year of field work to assess the differences in fish capture and fishing
effort. However mid way through the research the villages were hit by a tsunami that
restricted the fieldwork to seven months and the intensive fishermen’s survey to 3 months.
This has produced results that cannot be used to establish a year timeline of data and the
variability of fish capture over seasons. However, the data do provide sufficient information
of the fishery and its participants for a portion of the year. This must be kept in mind when
analyzing the data.
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3.2.3 Geographical and Cultural Limitations
The study is limited to the district of Ciamis, West Java, which has certain environmental,
geographical, economic, cultural and ethnic conditions that should not be generalized to
include other areas of Indonesia. These include a lack of deep water harbours, violent
ocean fisheries, distance from major centres, Sundanese culture and belief systems, and
types of fishing vessels and gears used. The study is further limited to the three sub-villages
of Batu Karas, Sanghyang Kalang and Nusa Gede.

3.3 Site Selection
In choosing the sites for this research the geographic location of the villages was important
as this thesis aimed to look at the effects of the ocean environment on fishing. Previous
studies of small fishing communities in Indonesia have focused on areas which are
protected from ocean groundswells . Therefore areas of Indonesia that faced directly into
the Indian Ocean were considered. The lack of nearby harbours was also considered as this
inhibits large scale fishing practices from being introduced thereby protecting the villages
from over exploitation and large differentiation occurring between socio-economic levels. In
the three villages chosen all boats must be launched from the beach thus restricting the size
and weight of vessels able to fish the area. (Warmbrunn 2004) The size of the communities
was also considered to enable enough data to be collected to provide a statistically
significant proportion of the community to be sampled in relation to funding and staffing
constraints.

3.4 Data Collection Methods
3.4.1 Overview
There were three main areas of data identified as needing to be collected to discover the
social and economic context of the villages and fishermen, the perceived changes in fishing
practices and the fishery over time, the effects of rising petrol prices, and the relationship
between fishing gears usage and fuel usage and profit/loss. These three areas were
identified as:
•

Environmental

•

Social

•

Economic
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An overview of current methodologies was undertaken to establish a robust approach to the
collection of the environmental data and existing social and economic data. This was further
expanded to incorporate survey design with the goal of creating three surveys to gather
sufficient data for analysis to fulfil the aims of the research.
There are few practical methodologies available for the study and understanding of the
human aspects of coastal resource use and fisheries. As this thesis originally allowed a year
for field data acquisition (instead of days or weeks that many of the current methodology
designs allow for) the research was able to delve much deeper into the community structure.
Most current methods are limited by time constraints and therefore tend toward rapid
appraisal techniques rather than in-depth analysis of only a few communities. As a result a
combination of two methodologies was chosen:

•

A community-based coastal resource management (CB-CRM) method based

on the approach formulated by Proyek Pesisir, developed as part of the Coastal
Resource Centre (Pollnac and Crawford 2000)

•

Participatory Coastal Resource Assessment (PCRA) (Walters et al. 1998).

This combination of methodologies was chosen as, after looking first at the CB-CRM
methodology, it was noted that the technique was complemented by, and did not replace,
participatory assessment techniques. As the CB-CRM methodology is based upon current
rapid appraisal techniques it does not allow for the more time consuming participatory
research techniques. The use of PCRA allows for the increased gathering of traditional
community knowledge and awareness of socio-economic and ecological trends. Therefore a
combination of the two methods was used to obtain the data necessary to inform the aims of
the thesis.

3.4.2 CB-CRM Methodology –Assessing Behavioural Aspects of
Coastal Resource Use
This approach, created by Pollnac and Crawford, provides for fisheries and coastal research,
which places the emphasis of the research on human behaviours, factors that influence
these behaviours, and the ultimate consequences of these behaviours. The system is
“…directed at obtaining quantitative and qualitative data, and where appropriate, conducting
statistical analysis of the information gathered…The emphasis is on human behaviours,
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factors influencing these behaviours, and the consequences of these behaviours for
community well-being.” (Pollnac and Crawford 2000, p.2-3).
This system has been used in many CB-CRM projects in Indonesia and other countries
throughout Asia and is at the forefront of research techniques and data acquisition in
fisheries research (Pollnac et al, 2000. Walters, 1998. Hopley, 2000). It must be noted
however that the program is designed for ‘rapid appraisal’ and is affected by time and
economic constraints. “One problem with making observations (and conducting interviews)
concerning natural resource use, however, is that it is periodic (fishing seasons or times)...”
(Pollnac and Crawford 2000). Rapid Appraisal Techniques are an excellent tool to assess the
immediate near shore environment and social conditions such as housing and facilities.
Handbooks such as those written by Pollnac et al (2000) and the Southeast Asian Fisheries
Development Centre (2005) provide an excellent, comprehensive guide to conducting such
surveys. There has been outstanding work done in this area by many non-government and
governmental research agencies and the quality of environmental assessment data,
research techniques, and analysis of data in this field is high and continues to improve year
by year.

3.4.2 .1 Coastal Zone Physical Geography
A general description of the terrestrial terrain, coastal configuration, composition, near shore
bottom characteristics and salient oceanographic conditions was created using available
topographic, bathymetric and aerial photos and maps combined with interviews with
community officials and other key informants (fishers). Verification was made by the
researcher throughout the course of the field work during beach and village surveys, as well
as snorkelling and trips on vessels. This involved identifying and classifying physical
elements of the coastal environment, conducting beach line transects, and direct
observations of the physical environment in the three dusun. Data were collected through
governmental sources (such as the Indonesian Department of Fisheries and Marine Affairs,
local and state government resources), direct observation by the researcher, and
information gathered from participants (such as traditional fishing areas and historical data).
Photographs were also used. An assistant was employed to help identify local vegetation.
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3.4.2.2 Population
Population data were generated from the local village office (Kantor Kepala Desa), and the
local government office. These data, although somewhat outdated, were the best and only
source of population data for the three dusun studied.

3.4.2.3 Settlement Patterns
Direct observation was used to assess settlement patterns. Initially observation was used to
guide a survey structure, which then validated the initial analysis. At times local residents
were interviewed to provide information on areas unknown to the researcher and the
household survey also collected data regarding movement of non-locals into the areas
surveyed. Transience was also noted.

3.4.2.4 Land Area and Suitability for Agriculture
The local village office and municipal and provincial offices provided information on land use
for agricultural purposes. Although this data was somewhat out of date, it provided the best
available information on a broader scale. During the field work direct observation was used to
assess the near shore (infralittoral) environment and the household survey (see appendix 1)
included questions on land use and size.

3.4.2.5 Occupations
Data was obtained from provincial sources to obtain a general outline of the distribution of
occupations across the province. However, such data is only a general guideline and, as the
majority of the province and municipality is not coastal, further data were collected through
the household survey (see appendix 1) to inform on occupation distribution of the three
dusun. Both primary and secondary occupation data were obtained as many of the
community, especially fishers, may have alternative livelihoods due to the seasonality of
fishing.

3.4.2.6 Coastal activities
The collection of data concerning coastal activities took place through field observation, key
informant interviews and surveys over the course of the field work. As many coastal activities
are seasonal, it was important to continually make notes on the coastal activities over time. A
preliminary taxonomy of fish species and gears used was created and updated as the field
work progressed. Fish species were identified and recorded and a database of fish names
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established. Two large posters of fish were used to give fishermen a visual aid and surveys
of fish sales at the local fish auction also added to the database. Information was cross
checked with a variety of fishermen and fish buyers to increase the integrity of the data. An
assistant was used to help with translation and identification of fish names. The database
took into account:
•

Local names (relevant for the small area studied)

•

Regional names (Sundanese language – the language of West Java)

•

Indonesian language names

•

English Name

•

Scientific Name

This spreadsheet can be found in appendix 9
Known fishing gears were identified and interviews and fishing trips with fishermen arranged
and undertaken to inform on the different types of fishing gears, their use and deployment,
and the fishermen’s survey (see appendix 3) inquired on the frequency of use. Observations
and interviews also took place at the times of launching and landing of boats.
Data collection about vessels was conducted through a physical assessment of the vessel
and a resulting grading of the vessel in relation to its seaworthiness. Previous studies of
fishing vessels have generally classed fishing vessels by size, engine capacity and
seaworthiness. This incorporated such classifications as type of hull (i.e. fibreglass or
wooden hull), engine type (long and short rotor) where present, and outrigger type (bamboo,
wood and plastic). This was done over the course of the study and incorporated all boats in
the three dusun. Assessment was done in the form of a visual survey of the vessel both in
and out of the water and took place over three Friday mornings to take advantage of the
local customs which do not allow local vessels in the water from 12pm on Thursday till 1 pm
on Friday. This custom is a local law and reflects the villages’ adherence to Islam and the
sanctity of the Friday prayers.
As many of the vessels motors are kept either at the fishermen’s homes or at other people’s
houses near the beach, data on vessel and engine ownership was obtained through the
fishermen’s survey (see appendix 4). Further information on coastal activities was done
through observation by the researcher and the assistant. A Local Activities Report Form
(see appendix 9) was carried at all times when visiting the beach and activities recorded.
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3.4.2.7 Community Infrastructure
A checklist of community infrastructure items was created and field work conducted to verify
the existence and/or non-existence of the following items: hospitals, medical clinics, doctors,
schools, water sources, electricity, sewerage systems, telephones, roads, markets,
restaurants, cafes (warungs), businesses, hotels, fishing related organizations/buildings and
mosques.

3.4.2.8 Reduction of Bias
Multiple methods were used, wherever possible, to obtain data to reduce bias. Care was
taken when receiving information from local community members and at least three or more
participants were questioned for each area of information. Whilst informants may be
attempting to provide the correct information it must also be realized that they may not in
fact know the correct answer or may answer falsely when the answer may negatively affect
them or their community.

3.4.2.9 Summary of Information Needs and Methods
Table 1 on the following page summarises the variables researched and the methods used
to obtain data on each variable.

3.4.3 Participatory Coastal Resource Assessment (PCRA)
“Participatory research and development…can be framed as "doing research and
development work with people" instead of "doing research and development work for
people"...In the field, PR&D demands a set of knowledge, attitude and skills that go
beyond the typical human and organizational capacities under top-down research and
development paradigms.”
(Gonsalves et al. 2005, p.iv)
PCRA methods are extremely useful when studying areas where little or poor secondary
data is available. PRCA methods produce temporal details about important events, changing
status of resources and emerging issues that are almost impossible for outside assessment
experts to discover independently. They also add specific details such as the relative
condition and cultural values of local areas and provide insights on trends in resource
abundance and levels of exploitation that cannot be obtained from other sources.
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Table 1: Summary of Information Needs and Methods
Information Need

Data Source / Method
Secondary Community Surveys Observation

Interviews/Key

Data

Informants

Officials

Coastal Zone
Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

(Limited)

(Limited)

(Limited)

Occupations

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (Limited)

Yes (Limited)

Coastal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Limited)

(Limited)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Physical
geography
Population
Settlement
Patterns
Land Area and
suitability for
Agriculture

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Validation of
Data

A further benefit of using a PCRA technique is that it discovers important information that
would otherwise not be obtained using traditional scientific approaches. Using PCRA
methods local users of the resource are more likely to want to participate in the research.
(Walters et al. 1998; Wiber et al. 2003; Gonsalves et al. 2005.)
Emphasis on assessing behavioural aspects is designed to obtain systematic qualitative and
quantitative data. From a methodological aspect PCRA can be seen as a contextual method
of analysis, which attempts to understand the fishery within the social, cultural, and economic
environment of an area. It aims to standardise data collection and analysis (such as
household surveys) and avail itself of participants’ ability to investigate their own reality.
Therefore the research not only looks at the reality and data at the local level, but also the
participants’ interpretation of their own situation. (Chambers, 1994a).
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Table 2: PCRA Research Methods Used to inform on Indicators
General

General

Indicator

Profile
Physical

Outputs Produced

PCRA method

Geophysical Overview

Identifying and classifying

Setting

physical elements of the coastal
environment

Environmental Important

Description, diagrams,

Identify associated resources

/ Ecological

Habitats –

gear uses and resource

Documenting historical trends

Coral Reefs

issues

Natural

Inventories and local

Resources(1)

classification systems

Natural

Fish catch trends,

Identifying and classifying

Interviews, surveys, trend

Resources (2) CPUE, production by

diagrams, primary and

- Fisheries

species and method,

secondary data collection

past and present

Fishermen’s Surveys

productivity
Socio-

Other Coastal

Descriptions, diagrams

Household Surveys

Economic

Resource

of demography,

Documenting historical trends

Users

livelihoods, current
productivity

Local

Descriptions,

Household surveys

Resource

demography,

Fisher Surveys

Users

livelihoods, community

Intensive Fisher Surveys

organizations

Key informant interviews
Documenting historical trends

Management

Description of current

Integrating information,

Issues

constraints of

identifying issues, interviewing

exploitation of the

key stakeholders

resource

Participatory methods make local knowledge available and relevant, and integrate the
knowledge of coastal resource users and that of experts. I followed the research techniques
described in Participatory Coastal Resource Assessment: A Handbook for Community
Workers and Coastal Resource Managers (Walters et al. 1998) which included:
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•

Gathering of documented information

•

Direct observation of, and participation in, assessing the local coastal resource
system

•

Purposeful gathering of local knowledge

•

Generation of local feedback (primarily from local resource users) on information
collected

•

Integration of all information into a document called “coastal area profile”.

This approach was selected as it has been used successfully in researching other fisheries
and incorporated both qualitative and quantitative data gathering techniques. (Walters et al.
1998) Table 2 (previous page) outlines the information gathering phase of PCRA
methodology and the specific research methods used. These methods are discussed later in
this section. All methods are accomplished through observation, interviews and surveys with
local resource users, and the collection of secondary data.

3.4.4 Existing Data Collection
Existing data were gathered from three sources. At a municipal level data and

general

information on Indonesian fisheries were obtained from the Department of Fisheries and
Marine Affairs offices in Jakarta and Ciamis. These data included import/export, size and
financial value of catch, economic potential yield, general economic and wage data of
fishermen and other professions, and other related data.
The second source of existing information was the records of the office of the “Kepala Desa”
(Village Head). The Kepala Desa office holds and collects information about all residents in
his village and this data contains not only economic, but also geographical, social and
institutional information. These data were cross-referenced with data obtained through field
surveys (see below) to validate or invalidate the information.
The third source of information was from the fish auctions situated in both villages. These
auctions are the major sales outlet for the fishermen, with a high percentage of the total catch
being sold here. This is also the site where tax is paid (tax is paid at 10% of the sale price). The
auction is an official government body and maintains records of fish sales, fish type, and
amount. This data were entered into a database to give an estimation of catch size, catch
variation in relation to time (month/season/year), catch type (species), and fishermen’s income.
[It must be noted that illegal markets do exist as a way of circumventing tax and some
fishermen may also sell directly to middlemen] (Warmbrunn 2003).
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3.4.5 Surveys
The collection of primary data from the fishing community was of utmost importance as it not
only supports (or in some cases refutes) secondary data obtained from the above sources
but allowed the economic situation of fishing families in the villages, their cash flow, and the
way in which money is used to be analysed. These data were collected through surveys,
interviews and observation techniques.
Three different surveys were used to collect information from the three villages. Copies of the
survey forms can be found in appendices 1-6. These surveys are described in greater detail
following this introduction. The three surveys were:

•

Household Survey – This survey was a general social survey used to gather socioeconomic data from all families, regardless of profession of the main money earner.

•

Fishermen Survey – This survey was a secondary survey given to fishermen to obtain
data concerning their livelihoods,

•

Intensive Fishermen Survey – This survey was given to a small proportion of fishers
to gather a comprehensive data set concerning their daily fishing effort, income and
expenses.

3.4.6 The Household Survey
The household survey aimed to obtain generalised data concerning the socio-economic
structure of households in the three villages. This survey can be found in Appendix 1. The
survey created a socio-demographic profile of the fishing community. Information was
gathered on the following areas:

•

Occupations

•

Education

•

Land Ownership

•

Material Style of Life

•

Ethnicity and Religion

•

Formal and Informal Associations

•

Distribution of Labour

•

Production and Income

•

Perceived Quality of Life and Problems
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3.4.6.1 Sample Size: Socio-Economic Survey
The sample size of the socio-economic survey aimed to incorporate over 25% of all families
residing in the three dusun through both purposive and random sampling that included
participant observation, general and intensive surveys, and key informant interviews. 203
households in total from the three dusun were surveyed and this sample size is well within
the sample size stated by Pollnac and Crawford of 20-40% of the population to provide the
minimum acceptable characterization of the coastal community in the area being researched.
In dusun Batu Karas 102 houses were surveyed from a total of 327 houses representing
31.2% of all households. These houses also represent over 80% of all households living
within 2km of the coastline. In Sanghyang Kalang 55 houses were surveyed from a total of
219 representing 25% of all households. In Nusa Gede 46 houses were surveyed from a
total of 148 representing 31% of all households.

3.4.6.2 Survey Methodology
The process involved creating a grid survey design of the three dusun and going to every
house in each grid unit. If no-one was available at the time of the survey, the house was
marked on the grid for re-survey over the following weeks. Much of the surveying was
conducted on Thursday afternoons and Friday mornings in an attempt to conduct both the
social and fishermen surveys at the same time and reduce overlap between the surveys.
These days were specifically chosen as in the areas studied no boats are allowed to be on,
or enter, the sea from 12pm Thursday until 1 pm Friday.
Before surveys were conducted permission was sought from the Rukun Tetangga (Head of
neighbourhood organisation) and Rukun Warga (Head of community organisation) and the
Rukun Nelayan (Head Fishermen) of the three villages. This process promoted local
knowledge of the research and many families were waiting for the researchers when the
researchers arrived. Assistance was also given in identifying where absent families might be
and this enabled the researchers to conduct surveys on local families in other areas outside
the village.
The surveys were conducted over 3 months. A two week training program was established
for my assistant to enable him to fulfil his duties as directed by myself. Photo 4 (following
page) shows myself and Yoyo, my assistant researcher, on the coast road fronting Batu
Karas beach. By comparing local statistical data and the data obtained I was able to estimate
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the total coverage of the surveys and therefore both the standard deviation and confidence
levels of the data.

Photo 4: My assistant and I, Batu Karas Beach

The dusun of Nusa Gede was easily surveyed due to its street structure and small
population. Nusa Gede has a grid like street system consisting of four main streets running
north to south and four intersecting streets running east to west. Five trips were made to the
village for the purpose of the household survey and 80% (n=50) of a possible 62 households
were surveyed. In interviews with locals it was also discovered that some fishermen lived
outside of the immediate vicinity of the main village so two further surveys were conducted in
the area within 3km from the main village to complete the survey.
The dusun of Sanghyang Kalang was also relatively easy to survey due to the size of the
population and the researcher assistant’s personal knowledge of the families that lived
there. Although the village is spread over quite a large area the assistant’s knowledge of the
area enabled over 25% (n=55) of the 235 families living in this dusun to be surveyed.
The dusun of Batu Karas was more difficult to survey due to the larger size and the
distribution of houses. To overcome this problem more effort was allowed for the Batu Karas
surveys than the other villages. Surveys were conducted over a period of two months,
obtaining a sample size of 31% (n=102) of the 329 families.
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3.4.6.3 Data Analysis
The data generated through the household survey was entered into a Microsoft excel
spreadsheet and the results summarized for presentation in both table and graph formats.
These two mediums for showing results were used as they clearly show the different
responses given to the questions and are easy for the reader to understand.

3.4.7 The Fishermen Survey
This survey was designed to extract information about fishermen themselves as opposed to
their family structure. This survey can be found in Appendix 3.
•

Ownership of productive equipment

•

Labour distribution (fishing, repairs, etc)

•

Fishing costs/income

•

Fishing methods/gear type/vessel

•

Fishing skills

•

Fishing grounds and seasons

•

Marketing of fish catch

•

Perceived quality of fishing environment and problems

•

Perceived quality of fishing infrastructure and problems

•

Perception of resource impacts from human activities

3.4.7.1 Sample Size - The Fishermen Survey
The fishermen survey aimed to achieve a sample size of more than 25% of all fishermen in
the three villages. Many fishermen were identified through the previous socio-economic
survey and interviewed immediately after. Determining the total number of fishers in all
villages was difficult as this number varied depending on the secondary source it came from.
Also the fact that some fishers came from outside the villages being studied added to the
difficulty. A boat survey was conducted to establish the number of fishing boats on the
beach and assess those that were actively being used. This figure was then doubled to give
a general idea of the number of fishers taking part in the fishery as each boat generally has
two active fishermen per trip on board. The figure was also considered to be slightly overestimated as not all boats counted may be in current use. All attempts were made through
interviews at the beach to ascertain if the boats were in use or not, however, this information
was limited. Therefore almost all boats with outriggers attached, no major damage that
would indicate inability to float, and of basic seaworthy condition, were included in the final
count.
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The total number of fishers in Nusa Gede was estimated at 46 (26 boats) and the number of
fishermen interviewed was 22 representing 48% of all fishers. The number of fishers
interviewed in Sanghyang Kalang totalled 50 representing 68% of all fishers (number of
boats = 32). The number of fishers in Batu Karas interviewed was 48 fishers representing
24% of all fishers (number of boats = 102). These sample sizes fall within the boundaries of
acceptable confidence limits at 95% with confidence intervals of between 11 (Batu Karas) to
7 (Nusa Gede).

3.4.7.2 Data Analysis
The data obtained from the fishermen’s survey was inputted into a Microsoft excel
spreadsheet and summarised. Graphs and tables were produced to view the data and draw
conclusions. Some of the data involved questions regarding the perception of the
interviewee as to changes over time. These are discussed in greater detail in the results
section.

3.4.8 The Intensive Survey
This survey was an on-going survey that was to last for the period of a year with weekly
interviews with the participants coinciding with data form collection. Through weekly
interviews and daily data sheets (see Appendix 5), information was acquired on income,
effort and costs of fishing, as well as data regarding fishing frequency, reasons for not
fishing, and alternative livelihoods. The survey was also used to assess many qualitative
data areas such as risk assessment and perceptions of the environment, fish stocks,
technology, gears, and change.

3.4.8.1 Sample Size: Intensive Survey
Obtaining a number of fishermen to participate in the intensive survey was of great
importance to the success of the research. The number of participants was decided upon
the number of positive responses to the question on the general fishermen’s’ survey which
asked:
Would you like to take part in a further survey that will follow your day to day fishing activities,
financial situation, and family and social relationships over the period of a year? Yes/No
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Respondents who answered yes to this question were all chosen to participate in the
intensive survey. Of the respondents who replied yes to the question only a certain number
were owner/operators of vessels and were able to provide data on expenditure. Due to
ethical constraints no incentives were able to be given to participants and many fishers were
unwilling to participate. It was important that the fishermen were aware of the data required
and the time that it would take to fill in the forms provided. These forms were collected once
a week. Some fishermen who originally indicated that they would like to take part in the
survey did not fill out the forms at times (or at all) and were therefore removed from the final
data analysis. Of the initial thirty participants which began the survey 12 continued that did
continue to fill in forms on a regular basis formed the core of the research on the direct
impact of fuel price rises.

3.4.8.2 Data Analysis
Fishermen were required to report catch in kilograms and market price in rupiah, the costs
of fishing (which include fuel, oil, wages, bait and gear) and if they did not go fishing the
reason why. Data received on the weight/price of fish were cross checked with receipts
given to the fisher by the fish auction at the time and point of sale thereby validating the
data. Fishers were also asked to note any amount of fish kept for personal use or given
away.
To establish the impact of the fuel price increase on fishermen only data concerning actual
documented costs (both incoming and outgoing) were used. Due to time and funding
constraints the effects of increase in the costs of living were not determined. This issue is
looked at in greater detail in the discussion chapter of this thesis. The formula, equations
and variables used are based on research conducted by Yahaya and Wells (1982), Almeida
et al. (2001) and Ceregato and Petrere (2003). Not all variables from these prior studies
were included the research however these three papers guided the analysis of the data
collected. To determine the effect of the fuel price increase on fishermen it was necessary to
firstly establish the current profit/loss each fisherman obtained from each individual trip. This
was done by using the following equation:
P = I – O (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 + f5)
Where P = total profit/loss per trip (post fuel price increase of 87.5%)
I = income received from sale of fish catch
O = total costs
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f1 = cost of fuel used per trip (post fuel price increase of 87.5%)
f2 = cost of oil per trip (if purchased)
f3 = wages paid per trip (if paid)
f4 = bait costs per trips (if used)
f5 = gear costs (if purchased)
Secondly the total profit per trip was recalculated taking into consideration the price of fuel
per trip prior to the 87.5% fuel price increase. To do this f1sub was calculated using the
formula
f1sub = f1 / 1.875
Where f1 sub = cost of fuel per trip pre 87.5% price rise
f1 = current price of fuel per trip
Once f1 sub was calculated the total/loss profit per trip prior to the fuel price could be
calculated using the formula
P(sub) = I – O (f1sub + f2 + f3 + f4 + f5)
Where P(sub) = total profit/loss per trip (pre fuel price increase of 87.5%)
I = income received from sale of fish catch
O = total costs
With the total profit/loss obtained from each fishing trip post and pre fuel price increase it was
then possible to calculate the income lost from each fishing trip due to the fuel price increase.
This was done simply by calculating:
D = P(sub) - P
Where D = the total loss per trip due to the fuel price increase.
Once D was calculated it was possible to track the effect of the fuel price increase on each
fisherman over time, each fishing gear over time, and the three villages over time. The
average loss per trip per gear type was calculated using
G = (Di + Dii + Diii + Div….) / T
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Where G = total average loss per trip per gear type (i.e. long line or large nylon net)
Di = the total loss per trip (based on a single gear type) due to the fuel price
increase
T = total number of trips of a single gear type
This formula was also modified to obtain the average loss per trip for each fisherman by
changing Di, Dii... to the total loss per trip per fishermen regardless of gear type used. This
was further expanded to include all fishermen across all the villages studied.

3.5 Summary
This chapter has outlined the methodologies used in both the field work and analysis stages
of this thesis. Both Community Based Coastal Resource Management (CB-CRM) and
Participatory Research Methods were used to obtain qualitative and quantitative data from
the field work. Once this data was obtained it was analysed using various methods to
provide visual and statistical presentations.
The next chapter looks at the results of the data analysis and provides graphs, figures and
photos to answer the first research question of:
What is the current economic status of fishermen in Cijulang and do variations of income
occur with fishing communities themselves and/or with neighbouring communities?
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Chapter 4: The livelihoods of fishermen In
Cijulang
4.1 Introduction
This chapter of the thesis presents the results of the data analysis concerning the livelihoods
of fishermen in Cijulang.. It answers the first research question of:
‘What is the current economic status of fishermen in Cijulang and do variations of
income occur with fishing communities themselves and/or with neighbouring communities?’
It uses photos, graphs and tables to present the results of the data analysis and provides a
robust characterisation of the fishermen, their livelihoods and their community. This chapter
firstly describes the research sites situated in West Java, Indonesia, and gives a broad
description of the Ciamis Municipality of West Java, its coastline and looks at the existing
data on its fishery. It then looks at the Cijulang sub-district, its economy, land use,
infrastructure and geology. It then looks closely at the three villages where the field work for
this thesis was undertaken and provides graphs and data to establish the current economic
situation of the fishermen, their livelihoods and the community in which they live. This
information is essential background into the socio-economic status of the fishermen. By
gathering and collating this information it provides a broader characterisation of the economic
situation of the villages and provides both qualitative and quantitative data as to the actual
income of both fishers and non-fishers in the communities. It also enables this thesis to be
put into context when trying to make comparisons between the three villages being studied
and other village in Indonesia or in other developing countries.

4.2 Description of the Study Area
4.2.1 Ciamis Municipality
Ciamis is located in the province of West Java, Indonesia. It has a population of 1,604,088
with a population density average of 627 people per km2. The municipality is divided into
three main areas, Ciamis Utara (North Ciamis), Ciamis Tengah (Central Ciamis) and Ciamis
Selatan (South Ciamis). Map 1 (page 6) shows the location of the research sites. (Perikanan
2003) Only the southern area of the municipality (South Ciamis) borders the Indian Ocean
with the coastal area (499,568 Ha) divided into 5 sub-districts. The coastal topography of
South Ciamis is generally low lying with average height above sea level varying from 0-25m.
Fish production in the municipality was 2,600 tonnes in 2003 with just under 400 tonnes
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exported earning a little over US$1.5 million. Aquaculture and fisheries contribute 5.8% of
employment in the municipality. (Perikanan 2003)
The southern coastline stretches for a distance of 91km from east to west and is
characterized by sand beaches interspersed with rock and reef. Much of the coastline faces
directly south to the Indian Ocean and is exposed to large swells that develop from storms
far to the southwest. No natural deep-water harbours exist and many of the fishing villages
use dangerous entry/exit routes through reef passages. Many fishing days are lost each
year due to the inability to launch boats.
Figure 3 below portrays government fisheries statistics showing the actual catch yield in
Ciamis from 1999 - 2003 being less than 20% of the estimated catch potential. This graph
indicates that the actual catch in the province is well below the estimated catch potential
therefore indicating an increase in catch yields may be theoretically possible. However,
estimates of both past and current biomass of fish stocks may be incorrect. It has been
shown by Pet-Soede et al (1999) that the statistical basis for Biological Maximum
Sustainable Yields (BMSY) in Indonesia is flawed and that much of the data concerning fish
stocks must be questioned for its reliability and accuracy.

Figure 3: Actual Yield shown as a % of the Estimated Potential
Fish Harvest Yield in Ciamis from 1999-2004
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4.2.2 Cijulang Sub District
The three dusun (small villages) studied are located in the sub-district of Cijulang (07.42S
108.27E – see Map 1, chapter 1.2). Cijulang is bordered to the east by the Indian Ocean, to
the west by Cigugur, to the south by Cimerak, and to the north by Parigi. Cijulang has a
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population of 24,875, approximately 7000 houses (both permanent and semi permanent)
and is divided into 7 villages that are further subdivided to give a total of 35 dusun (small
villages).
Cijulang is a busy small town boasting a large market and many shops. Transport to and
from the village includes large buses, smaller mini buses, angkot (a van with two bar seats
which can seat approximately 12 people), ojek (motorcycle) and becak (a bicycle style
rickshaw). The main road runs through the centre of the town and was repaired slowly over
the duration of the research. It previously was potholed and travelling time to the larger town
of Pangandaran (37km) took one and a half hours. Travel time now has dropped to under
one hour.
Figure 4 : 1999 Agricultural Land Use in Cijulang (ha)
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(Source: West Java promotion and investment board)
Cijulang’s economy is based mainly around agriculture with fishing playing a smaller role in
the sub district. Only 3 out of the 35 dusun abut the Indian Ocean. The majority of land is
Cijulang is used for rice farming as can be seen in figure 4 above. The land used for rice
farming constitutes over 75% of all agricultural land use in Cijulang. Singkon (a type of
spinach) and fruit are the other main contributors to land use. Other agricultural crops are
corn, peanuts, soy beans, potatoes and various other vegetables. Tourism is increasing in
the area with Batu Karas beach and the Green Canyon River popular with local, national
and international tourists. During the holiday season of Idul Fitri the area is inundated with
tourists with thousands of people arriving.
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The geology of the area is basically volcanic interspersed in the coastal zone by limestone.
The soil is reasonably rich for a coastal area and consists of clay and sand particles
interspersed with volcanic ash. There are two main coral reefs in the area that are best
described as extremely unhealthy with the majority of the reef bleached and dead (>80%). In
the past both dynamite and chemical bomb fishing has been used on the reefs, which have
subsequently virtually killed them.

4.3 Characterisation of Three Fishing Villages: Batu Karas,
Sanghyang Kalang and Nusa Gede
The research methodologies enabled a characterization of the three dusun being studied to
be made. Information was obtained through the collection of secondary data, surveys,
interviews, observations and sampling. This section of the results describes in detail the
environment, access, infrastructure, social and economic setting, occupations, house
ownership, material style of life and health of the three fishing communities. It uses photos,
graphs and tables to present the results of the data analysis and provides a robust
characterisation of the current status of the communities being researched.
Photo 5: Traditional Fishing Vessel in Batu Karas

4.3.1 Environment
Dusun Batu Karas and Dusun Sanghyang Kalang are situated in the village of Batu Karas
(population 3969). Dusun Batu Karas consists of two main beaches, Pantai Legok Pari and
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Pantai Batu Karas. These two beaches are protected from the force of the Indian Ocean
swells that smash the southern Javanese coastline by a 4km length of cliffs interspersed
with small beaches which refract the open ocean swell by up to 145% before the waves
finally refract further around a small point and to the beach. This reduces wave and swell
size considerably allowing boats to launch during large swells. Photo 5 on the previous page
shows a small local vessel being prepared for its first departure with the outriggers starting
to be attached.
The Dusun of Nusa Gede is situated in the village of Cijulang and differs from the other two
Dusun in that it has no ocean boundaries and fronts a river. Fishing vessels enter the ocean
via the river and then must cross a very shallow and dangerous sandbar that is impassable
during ocean swells greater than 2 meters. Due to the position of the river mouth swell size
is usually half to one meter greater at Nusa Gede river mouth than at the more protected
beaches of Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang. 2-3 meter seas stop all boats from leaving
Nusa Gede and this reflects the difficulty fishermen encounter crossing the bar between the
ocean and the lagoon. In the other villages boats can leave much more easily in large swells
due to both the protection from swell the bay provides and the lack of a sand bar.
Beach activities in Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang include fish drying where smaller fish
are cut in half and left in the sun for two to five days on bamboo drying racks. These dried
fish are popular both locally and also sold to tourists and fish sellers. There are also many
nets left on the beach and the repair of nets usually takes place on the beach or on the road
adjoining the beach. The nets are laid out and between 2 to 5 fishermen will mend the nets.
Boats are launched at varying times of the day, dependant on the prevailing weather
conditions, the gears being used, and the target species. The beach is also a gathering
point for fishermen to talk and relax. Photo 6 on the following page shows a typical local
scene of fishermen chatting on the beach.
The majority of fishermen leave either late in the afternoon or in the early hours of the
morning. Most boats return to the beach between 5 and 11am and during this period the
beach is a hive of activity with egok (a person whose job entails working in a team to lift
boats to and from the water line) landing boats every few minutes. Once the boats are
landed and pulled up the beach the outboard motor is removed and carried either over the
shoulder or attached to a gerobak (wooden cart) to the fisherman’s house (see photos 7 and
8 on the following pages). The fish are then transferred from the boat to large plastic drums
or, in the case of a good large catch, to the gerobak, and taken to the fish market for sale.
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Photo 6: Fishermen relaxing at Batu Karas Beach

Photo 7: Fisherman carrying 15hp motor
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Photo 8 – Traditional Gerobak (Barrow)

Occasionally, after a large catch, boats will return to the beach with fish still in the nets.
When this occurs the fishermen request help and a large group of people will help extract
the fish from the nets with payment in the form of fish. This process is shown in photo 9 on
the following page.
Photo 9: Helping remove fish from the nets after a good catch
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4.3.2 Access
The road leading from Cijulang to Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang, although made of
bitumen, is in very poor condition with many large potholes and land sinkage. The road
crosses one river over a steel bridge that is in fair condition. No public transport travels
between Cijulang and Batu Karas, although there are many ‘ojek’ (motorbikes) that take one
or two pillion passengers. Tourists pay a toll for using the road. There is an alternative route
from Cijulang to Batu Karas that is for pedestrians and motorbikes only. A small section of
the road consists of large ‘stones’ of coral that are bumpy and slippery when wet. The river
crossing is via a suspended wire and bamboo ‘swinging’ bridge, the use of which is 500rp (8
cents) per crossing. By using this route travellers are able to cut out approximately 4km of
travel. Access to Nusa Gede is via a different road located just to the north east of Cijulang.
The road is in extremely good condition as it also passes the airport and has recently been
resurfaced.
Entry to the villages by ocean is easy but it is rare for goods or people to arrive using
vessels. All vessels in Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang are launched from the beach,
usually employing the services of the ‘egok’ who literally pick up the boats and then carry
them to a point 2 meters above the high tide mark. This process can be seen in photo 10
below which shows the egok landing a boat at dawn on Batu Karas beach that had returned
from a 10 hour fishing trip. A fee of between 5000-10000rp (70c - $1.40) is charged by the
egok team although fishermen usually pay with fish which the egok either sell at the fish
auction or consume themselves. Each part of the beach has its own group of egok (usually
around 5-8 males) and in Batu Karas there are 3 different groups all operating their own
section of the beach. In Nusa Gede all boats are either moored in the river or anchored onto
the mud banks on the side of the river.

Photo 10: Egok landing boat at Batu Karas
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Batu Karas has a long, gently sloping sandy beach from which boats are launched easily in
all swell conditions. Photo 11 below shows the distance boats need to be carried at low tide.
The fleet size of 225 is a reflection of the ease of exit/entry. (Perikanan 2003) This has
created a perfect beach launch site for vessels and is also the same of the Dusun of
Sanghyang Kalang.
There is a large lagoon situated to the north of Dusun Sanghyang Kalang that has a healthy
albeit thin border of mangroves and there is evidence of a mangrove planting project on both
the north and south shores of the lagoon. The lagoon also has shellfish (in particular oysters)
but the water quality would suggest that these are not safely edible (many rivers in Indonesia
are used as sewers and rubbish dumps, and run-off from pesticides used in rice farming and
other agricultural processes all enter the lagoon). Very little fishing activity was observed in
the lagoon indicating that there may be some concerns over pollution and dissolved oxygen
levels. Directly off the beach from Sanghyang Kalang was a small scale seaweed farm
growing red agar which was either sold or used in the village to make jelly. The tsunami of
July 17th, 2005 totally destroyed the project and there seems to be no plan to replace the
farm.
Photo 11: Fisherman and boat, Batu Karas Beach
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4.3.3 Infrastructure
The three Dusun have road access to Cijulang which has a post office, bank, petrol station,
market, local town government offices, police station, hardware and electrical good shops,
and other various shops. Batu Karas has a primary and secondary school, as does Cijulang.
The 3 dusun have electricity provided by the national electricity company (PLN) and almost
all houses have access to electricity (although over 30% of families rely on electricity from
their neighbour’s house). The survey (see figure 5 below) indicates that Nusa Gede has the
largest proportion of houses connected to PLN.

Figure 5: Electricity All Dusun
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Figure 6: Water Source All Villages
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There is no town water supply and water is obtained from wells. The water table is close to
the surface due to the low lying nature of the villages. Water is extracted from the well either
by hand (bucket and pulley system) or with the use of an electric water pump. Water is
generally stored in a mandi, a large bath or ceramic tub which is filled daily. Around 20% of
all houses surveyed obtain water from a neighbour, usually transporting it by bucket from
house to house. The distribution of different waters sources for each village can be seen on
the previous page in figure 6.

Batu Karas has a large fishing auction and also has the local offices for the fisheries
department. Fishers from both Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang land their fish to this
auction. Nusa Gede has a smaller fish auction but many fishermen sell their fish at the
neighbouring fish auction in Parigi.

4.3.4 Social and Economic Setting
The vast majority of the population is Sundanese (West Javanese) and Muslim (99%). Most
of the population is either originally from the village itself or from other villages close by such
as Pangandaran, Cijulang, etc. (see map 1) In Batu Karas and Nusa Gede fishing is the
main occupation with farming (rice) and small business accounting for the majority of
alternative occupations (figure 7 following page). In Sanghyang Kalang farming is the main
income with fishing the second most important income. (Note: Sanghyang Kalang farmers
are distributed between both rice and palm sugar farming). Secondary incomes for all
villages are distributed quite evenly between farming, fishing and small business.
Annual income figures were gathered by asking participants to estimate their monthly
earnings. This provided a rough estimate of earnings although the results are by no means
definitive (see Methodology section for a more detailed description on the limitations of the
data). The household socio-economic surveys have shown that many of the families living in
all three dusun village are living with severe financial constraints. It must be remembered
that this survey was limited to the area of the three dusun which is directly related to fishing
due to its geographic situation (between the high tide marks to 2km inland) and the situation
may vary in the part of the village situated further inland. However this research is focused
on fishermen.
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Figure 7 : Income Type Pie Chart
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As can be seen in figure 8 on the following page, less than 20% of all households surveyed
have a monthly income of more than 1 million rupiah (AUD$140). Families with an income of
less than 500,000rp (AUD$70) account for 68% of all households surveyed. There are
extremely few villagers with a monthly income of greater than 1.5 million rupiah. Figure 9 on
the following page shows the number of residents per house in each village. As Indonesia
basis its definition of poverty on income and number of people in each family unit this data
will be used when discussing the current economic status of families. Most houses have 3 to
4 residents with a reasonable percentage of houses (10-15%) having at least 5.
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Figure 8: % Estimated Monthly Income in all Dusun
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Figure 9: Residents per house
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House ownership in all three dusun is high although in many cases, particular in the dusun
of Nusa Gede, land is owned by the village and occupants pay a minimal yearly rental fee.
In all dusun there are also a high proportion of houses on other peoples land. This is known
as nyupang where families squat on vacant private land (see Table 3).

Table 3: House/Land Ownership in all Dusun
House/Land Ownership

BK

SK

NG

All Villages

House and Land Owned

55.9%

50.9%

26.1%

47.8%

Rented

5.9%

0.0%

0.0%

3.0%

Credit

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Owned by Parents

1.0%

16.4%

2.2%

5.4%

Other

2.9%

0.0%

0.0%

1.5%

House owned but land not owned

33.3%

29.1%

17.4%

28.6%

House owned but on village land

1.0%

3.6%

54.3%

13.8%

102
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203

n=

Photo 12: Traditional house in Batu Karas

The majority of houses in all dusun are generally of wood construction with wood or cement
flooring. The second most common house type is cement/brick which generally have
ceramic or bare cement floors. Only 2 houses out of 203 houses had bare dirt floors. Photo
12 opposite shows an example of a typical
house in the area. It is made of wood with
weaved thatch as walls. The roof is asbestos
and it is held of the ground by simple concrete
pillars and bricks.
Table 4 on the following page shows the
distribution of house types over the three
villages. The ownership of transportation can
also be a determining factor in quality of life and
economic status. As can be seen in table 5
above transportation ownership is quite low
considering that no cheap public transport exists
in either villages (such as bus or minivan). The
rate of motorbike ownership is reasonably high considering income however unfortunately
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the survey was not designed to take into consideration aspects of credit, legality and
registration of motorbikes, and type of motorbikes. But those with transport must be seen as
having a higher quality of life due to freedom of movement to those that do not.

Table 4: House Type in all Dusun
House type

All Villages

BK

SK

NG

Wood

136

67

39

30

Cement

65

33

16

16

Stone

2

2

0

0

Total

203

102

55
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Table 5: Transport Ownership
Transport

Motorbike

Car

Boat

Bicycle

Total Owned

63

2

83

137

% Ownership

31.2%

1.0%

41.1%

67.8%

Boats are included in figure 5 although they are only used for work but their ownership
reflects on the possibility for higher income due to returns from fishing. (An owner/operator
usually gets 80% of the catch while a worker only 20%. Although it must be restated that the
owner’s percentage is also affected by fuel costs, food costs for workers, and this may result
in a negative return if the catch is poor, whereas the worker may still take home a small
amount. This is explained further in the fishermen’s survey results section below. Most
houses either have no forms of transportation or just a bicycle.
Figure 10 on the following page shows the distribution of common household items by
percentage of all houses surveys. It is interesting to note the high proportion of TV
ownership considering the income distribution. It would seem that TV’s should not be
classed as a luxury item when classifying household status. However non TV ownership can
be seen as an important factor in the rating of standard of living in the dusun. One aspect
that does show a higher standard of living is the ownership of a gas burner. The majority of
families cook either with kerosene burners or with wood and the ownership of a gas burner
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Figure 10 : Household Appliances
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would indicate a higher level of affluence. Two definite indicators of affluence are ownership
of a fridge and phone line. These two items have a large retail outlay and, as the data
shows, are beyond the means of 85% of the population of the survey areas.

4.4 Income of Fishers
Figure 11 (next page) shows the results of the fishermen’s survey question concerning
income. Fishermen were asked to estimate their monthly income based over a year. The
results show a broad range of responses from fishermen in the three villages with Batu
Karas showing a larger proportion of fishers in the lowest income stratum as compared to
other villages. Batu Karas also had the largest number of fishers with an income ranging
between 250-500,000rp per month. The village of Nusa Gede had the highest proportion of
fishermen reporting earnings of 500,000rp or more.
Figure 12 on the following page shows the total value of the catch over the last eight years.
As can be seen from the graph the main season for fishing is during the dry season around
August to October with a secondary peak during the wet season in January. This second
peak is mainly due to the prawn fishery which is dominant from December to February
although recent seasons and reports from fishermen say that the amount of prawns caught
has declined greatly over the last 15 years.
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Figure 11: Fishermen's Income v Village
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Figure 12 – Total Catch Value in Batu Karas
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4.4.1 Access to Credit
Fishers and the families were asked what access they had to credit. The highest source of
credit was from the bank with 32% of respondents stating this as their source of credit. 14%
of people borrow money from either friends or relatives and 10% borrow from their local
housing manager. It is interesting to note that the Koperasi Unit Desa (KUD - Village Cooperative) accounts for 16% of all credit. If loans are taken out from the KUD fishermen pay
them back through direct deduction of payments from the sale of fish at the fish auction. The
credit rate is 2% a month (totally 24% a year) which is significantly higher than loans from
the

bank

(11

-12%

yearly).

However

bank

loans

need

security

(such

as

land/house/motorbike) of which many of the fishermen are unable to provide due to their
financial situation and lack of ownership. Thus they use the KUD. However, in the current
situation of problems within the local KUD no loans are able to be taken out as the KUD has
no capital thereby preventing fishermen from obtaining credit. Fishermen used to use these
loans to buy new nets and motors although now they are unable to do so. 25% of
respondents stated that they had no credit.

4.5 Summary
This chapter looked at the results obtained from the field work undertaken in the three dusun
in West Java, Indonesia. It used graphs and tables to provide information on the current
social and economic situation of fishermen and the broader coastal community and the
environment in which they live. It provided a characterization of the three villages and both
quantitative and qualitative data to inform on the aims of the research. The following chapter
will present the results of the research designed to inform on the use and ownership of nets
and engines in the three villages.
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Chapter 5: Fishermen’s Ownership and Use of
Nets and Engines
5. 1 Introduction
This chapter looks at the fishermen’s use of technology, in particular nets and engines, in
the three villages and presents results of the fishermen’s survey undertaken during the field
work. Further information presented in this section was obtained through the collection of
secondary data, interviews with fishermen, observations made during fishing trips with the
fishermen, and formal and informal group discussions held with fishermen during the course
of the fieldwork. The results here form the basis of the answer to the research question of:
‘How does the use of technology (nets/engines) contribute to the earning power of
fishermen and does ownership of technology vary between villages?’.

5.2 Ownership of Fishing Vessels and Engines
Table 6 shows the ownership distribution of motors and boats used by fishermen. The
majority of fishermen own their own vessels and engines. The highest proportion of rented
boats is in Batu Karas which reflects the presence of some richer individuals in the dusun
Table 6: Boat and Engine Ownership of Fishermen Surveyed
Batu Karas

Sanghyang

Nusa Gede

Kalang
Boat

Engine

Boat

Engine

Boat

Engine

Ownership

Ownership

Ownership

Ownership

Ownership

Ownership

Owned

25

28

28

28

13

13

Rent

20

19

10

7

8

8

Borrow

3

2

11

12

0

0

Share

0

0

0

1

0

0

Total

48

49

49

47

21

21

who own four or five boats but do not actively fish themselves. Sanghyang Kalang has the
largest proportion of borrowed boats. Discussions with fishermen found that these are
generally borrowed from family or relatives at no cost but the fishermen are expected to
provide some fish for the family. The situation occurs as many of the fishermen in
Sanghyang Kalang own there own nets but not their own vessels.
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At Dusun Batu Karas there are 144 boats on the beach, the majority being fibreglass. It is by
far the largest of the three dusun being studied and also seems to be slightly better of
financially due to many of the boats using 15hp outboard motors and having complete sets of
nets (see fishing gears). The dusun of Sanghyang Kalang has 65 boats on the beach, 20%
of which are wood. Through the fishermen surveys and observations it was found that the
boats used have smaller engines (5hp or 7hp) and are the older style long shaft style. In the
third dusun of Nusa Gede there are 50 boats at Nusa Gede with 24% being wood.

Figure 13: Outboard Engine Sized Used by Fishermen v Dusun
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Figure 13 above shows the distribution of engine size used by the fishermen surveyed. The
most common engine used is a 7hp motor. These motors are all long shaft propeller style
engines and are much cheaper to purchase than outboards. The second biggest percentage
is that of 15hp outboard motors. These motors cost around 13 million rupiah (about
AUD$1850) but are much more reliable and also significantly faster than the 7 and 5 hp
engines. Photo 13 on the following page shows a fisherman with a newly purchased 15hp
Yamaha Enduro outboard. It is interesting to note that no 5hp engines are used in Nusa
Gede. This is due to the difficulty involved in crossing the sand bar when exiting the river.
Many fishermen in Nusa Gede who used 7hp motors commented that they would much
prefer to have a 15hp motor as this would allow them to fish more often as their 7hp motors
were not powerful enough to cross the river bar when swell size was over 1- 1.5m.
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Photo 13: Fisherman with new 15hp Yamaha Enduro Outboard

The three dusun vary greatly in not only their composition but also in the gears that are
used. Figure 14 on the next page shows the ownership of fishing gear for the three dusun.
Nets are generally purchased semi complete and then sinkers, floats and lines attached. In
photo 14 (following page) three fishermen can be seen preparing a prawn net which is made
by sewing together to different mesh sized nets. As all three dusun fish in the same waters it
can be seen that the largest number of fishermen use small and large sirang (polythene
nets). These nets are followed in frequency by hook and line fishing, long line and then
small and large nylon nets.
One point to note is the ownership of ‘cedok’. These are ring nets which are used in
conjunction with bright lights to attract smaller fish. This style of fishing is already banned in
the neighbouring area to the east and is currently under review by the KUD in Batu Karas,
which has temporarily suspended this form of fishing. Observations are showing that this is
being ignored as night time observational surveys from various headlands are still showing
bright lights from some boats. It is only fishermen from Sanghyang Kalang that are using
this fishing method although some of these nets are owned by fishermen in Batu Karas. In
conversations with fishermen it was related that this is an argumentative issue between
fishermen with those using cedok claiming that they are unable to fish using sirang nets as
they do not own any.
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Figure 14: Gear Ownership by Village
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Photo 14: Fishermen making nets

5.3 Use of Fishing Vessels and Engines
Figure 15 below shows an example of different gears and their usage through three villages.
The chart highlights the responses from fishermen to the question of how often they used
different gears. Three responses were able to be chosen (often, sometimes or rarely) and
the percentage of responses calculated to formulate the figure. Small sirang and small nylon
nets are the most frequently used by fishermen. This reflects the fact these nets are used for
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the majority of the fishing year to target species that are generally present year round.
Larger nylon and sirang nets are used less frequently by fishers which is a result of the
seasonality of fish species such as snapper, tuna and mackerels which are generally
targeted by these nets. This is also the reason for the low frequency of use for lobster nets
as the season for lobsters is quite short. It is interesting to note that the most rarely used
fishing gears are spear (free diving) and traditional fish traps which, in conversations with
older fishers, used to be a lot more common before the introduction of outboard motors and
factory made nets.
Figure 15: Frequency of Fishing Gear Usage - All villages
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Figure 16 on the next page shows the hours (including travel time) that fishermen spend
fishing as related to type of gear used. This gives a good general picture of the time and
work involved in catching fish. The three most time consuming fishing types are small nylon,
large nylon, and long lines, all of which take over 16 hours to complete a fishing trip. Other
gears such as sirang small and pole and line (other) take from 12 to 15 hours. These data
are further enhanced once travel time is taken away from the total fishing time which can be
seen in figure 17 (below page). Small and large sirang nets use the shortest total fishing
time whereas small and large nylon take the longest.
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Figure 16: Hours Fishing (including travel) v. % Fishermen v. Gear Type
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Figure 17: Fishing Effort v. % Fishermen v. Fishing Gear
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The survey has shown that fishermen spend average 9.3 hours a week repairing nets and
boats. This again varies due to season and also luck. Large whale sharks and rays go
straight through the nets causing a great deal of damage which can take a family one or two
day’s full time work to fix. In walking around the village one can always see nets being
repaired, either by the fishermen themselves or their wives and/or their families. Another
factor is time spent fishing, especially travelling to the fishing grounds are the engines used.
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In the three villages there are two distinct motor types, the outboard motor which is
commonly seen in Australia or a smaller motor with a long shaft propeller which has lower
horse power.

5.4 Summary
This chapter looked at the ownership and use of fishing gears and engines in the three
villages and presented results of the fishermen’s survey undertaken during the field work.
The results here form the basis of the discussion section (chapter 8) to the research
question of: ‘How does the use of technology (nets/engines) contribute to the earning power
of fishermen and does ownership of technology vary between villages?’.
The following chapter investigates the social and environmental factors that may have an
effect on fishing frequency and fishers ability to access the fishery. It presents results from
the general socio-economic survey and the fishermen’s survey.
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Chapter 6: Environmental and Social Aspects
of Fishing Communities in Cijulang
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of field work conducted to answer the research questions
of:
‘What environmental and social factors have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability of
the fishermen to access the fishery? What differences are there in this environment (SW
Java) and other areas of Indonesia?’
It presents results on both the social and environmental constraints placed on fishermen in
the three villages.

6.2 Social aspects of Fishermen’s Livelihoods in Cijulang
6.2.1 Choosing to Become a Fisherman
Table 7 below shows the reason given by fishermen for choosing fishing as a profession.
From the data the assumption that fishermen choose to fish because they like it or because
their parents were fishermen is proven to be false.
Table 7: Marital Status and Reason for Becoming a Fisherman
Total

Village

Fishers

Married

Father

(Yes)

fisherman

was

a

Wanted to be fisherman

Surveyed
n=48

BK

89.6%

62.5%

91.7%

n=50

SK

76.0%

56.0%

94.0%

n=22

NG

95.5%

27.3%

77.3%

n=120

All

85.0%

53.3%

90.0%

Over 90% have stated that they ‘wanted’ to become fishermen but have given their reason
for doing so as there being no other employment opportunities available in their village. Only
3 fishermen stated that they wanted to become a fisherman because their father was also a
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fisherman. One interesting point is that of the seven fishermen that replied they became
fishermen because fishing was a way to get easy money, 80% are over 40 years of age.
This might reflect the changes in the catching of fish over the last 20 years. Many older
fishermen have related stories about how easy it used to be to get a good catch 15 years
ago. Some fishermen relate stories of how, before motors were introduced around 15 years
ago, during the height of the prawn season they could paddle out not too far and catch
enough prawns so that “the boat was full to the brim, and we had to sit on top of the prawns
to paddle because there were so many.”

6.2.2 Education and Age of Fishermen
Table 8 below shows the education level of fishermen. It is clear that the majority of
fishermen only have a primary school education. In 1995 the proportion of employed
Indonesians with a primary education or less was 73% which reflect the above results
(Jones, 2005). It must be noted that this figure is over 10 years old and may not reflect the
current situation in Indonesia today. The Indonesian education system is now compulsory
for 9 years and in April 1999, Indonesian law raised the minimum age for employment from
14 to 15. In interviews with older fishermen it was often related that fishermen left school
before high school level to join their father on the boat. This, however, may be changing,
and is possibly the result of two forces. Firstly fishermen are now keeping their children at
school longer, or those fishermen’s children are no longer taken up fishing as a profession.
Table 8: Education of Fishermen
EDUCATION
Total

Village

Primary

Fishers

Junior

Senior

High

High

Uni

Surveyed
n=48

BK

79.2%

4.2%

14.6%

2.1%

n=50

SK

82.0%

6.0%

12.0%

0.0%

n=22

NG

63.6%

13.6%

22.7%

0.0%

n=120

ALL

77.5%

6.7%

15.0%

0.8%

These results show that a lot of further study into this aspect of the research needs to be
conducted as it may well show a great change in the makeup of the dusun and a change in
the education levels of the community as a whole, which is possibly a reflection of the
broader changes occurring in both Sundanese and Indonesian society.
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6.2.3 Health
In all three villages there is no doctor and most of the residents, if they can afford to, go to
the doctor in Cijulang or Parigi. There is also a PUSKESMAS (Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat
– community health centre) in both these towns which gives government subsidized
treatment. Of all respondents 41% reported a serious illness over the course of the previous
year. This question at first did cause some confusion as all sicknesses were related. When
asking the question I accentuated the ‘serious’ and the problem was solved. Serious illness
was usually treated by either visiting the small nearby towns of Cijulang and Parigi, and very
serious sickness was usually treated in the larger town of Pangandaran (20km away) or in
the city of Banjar (100km). Table 9 outlines the 15 main health issues related in the socioeconomic survey.
Table 9: Most Common Serious Health Problems
Fever

Asthma

Rheumatism

Typhoid

Dengue Fever

Stroke

Serious cuts

Diabetes

Bronchitis

Malnutrition

Dental

Eye Problems

High/Low Blood

Pneumonia

Stomach/urinary

Problems

Pressure

tract infections

Some of the poorer families interviewed noted that access to medicine was a problem and
struggling families often used “jamu” (traditional medicine) which they, or relatives, obtained
from the nearby bush/jungle. Common replies included “I have dental problems but I cannot
afford to see the doctor so I just buy pain killers from the local shop”, “My child had
convulsions and fever. We took him to the doctor in Parigi”. Two families interviewed
indicated that they had received free medical treatment for their children as the children
were malnourished. Such free medical services included vitamins and food. There was one
reported case of malaria in the village. The government conducts spraying of mosquito
larvae and, although not totally eradicated from the area, malaria is considered rare.

6.3 Environmental Aspects effecting fishermen’s livelihoods in
Cijulang
6.3.1 Ocean Environment and Waves
Fishermen were asked how they perceived the health of the coral reefs in the local area and
to compare the current condition of the reefs to 5 years ago. Some fishermen commented
that they were bad 5 years ago and are still bad so there has been no change. When asked
why the reefs were in a bad state the use of ‘chemical bombs’ was highlighted as a reason. “
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A lazy fisherman can go to the shop, by the floor cleaner (the source of the poison) take his
boat out and drop it on the reef and catch fish…dead fish. No good.” The majority of replies
noted the perception that the reefs had declined further over the last five years, although noone thought the use of chemicals and bombs on reefs was as prevalent now as five years
ago.
Fishermen were also asked the question “What size waves will prevent you from fishing?”
The results clearly indicate that wave size over 3 meters is a limiting factor in fishing
frequency. As figure 18 (following page) shows the village of Nusa Gede has a much higher
peak at 2-3 meters than the other two villages. This is a result of the difficult ocean access,
across a river mouth, which makes it very risky to enter the ocean when swell height
exceeds 2 meters.
Figure 18: Effect of Wave Size on Fishing Frequency
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Figure 19 on the following page shows the effect of both waves and weather on fishermen
from the three villages. Fishermen were asked the frequency that waves, and wind, stop
them from going fishing. It can be seen that not only waves but wind also affect the
frequency of fishing. In interviews with fishermen it was related that if there were large
waves and strong winds this would stop almost all the boats from heading out to sea.
However if only one of the factors is present some fishing will occur (although this is also
dependant on fish season)
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Figure 19: Effect of waves and weather
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Figure 20: Perceived Effects of Illegal Fishing
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6.3.2 Illegal Fishing
A part of the survey dealt with illegal fishing. Firstly fishermen are asked what they think
constitutes illegal fishing. Many fishermen viewed poison and bombing as the main types of
illegal practices however almost all commented that they didn’t know of any of this
happening in the area now. Some commented that it did occur over 10 years ago but the
majority of the fishermen who were not using illegal practices influenced those that were to
stop the practice of illegal fishing. This was mainly done through peer pressure but two
cases were related where physical force was used. The use of tiger nets and lights, which
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have only recently been banned in the area was also noted by fishermen as a type of illegal
fishing, although this was viewed as “not so bad as bombs and poison. The use of mini trawl
nets (tiger nets) was also noted by fishermen as well as free-diving with spears (for lobsters)
and the use of lights. Figure 20 on the previous page shows how fishermen feel about the
illegal fishing and its perceived impacts.
Figure 21 below looks at the knowledge local fishermen have of the trawling ban in place in
the Indian Ocean and where they consider larger boats (trawlers) can operate. Although the
highest number of fishermen showed knowledge about the law (3 miles from shore is the
banned area for trawling) many fishermen thought it was either much closer or much further
away. When questioned if they had seen trawlers operating in the fishing areas all
responded that they had. However they also said there was little they could do about it and
in some cases fishermen stated they were scared of the trawlers because some of them
were armed. A few fishermen commented that reporting the boats was pointless because if
they did either no action was taken or, if illegal fishing was reported, , officials were paid off
by the trawlers. Almost all of the fishermen said that the trawlers have a strong negative
effect on local fishermen and some blamed them for the perceived drop in the number of
fish stocks.

Figure 21: Fishermen's Perception of Trawling Law
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6.3.3 Perceived Changes to the fishery over time
Fishermen were asked to comment on how they saw the status of the fishery now as
compared to five years ago. Collecting data concerning fish stocks is a major problem in the
effective management of fisheries throughout the world. This thesis did not have the time or
money available to attempt any assessment of fish stocks in the area therefore a qualitative
approach was taken. Most fishermen noted that they thought the fish stocks had significantly
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declined over the last 5 years. 59 fishers believed that the fish stocks had decreased whilst
48 fishers believed they had decreased significantly. Only 10 fishers believed the fish stocks
were slightly below or at the same level as five years ago. This also relates to the results of
a follow up question to the perceived changes in fish stocks concerning the effort required to
catch fish. Fishers were asked if it had become more difficult to catch fish now than five
years ago. The responses to this question varied more than the previous question with 31 of
the fishermen replying that no change had occurred. However 66 fishermen thought it was a
little more difficult to catch fish now than five years ago and 15 fishermen described it as
being much more difficult.

6.4 Summary
This chapter presented the results of field work information on the environmental and social
factors that have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability of the fishermen to access the
fishery. It presented results on both the social and environmental constraints placed on
fishermen in the three villages and fishermen’s perceptions of the status of the fishery and
illegal fishing.
The next chapter will look at the impact of external forces, such as fuel price increases, on
the income of fishermen in the three villages. It will present the results from the intensive fish
survey and also provide three case studies of fishermen.
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Chapter 7 – External Forces
7.1 Introduction
This chapter of the thesis investigates the outcomes of the intensive fishermen’s survey in
informing on the research question of:
Do external forces (such as fuel price increases) have an impact on fishermen's livelihoods?
If so are they related to fishing technology such as types of fishing gears and/or engines?
Firstly it provides the results of the analysis of the economic data obtained through the
intensive fishermen survey which is described in Chapter 3 and appendix 5 and the effects of
fuel price increases on individual fishermen’s incomes and as related to the gear type used
while fishing. It also provides three case studies of individual fishermen who undertook the
intensive fishermen’s survey. By looking at the fishermen individually, their methods of
fishing, and their livelihoods this chapter hopes to identify possible reasons for differences in
the effects of fuel price increases on individual fishermen.

7.2 Effect of Fuel Price Increases on Individual Fishermen
The 87% fuel price rise of 2005 has had an effect of losses to fishermen income of between
8 to 40%. Figure 22 on the following page shows the effect of the fuel price rise of 10
fishermen who took part in the intensive fishermen survey. One fisherman has been
excluded from the figure as he had an earning loss of greater than 1000% as he had a
negative return from his fishing. This result will be shown separately and discussed in detail
in the case studies section of this chapter along with two other fishermen. In general those
fishermen with lower catches experienced the greatest negative effect from the fuel price
increase. There is a large variation in the loss of income between individual fishermen with a
variance of over 30%. Almost all fishers who were affected the most by the fuel price
increase also obtained the lowest total earnings suggesting there may be some correlation
between income and the impact of fuel price increases. This however may also be related to
the catch rates for each fisher in regards to the frequency of fishing and the type of gear the
fisherman used which will be discussed in the next section of this chapter.
By combining all the results from the 10 fishermen the average loss of earnings due to the
fuel price increases is 23%. Although this is a broad generalisation of the impact it does
show that fuel price increases do have a negative impact of fishermen’s earnings and that
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such losses may represent a downfall in income of 10 – 30% amongst most fishers who fish
regularly.

Figure 22: Total earnings vs % Earning lost due to BBM of Fishermen in Cijulang
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7.3 Effects of Fuel Price Increases on Fishermen related to gear
type
The effect of fuel price increases on fishermen is directly related to gear type. The type of
fishing gear used has a strong impact on income loss. As can be seen in figure 23 the most
cost effective gear used is large nylon with only a 3% loss however prawn nets are shown to
be the least cost effective fishing gear used in the three Dusun, with a 64% loss due to the
fuel rises. Fishermen noted that 2006 was the best year they have had fishing for the last 5
years and also noted that in 2004 and 2005 most owners of large mesh nylon nets only
used the nets for a period of one to two weeks.
Figure 24 on the following page shows the average cost for fuel per trip vs. gear type used.
Small sirang uses the least amount of fuel per fishing trip compared to long-lining which
uses over 4 times as much fuel. Small mesh nylon nets use the second most amount of fuel
due to being used both at nearby fishing sites and also at sites further off shore or to the
east or west.
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Figure 23: Gear Type v. average % loss v. average extra cost
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Figure 24: Average Cost of Fuel Per Trip v. Gear Type Used
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7.4 Perceived Changes to income and expenses over time
One further question pertaining to fishermen’s perceptions concerned changes to their
incomes and expenses. As this research did not look into the possible increases in price of
daily items such as rice and vegetables fishermen were asked if they thought the cost of
living had increased or decreased over the last five years and to what extent. They were
also asked if their incomes had increased or decreased over this same period. The results
shown below in figure 25 indicate that the vast majority of fishermen felt that the cost of
living had increased whilst their incomes had decreased over the same period. “Now
everything is more expensive…rice, fuel. But fish price hasn’t gone up! It’s very difficult
now.”
Figure 25:Income and Expenses of Fishermen: Trend over previous 5 years
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7.5 Perceived changes to the number of vessels
The number of boats may also have an impact on the earning power of fishers. More boats
may mean more competition for a limited resource. “Now there are a lot more boats on the
beach. Many more. Where did they all come from?” The results of the survey show that no
fisher believes there has been a decrease in the number of vessels in the villages with 26%
feeling there are a lot more boats now and 69% that there are more than before.
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7.6 Case Studies
7.6.1 Case Study 1: Fisherman N - Nusa Gede
The fuel price increase had the most dramatic effect on fisherman N from Nusa Gede village.
As a long-line fisherman he used from a minimum of 15 litters of fuel for a trip to a maximum
of 28 litters. Most trips took 13-15 hours from departure to arrival and travelling time to each
fishing area taking from 3-5 hours. Bait costs were also a significant outlay costing between
40000 to 60000rp per trip.
Figure 26 below shows the actual income of fisherman N in red. As can be seen in the graph
fisherman N was the only fishermen who took part in the intensive survey that had a negative
cumulative loss over the course of the field work. The blue line represents the income that
fisherman N would have achieved had fuel prices not increased. The first trip resulted in a
loss of 62500rp and the trip on the following day resulted in a further loss of 46500rp
resulting in a net loss for two days of fishing of 109000rp.
Figure 26: Fisherman N - Nusa Gede: Profit/Loss from fishing pre and post
fuel rise
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Considering the data obtained from the fishermen’s survey where fishermen N estimated his
average monthly income of between 250,000-500,000rp such a loss represents over 20% of
his monthly income. His next two trips resulted in a small profit of 5500rp after all costs such
as bait and wages were taken into consideration. His fifth trip for the year resulted in his
largest loss for a single fishing event where, after all costs were taken into consideration he
lost 169,800rp as he only achieved a total catch of 1.5kg of red snapper. After this significant
loss he had no money to fall back on to use to purchase fuel. Over the following two weeks I
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visited him twice and noticed he was very withdrawn and depressed. Having no other income
source, no available cash and no ability to return to his profession resulted in his inability to
purchase the basic necessities of life. Although he kept filling in his daily data returns stating
that he was not fishing due to waves and/or wind he noted in conversations that he would
have gone fishing if he was able to purchase the fuel to do so.
“No money, no fish, no food. What can I do? If I go fishing again and don’t catch fish I can’t
repay the money back I will borrow for the fuel.”
At the next meeting we had, fisherman N had been able to borrow enough money to
purchase 15 litters of fuel to try to recoup his losses. This trip however resulted in a small
loss and the fisherman went out again the next day and was again unsuccessful, suffering a
further loss of 40,000rp. Over the next month fisherman N did not go fishing again and noted
his difficulty in surviving on a day to day basis coupled with his inability to repay the money
he had borrowed or find other employment.
“Difficult…it’s very difficult. What can I do now? No money, no food. Perhaps maybe I will just
die. I am old enough hey.”
Returning to look at figure 26 it is important to note that had the fuel prices not increased
fisherman N would have made a very small profit over the trips undertaken and, although he
would not have been in a good position, would not have incurred the levels of debt and loss
that he did. As the main fishing season is not included in these results it is impossible to see
if fisherman N’s catch levels during the main fishing season would have been sufficient to
cover his losses or not. However the data does provide a look into the life of a fisherman
during the ‘off’ season and the difficulties faced when catches are low.

7.6.2 Case Study 2: Fisherman W – Batu Karas
Fisherman W was the most successful fisherman who took part in the intensive survey. It is
interesting to also note that of all the fishermen who took part, fisherman W also changed his
gear the most often and had the most fishing trips. Figure 27 on the following pages shows
the variety of gear types used by fisherman W and the frequency of use. The gear he used
most frequently was small sirang and this was used to specifically target white pomfret which
is one of the most highly valuable fish caught in the area and black pomfret that, while not
quite as valuable, still has a very strong market price. However, fisherman W also changed
his gear frequently and when the prawn fishers had a night of good catch he often would
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Figure 27: Fisherman W - Batu Karas: Frequency of Gear Use
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Figure 28: Fisherman W - Comparison of total profit from fishing
pre and post fuel price increase
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change the nets and go out the next night to try to take advantage of the situation. Having
ownership of a number of different fishing gears allowed fisherman W to access many
fisheries that are not accessible to other fishermen who may only own one or two gear types.
“You can’t be lazy. If the fishing is no good one day I change my nets and go fish somewhere
else the next day.”
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Figure 28 on the previous page shows the comparison between fisherman W’s profit before
and after the fuel price increase. The total cumulative loss for him due to the fuel price
increase was 930,067rp, which represented a 17.2% decrease in his total earnings over a
two month period. The relationship between the two lines in figure 28 shows a much more
consistent correlation than Fisherman N and this is due to both the profits obtained and lack
of large losses from single fishing events.
“Fishing is good for me and my family. We have a new house and land and there are still
enough fish for me to catch.”

7.6.3 Case Study 3: Fisherman R – Sanghyang Kalang
Fisherman R only took part in the intensive survey for a little over one month but his results
are important in that they provide an insight into a fisherman that has some access to other
people’s fishing gears (occasionally borrows gears from family members and friends) and
also at times used circle nets with lights that do not involve a high fuel cost as this method is
undertaken closer to shore than other methods. Figure 29 on the following page shows the
comparison of fisherman R’s profits to the fuel price increase. The total cumulative loss was
504,000rp, which represents a 25.2% direct loss of income due to the fuel price increase.
Fisherman R had six fishing trips that had a negative return and had fuel not increased only
four of these would have been negative.
Fisherman R is the only fisherman who took part in the intensive survey who used rapala
(see figure 30 following page). When questioned about this he noted that prior to the fuel
price increase he used this method more frequently but as this method has the highest fuel
cost of any fishing method used he rarely uses rapala anymore.
“Fuel is too expensive now. It’s too risky to try again. Maybe later in the season I will try
again if the fishing is good. Now I’m just trying to catch whatever I can.”
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Figure 29: Fisherman R - Comparison of total profit from fishing
pre and post fuel price increase
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Table 10 below shows the data obtained for a single trip of fisherman R using rapala. Only
5.5kg of Spanish mackerel was caught and, although this is a reasonably high value species,
the trip resulted in a loss of 43,600rp. When this was recalculated using the fuel price prior to
the increase the loss turned into a small profit of 3,067rp. As 20 litters of fuel was used
compared to the usual amount of 10 litters when using nets, the impact of the fuel price
increase is much more pronounced.
Table 10: Fisherman R Income and expenses for Rapala (single trip)
Species

kg

caught

Spanish

5.5

Sale

Fuel

Fuel

Oil

Wages

Price

litre

cost

cost

paid

88000

20

100000

7000

17600

Bait

7000

Total

Total

Fuel

Extra

Earning

out-

income-

cost

cost

pre fuel

goings

outgoing

pre

of

price

tax

fuel

increase

53333

46667

3067

131600

-43600

Mackerel

Fisherman R used large sirang nets for the majority of his fishing trips and targeted white and
black pomfret using this method. When using small nylon nets the target species were frigate
mackerel and red snapper. Although Fisherman R did not own small nylon nets his ability to
borrow them enabled him to access fish species that he could not access using his own
gear. When asked about borrowing the gear he said he gave the person he borrowed from a
couple of fish as payment.
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“It’s good I can borrow the nets. Some people don’t like to share but we have been friends for
a long time. Sometimes we still go fishing together but he still gets seasick. Haha!”
Figure 30 shows the frequency of Fisherman R’s gear usage.

Figure 30: Fisherman R: Frequency of Gear Use
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7.7 The sale of fish
Fishermen were asked if they thought that the price of fish had increased or decreased over
the last five years. The question did not look at individual species but reflected fish prices in
general. 55% of fishermen thought that there had been some increase in the price received
for fish over the last 5 years. However 28% thought that fish prices had decreased
throughout the same period. As this information was analysed further research into the price
of fish sales at the fish auction was undertaken and, for most finfish species, there had been
a small increase in value over the preceding five years. However when the price of prawns
was looked at there was a significant decrease in the value over the last five years. This
may explain why so many fishers (28%) said fish prices had decreased.

7.8 Summary
This chapter reviewed and presented the results of data obtained during the course of field
work undertaken in Cijulang, West Java, Indonesia relevant to external forces such as fuel
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price rises and their impact on the earning of fishermen. It also reported on three case
studies of fishermen. The next chapter discusses the results presented in the previous four
chapters and looks at the implications of the results in addressing the four research
questions.
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Chapter 8: Discussion
8.1 Introduction
This thesis looked at three fishing villages in Cijulang, West Java, Indonesia. In particular it
sought to address and answer four specific questions designed to address identified
research gaps. These four questions were:
1. What is the current economic status of fishermen in Cijulang and do variations of income
occur with fishing communities themselves and/or with neighbouring communities?
2. How does the use and ownership of technology (nets/engines) contribute to the earning
power of fishermen and does ownership of technology vary between villages?
3. What environmental and social factors have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability
of the fishermen to access the fishery? What differences are there in this environment
(SW Java) and other areas of Indonesia?
4. Do external forces (such as fuel price increases) have an impact on fishermen's
livelihoods? If so are they related to fishing technology such as types of fishing gears
and/or engines?
This chapter discusses the implications of the results obtained and addresses each of the
research questions.

8.2 Discussion of fishermen’s current economic situation in
Cijulang.
‘What is the current economic status of fishermen in Cijulang and do variations of income
occur with fishing communities themselves and/or with neighbouring communities?’
The results showed that in all three villages there was a large amount of variation in fishers
perceived income levels. The combined village data showed that there was a clear
stratification of the data with over 50% of all fishermen relaying earnings of between
250,000 – 500,000rp (AUD$35-70) a month, 19% stating their income was below 250,000rp
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(AUD$35) and less than 10% of surveyed fishermen classing their income above 1 million
rupiah (AUD$205) per month. However, when comparing the results of the general socioeconomic survey which included both fisher and non-fisher families, there is considerable
similarity between their results. Families with an income of less than 500,000rp (AUD$70)
accounted for 68% of all households surveyed which closely match the fishers survey
figures of 69% There was a slight difference in the lowest income bracket with 23% of all
households living under 250,000rp (approx. AUD$35) a day which was 4% more than the
fishermen’s survey. The largest difference between the fishermen’s survey and non-fishers
occurred in the highest income bracket (income of more than 1 million rupiah - AUD$140)
with approximately a 10% difference between the two surveys.
The results between the two surveys would tend to disprove that statement that fishers are
the ‘poorest of the poor’ and that fisher’s incomes in fact closely match those of the
community as a whole. The 4% percentage difference in the lowest income stratum would
also indicate that there are non fisher households in coastal fishing communities that are in
a worse financial position than fishers.
In looking at each individual village there is a similar stratification of perceived income of
fishers. This therefore indicates that, although some fishermen may be classed as being in
the poorest income strata other fishers earn much more than the mean of perceived
incomes from the general socio-economic survey. This therefore supports the conclusion
drawn by Allison and Ellis (2001) that noted that within many fishing communities there are
often large differences between the levels of status, ethnicity, wealth and incomes of the
inhabitants. It also disproves Sumisara’s statement that “Fishing communities in coastal
areas are clustered among the poorest income strata of Indonesia…poverty remains the
major preoccupation among fishermen in Indonesia” (Sumiarsa 2004).” Although this may
be true for some fishermen in the villages studied it is not true for all fishermen and, indeed,
many fishermen in the three villages may be placed in the higher income strata of their
coastal community. Many published papers use only a few villages to represent Indonesian,
or even sometimes, Asian fisheries as a whole. The results from this thesis reinforce the
view of Pollnac et al (2001, p542) that:
“…variability demonstrates the real danger involved in making generalizations based
on data from one or a few villages.”
Putting the results in a provincial perspective some fishermen in all three villages do earn
less than the minimum wage in Ciamis (which was set at 408,500rp in 2005). This was the
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lowest minimum wage for any municipality in West Java. However, other fishermen earned
well above the minimum wage which would indicate that making any assumption about
fishermen in a single village is fraught with danger, let alone making assumptions about
fishing communities as a whole in West Java or Indonesia. In comparing income to
Indonesian national poverty line again the results show that some fishing families do fall
below the government’s stated poverty line and other do not. Indonesia generates its own
national poverty line that is based on the per capita rupiah value of fulfilling the daily
minimum requirement for food (2100 kcal per day). In 2006 this was equal to 118 554rp per
capita per month. With the survey results showing the average number of people per
household being 3.5 (see figure 10) this would mean for a family of three they would need
an income of 355 662rp (3x 118 554rp) and a family of four would need an income of 47
4216rp (4x 118 554rp) to be above the poverty line. Therefore if any fisherman who is
supporting a family of four is recording an income of above 500 000rp they would be above
the poverty line.
One of the major difficulties in conducting the research was accessing and collecting data
concerning access to credit and the payment for fish caught. As access to credit has an
impact on the ability of fishermen to purchase newer fishing gears and engines it is
important to firstly identify the credit facilities within the villages studied and also assess if
these facilities are hindering and supporting fishermen’s access to new fishing gears and
engines.
The KUD (Village Cooperative) was created to provide loans, health assistance to
fishermen, cleaning beach, rice for poor fishermen and families, etc. The KUD also runs the
fish auctions in the area and some of the money from the sale of fish is kept to provide these
services. However during the research the KUD was reported to be bankrupt by many
fishermen and locals so all of these things it is set up to do it cannot. Almost all fishermen
talked to commented on the problems that caused this bankruptcy. This lack of access to
reduced credit rates was noted as a contributing factor to poverty as fishermen could not
buy new nets on credit and therefore their access to the fishery was limited. This problem
was further added to by the lateness of payments by the KUD for fish sales.
This issue became the main focal point of fishermen’s anger in Batu Karas and Sanghyang
Kalang as fishers were not being paid immediately after the sale of their fish. This was
because the fish auction has been allowing buyers two to three days to pay for the fish and
did not have the credit to cover this cost. It is interesting to note that in the dusun of Nusa
Gede there were very few problems with the fish auction and, as a result, all fish sales are
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conducted there. All fishermen noted that this auction was run well and transparently.
However they also note that the KUD (fishermen’s cooperative) in Batu Karas was ‘broken’.
The fish auction for Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang was not being used by all the
fishermen and some fishermen were selling direct to buyers who arrive in trucks (although
this was illegal) at night. It is important to note these social problems within the village itself
as it did affect the validity of data obtained from the KUD. The research structure for this
thesis therefore used the qualitative approach to credit getting opinions from the fishermen
themselves rather than information from the KUD.
One question on the survey asked the respondent to inform the interviewer of the interest
rate that the loan was given from whatever source given (e.g. bank, KUD, etc). This data
was previously going to be used to analyze the interest rates if a variety of credit sources
were used which turned out to be unnecessary. As the results show 64% of credit comes
from two sources with a further 20% from interest free loans from family. However the
variation in responses to the question revealed a startling result in that many people either
did not know the credit rate they were paying or gave an incorrect percentage. For loans for
both the bank and the KUD responses varied of monthly repayments from 0.5% - 3.5%.
Although this has little or no bearing on the results of the surveys it is interesting to note the
lack of knowledge when interest is concerned. This may have been due to the low level of
education of many respondents (see table 8, chapter 6.1.2), or it might reflect a lack of
communication between lenders and borrowers. What is certain is that many people who
borrow money have little knowledge about the rate they are borrowing at.

8.3 Discussion of Use and Ownership of Fishing Gears
‘How does the use and ownership of technology (nets/engines) contribute to the earning
power of fishermen and does ownership of technology vary between villages?’
Each fisherman has a different amount of skill and knowledge and this is reflected in both
the way he fishes and his success rate. His ability or inability to access a wide range of
fishing gears is also a contributing factor to his economic success rate. The use of various
types of gears, and the frequency with which they are used and changed, is a factor that
needs careful consideration and is often the source of incorrect data and generalizations.
Assuming that only one type of gear is used by each boat may result in incorrect data, and it
also ignores the dynamics of different fishing seasons (for example targeting different
species with different gears).
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This thesis has shown that the types of fishing gears used varied from village to village. The
three dusun vary greatly in not only their economic composition but also in the gears that
are used. Long lines are owned by 100% of fishermen in Nusa Gede and are the main
fishing type for this dusun however only a little over 20% of fishermen for Batu Karas own
long lines but they have a much greater ownership of nets, both nylon and sirang, as well as
prawn nets. Sanghyang Kalang has the highest ownership of sirang nets but very few
fishermen use nylon nets or long lines. Thus it can be seen that each dusun has its own
specialty in gear type and usage. Batu Karas has the highest proportion of ownership of
nylon nets (see figure 14, p69)
The results showed that fishermen who had access to a variety of gears and therefore the
ability to target a wider variety of fish species were more successful than those who were
bound by a single fishing gear type. This has strong implications for future management
programs in that providing access to different fishing gears may well have a positive impact
on both the ability of fishers to increase their catch rates and, as a result, increase their
income to cover the loses incurred due to the fuel price increases and the rising cost of living.
The impact of engine size on the frequency of fishing and the ability of fishers to access
different fisheries was also investigated. The results from the village of Nusa Gede showed
that where there is difficult entry/exit to the near shore environment, engine size can be a
limiting factor to fishing frequency as those fishers with smaller engines may not be able to
access the fishery when wave size is over two metres. (see figure 13, p.67) However those
with larger engines were able to access the fishery more frequently. It is interesting to note
that even a small increase in horsepower enabled fishers to access the fishery more
frequently, thus increasing the possibility of higher catch rates. The results also showed
across all villages that catch from vessels with larger engines frequently exceeded catches
from those with smaller engines.
As Indonesia has restrictions on size of engine for different near shore areas, it is vital that
programs designed to improve fishers’ livelihoods take into account these restrictions, the
vessel sizes and launch environment (ie harbour or beach launch). Providing better access
to more powerful engines may improve the catchability of the fleet.

However, such a

program would also depend on the fisher’s willingness to use different gears. Fishers who
have always used the same gear may not necessarily be willing to change and without the
fishers support such a program would not be worth instigating. For example, results from
Nusa Gede showed a definite preference for a specific fishing method and attempting to
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introduce new fishing methods as a way to improve catch would have to be carefully
researched first to see if fishers are indeed willing to change their fishing methods. There will
be further discussion of the results of specific fishing gears in section 8.5 when looking at the
impact of fuel price increases in comparison to gear type.

8.4 Discussion of Environmental and Social Constraints on Fishing
‘What environmental and social factors have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability of
the fishermen to access the fishery? What differences are there in this environment (SW
Java) and other areas of Indonesia?’
When looking at small scale fisheries, particularly in South East Asia, it is important to
identify a variety of constraints that are placed on fishers and their ability to access the
fishery. Identifying and incorporating such constraints into fisheries management processes
and research allows a much better characterisation of the fishery to occur and therefore a
higher success of any management interventions. In Cijulang the research uncovered four
main constraints placed on fishers and many of these contributed to both the continued
conservation of the fish stocks and the wage earning capacity of fishermen. These
constraints came under four main sections.

•

Technological Constraints: Types of vessels, access to technology, cost of technology

•

Traditional Conservation: Religious practices, social mores, and beliefs linked to

conservation
•

Environmental Constraints: Launch sites, ocean and meteorological conditions,

monsoons, etc.
•

Legal Constraints: Federal, state, and regional laws. (i.e. mesh size, trawl ban,

restrictions on the ownership of boats)
The first issue of technological constraint has been discussed in the previous section and
therefore this section will concentrate on discussing the results of the remaining three
constraints.
Traditional conservation constraints in the three villages focussed on one main area. This
was the adherence of all three villages to not use any vessel from Thursday at 2pm in the
afternoon till Friday at 2pm. This constraint was based upon both religious (Islamic) and
conservation values with fishermen either noting that it was ‘to give the fish a day off’ or to
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give them a day off and attend Friday prayers at the mosque. No fishermen conveyed a
problem with this local law and during the course of the research no boat was seen to enter
the water during these times.
In other parts of Indonesia local villages or groups of villages exercise traditional fishing
rights over an area. However in the three villages studied this was not the case and
fishermen often fished in areas up to 40km from their base village. This was also the case
with other fishing vessels from outside the area coming in and fishing in the ‘local’ area.
Fishermen did not note any problems with this relationship with their fishing grounds and
other vessels fishing there, however large problems were noted with larger boats fishing
illegally in their fishing waters. These issues will be addressed later in this section of the
discussion.
The environmental constraints of the three villages are of great importance in the ability of
fishers to access the fishery itself, and in trying to make comparisons or find similarities
between the villages being studied and other fishing communities within Indonesia. These
constraints can be placed into two main categories and will be discussed below:
•

Ocean and atmospheric conditions, and their relationship with launch site and
vessel/engine type

•

Status of the fish stocks

Ocean and atmospheric conditions and their relationship with launch site and vessel/engine
type
Extremely few papers mention differences in the geographic and therefore oceanographic
situations of different parts of Indonesia or other Asian fisheries. The differences between a
fishery that exists in a calm sea fishery and a fishery such as the one being studied here are
many, but these differences are commonly ignored. In a calm sea fishery wave size rarely
exceeds 2 to 3 meters whereas the three villages studied as part of this thesis face the
Indian Ocean and receive large oceanic swells in excess of 4 meters, especially from May
through to October.
The results showed that in all three villages wave size over 3 meters is a limiting factor in
fishing frequency. In Nusa Gede the impact of wave size is even greater with swells of 2-3
creating a much higher peak in the data set showing that, due to the more difficult access to
the ocean than the other two villages, fishing is even more restricted in this village than
others. It is of interest to note that in the village of Sanghyang Kalang, which has a relatively
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safe launch site during larger swells, some fishermen will not go out in any ocean swells
larger than one meter due to this village’s reliance on small 5hp engines. Thus the
combination of wave size and fishing gears must also be seen as a constraint on fishing
frequency and therefore access to the fishery.
The fishermen’s survey also showed the impact of both wind and waves as a constraint (as
opposed to wave size alone). Wind also has a strong influence on the frequency that
fishermen can go out to sea. Many fishermen have noted that if there is a large swell
running but little wind they will go fishing but if there are strong winds and a small swell they
may not go out. The effect of wind chop on the water has a dramatic effect on the small
fishing vessels used in the villages. A case in point occurred in June 2005 when the swell
was quite small but a strong south westerly wind blew in through the night. One of the boats
capsized and the fishermen were lucky enough to be able to grab hold of the overturned hull
and hang on till another boat came and rescued them. This scenario more often than not
results in the death of all the fishermen on the boat. Most of the fishermen cannot swim
therefore they must assess the risk carefully before venturing out. Large swells will prevent
many fishermen from going out but other fishermen have noted that they like the thrill on the
bigger seas as long as there is no wind. It must also be noted that, as smaller boats are
unable to fish far offshore and for days at a time, the size and type of vessels used in the
three villages also hinders catch. Therefore, although large scale fishing practices using
larger boats are not generally affected by wind and waves, researchers must be aware of
the dramatic effects of such conditions on small-scale fisheries.
Status of the fish stocks
As mentioned previously in this thesis it has been shown by Pet-Soede et al (1999) that the
statistical basis for Biological Maximum Sustainable Yields (BMSY) in Indonesia is flawed
and that much of the data concerning fish stocks must be questioned for its reliability and
accuracy. Comparing the official estimate of fishing capacity of the area of Ciamis with
qualitative data gained from the fishermen’s survey, it would seem that it is incorrect in that it
states fish stocks are only being fished at 21% of sustainable catch capacity.
94% of all fishermen surveyed noted some decline in fish numbers over the last five years
with 40% noting a large and rapid decline. Many noted that this decline was directly related
to the greater distance they must travel to their fishing grounds. This also had a negative
impact with the increase in fuel costs as, due to having to travel further and further away from
the village, the fishermen must also use more petrol thus increase costs two fold. Firstly
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greater distance and secondly higher fuel prices. Although fishing frequency seemed to have
decreased due to the rising price in fuel this was not the main reason given by many
fishermen for reducing effort although it does have a great impact. The main reason for
decrease in fishing effort seems to be the declining number of fish. An interesting addition to
this was the ‘loss of spirit’ to fish and work due to the small returns. Some fishermen cited
this as their reason for declining work hours and effort. It reflected a certain amount of
hopelessness that was establishing itself throughout the dusun and that was heard
throughout the surveys. However, it was not causing anger but, due to the strength of Islam
in the village, being attributed to ‘the will of Allah’ (Insyallah Allah).
In evaluating small-scale fisheries it is important to look at who is actually fishing in near
shore waters. Under Indonesian government law, limits are set for certain sized vessels,
engine sizes and fishing gears. All the fishing vessels in the three villages complied with the
local regulations that restrict fishing to vessels of 15hp or less within three kilometres of the
shoreline. Illegal fishing was reported in the surveys that showed that larger boats are, at
times, fishing in near shore waters. Only one vessel exists to police the waters for a stretch
of coastline over 200km long. The fishermen surveyed showed a reasonable awareness of
the exact law and most commented that they saw the use of larger boats in their fishery as
illegal and a source of depletion of the fish stocks. The actual impact and frequency of illegal
fishing by larger vessels is almost impossible to estimate, but it must be noted that it would
have some negative impact on local fish stocks and small-scale inshore fishers.
Fishermen when asked about illegal fishing also identified the use of poison and bomb.
Most fishermen noted the negative impact illegal fishing has on fish stocks and through talks
with the fishermen they related that they were concerned about any type of fishing which
reduces the number of small fish and that if there is a lack of small fish larger fish will not
come into the near shore fishing area therefore catch size is reduced. Many fishermen
expressed anger also at the practice of illegal fishing using bombs and poison which relays
that, in some cases, there is an awareness of the destructive effects of these forms of
fishing on the environment and associated fish stocks. A smaller amount of fishermen also
noted the negative impact it can have on reefs and therefore areas where small baitfish live.
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8.5 Discussion of external

forces impacts on fishermen’s

livelihoods
Do external forces (such as fuel price increases) have an impact on fishermen's livelihoods?
If so are they related to fishing technology such as types of fishing gears and/or engines???
The impact of fuel price increases of fishermen in Cijulang has resulted in a loss of total
profits from fishing. Through the research many fishermen noted the difficulties in affording
fuel and the greater financial risks that are now involved in fishing as compared to previous
years. Some fishermen have changed their approach to the frequency of their fishing in that,
unless catches for the area are generally good, they will not go fishing and will rather search
for alternative work such as wood carting or labouring. However such alternative sources of
income are not easy to come by and, as a result of reduced fishing effort and falling profits
from fishing, fishermen are now significantly worse off than previously.
The results of the research show that the 87% fuel price rise of 2005 has had an effect of
losses to fishermen income of between 8 to 40% and is related to the gear type used.The
most cost effective gear used is large nylon with only a 3% loss. Although changing gear
usage to this type of net could be seen as an effective way to reduce the effects of fuel price
increases in Indonesia the data must be put into perspective with the fact that this type of net
is only used for 1 to 6 weeks of the year as it only targets large migratory fish species such
as Mackerel, Wahoo, and Red Snapper. The cost of the net is also highly prohibitive (for a
fully setup 15 piece net the cost is over AUD$2500) and returns fluctuate seasonally.
Fishermen noted that 2006 was the best year they have had fishing for the last 5 years and
also noted that in 2004 and 2005 most owners of large mesh nylon nets only used the nets
for a period of one to two weeks. Therefore although the cost effectiveness of using large
nylon nets is clear, the restrictions of fishing season and initial gear cost make it a poor
option for most fishermen.
The most common fishing gear used in the three Dusun is Small Mesh Sirang, and to a
smaller extent Large Mesh Sirang. Small Mesh Sirang is used year round and targets smaller
fish (larger fish such as mackerel and snapper break through the net and are rarely caught).
The average percentage loss due to fuel price increases for fishermen using small mesh
sirang is 22%. This type of net is often used closer to the village than nylon nets thereby
reducing travel time and distance and therefore the corresponding fuel costs. Small sirang
nets used the least amount of fuel per fishing trip compared to long-lining that used over 4
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times as much fuel. Small mesh nylon nets use the second most amount of fuel due to being
used both at nearby fishing sites and also at sites further off shore or to the east or west.
The use of longlines show a much greater risk for income loss than large and small nylon
nets. As net fishing use a drift method (where once the nets are deployed the outboard is
turned of and the boat is left to drift for 2 to 5 hours before pulling in the nets) less fuel is
used than with long-liners where the outboard is consistently running. With an average of
32% income loss per trip long-line fishermen have incurred a much greater negative impact
from fuel increases than those fishermen using drift netting techniques. Generally fish
caught by long-liners attract a slightly higher price as the fish do not have any scale damage
(such as net lines) however fish catches are smaller than netters and long-liners incur bait
costs as well as higher fuel costs. The costs of setting up longlines are 90% cheaper than
nets but the risks involved of null return (no catch) trips are higher due to the amount of fuel
used (over AUD$10 average fuel cost per trip with an extra $5 in bait costs).
There are few fishermen using pole and line fishing although 10 years ago a high
percentage of fishermen were able to support themselves and their families using this
method. Competition, firstly by long-liners and then drift netters, as well as reef degradation,
have both contributed to make pole and line fishing economically unviable. Some very poor
fishermen who cannot afford outboards still use this method to provide fish for mainly for
subsistence needs. However many ‘no catch’ trips that only return food for the family can
cause a large strain on the economic situation of these fishermen.
The research showed that prawn nets were the least cost effective fishing gear used in the
three Dusun, with a 64% loss due to the fuel rises. This is a result of three factors. Firstly,
2006 was a very poor year for prawns as noted by prawn fishermen interviewed over the
four months of the survey as well as through personal observations of boat landings and fish
auction sales. Secondly, over fishing of prawns, as well as some destruction of nearby
mangroves, has dramatically reduced stocks over the previous 14 years. Fishermen noted
that over ten years ago prawns were abundant in the area, with three fishermen claiming to
have built solid brick and render houses from the proceeds of only one fishing season.
Furthermore fishermen over 40 relate catching enough prawns to totally fill their boats to the
point where they sat on top of the prawns to paddle their boats back to shore. This was also
before outboard engines made an appearance in the Dusun. Today the prawn fishermen
complain about lack of prawns, the greater distances needed to travel to find prawns and
competition from other fishermen from neighbouring villages. Thirdly, the 25% drop in prawn
prices over the past five years (from AUD$13 kilo to AUD $10 for Udang Gerebung) has
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already resulted in fishermen earnings decreasing. This coupled with the dramatic increase
in fuel rises has seen prawn fishermen put into a most vulnerable position. Prawn fishermen
have indeed been most affected by sale prices but many other fishermen have also noted
that the price of fish has not risen very much (and in some cases decreased) over the past
five years whereas basic items such as rice, fuel, cooking oil, and kerosene have all risen by
over 50%. With fuel increases of more than 120% over the previous five years fish prices
have, in general, only risen about 5%. The fishermen questioned why fish prices are not
increasing while all other staple foods such as rice and flour have increased in price. The
majority of fishermen stated the cost of living has increased over the last five years while
income and fish stocks have decreased (98% of respondents to fishermen survey answered
this).
It is also important to note that fish caught in the three Dusun attract a premium price due to
the fishing techniques used (only overnight fishing not in excess of 22 hours per trip
guarantee freshness of the product). In other ports and fishing areas where larger boats are
used fish prices are generally lower due to the time stored aboard the vessel. The wealthiest
people in the villages are indeed the fish buyers who are able to achieve a large profit base
from the resale of fish (especially those who export fish overseas).
Throughout the world the difference between the ‘port price’ of fish and the ‘sale price’ to the
general consumer is often greater than a 100% mark up. One approach to improve returns to
fishermen may be to identify current and potential markets, assist the development of
increasing processing of the catch, and form a cooperative that manages all the facets of fish
processing and sale. Such a program has been established in Kazakhstan by USAID where
“…together with the NGO, the program purchased ice machines, processing
equipment, and cooling trucks for the processing facility…helped establish marketing
services at the fishery, conduct(ed) market research…training was provided on how
to improve product quality, reach more distant markets, and negotiate higher prices.”
www.centralasia.usaid.gov/page.php?page=article-535
As fish stocks in Southeast Asia, and in many parts of the world, are decreasing, the chance
that fish catches in the villages studied will continue to decrease is a high probability.
Therefore programs that take this into consideration and are focused on improving the value
fishers obtain from current catch levels are more likely to be sustainable than those that
purely attempt to increase catch. By increasing the value of the product fishers will receive
higher prices for their catches, which will have some improvement on their standard of living.
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8.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the results of the thesis and addressed the four research questioned
posed in the introduction to the thesis. It highlighted the current economic status of fishermen
in Cijulang and showed the variations of income do occur with fishing communities
themselves and also between different villages. The chapter showed that use and ownership
of different fishing gears does have an effect on the earning power of fishermen and it also
discussed the constraints placed on fishermen due to environmental, social and legal factors.
Finally, it identified the negative impact of the fuel price increase on fishermen and noted that
this, in conjunction with falling fish stocks, increased living costs and lack of new markets for
the sale of fish, was further exacerbating the difficulties fishermen are facing at present and
into the future.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at all the research presented in this thesis and summarizes the main
finding of the thesis. It addresses the four research questions posed in the introduction and
conveys the conclusions obtained through the fieldwork conducted in Cijulang. By looking at
the livelihoods of fishermen in Cijulang, West Java, some recommendations can also be
made to help improve future research and fisheries management interventions on smallscale fishermen, particularly in Indonesia. Firstly this part of the chapter will look at four
different types of access that may affect the choice and future of fisheries management
interventions. It will then look at the impact of the heterogeneity of fishing communities and
how this should influence community appraisal techniques. Finally it looks at incorporating
traditional knowledge, anecdotal information and the broader ‘values’ of small-scale fishing
into fisheries management.

9.2 Conclusions
1.

What is the current economic status of fishermen in Cijulang and do variations of

income

occur

with

fishing

communities

themselves

and/or

with

neighbouring

communities?
This research has shown that the three fishing communities in Cijulang are heterogeneous
and the results clearly show that within each village studied great variations of income exist
between individual fishermen. Although some fishermen are below the poverty line and
struggle to provide for their families on a daily basis other fishermen have very good
incomes are amongst the most well off individuals in the villages. Therefore the
generalisation that fishermen are ‘the poorest of the poor’ cannot be substantiated. What the
research has shown is that within each community there are many fishermen suffering from
poverty and others who are at risk of falling into poverty. As it is extremely difficult to make a
conclusion of the ‘general’ economic status of fishermen in a single village, comparison
between villages is also very difficult. However one conclusion that can be made is that the
income of most fishers in the village of Nusa Gede is lower than those of the other two
villages due to the difficulties in accessing the fishery across a dangerous river mouth which
thereby limits the fishing frequency of fishers.
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2.

How does the use and ownership of technology (nets/engines) contribute to the

earning power of fishermen and does ownership of technology vary between villages?
The ownership of nets has a direct correlation with the earning power of fishermen. Fishers
with more nets have the ability to access a greater variety of fish over a greater time period.
As many fish stocks are seasonal those fishermen that have a variety of nets are able to
successfully target different species at different times off the year thereby increasing their
earning capacity. However greater ownership does not necessarily mean greater profit as it
is the ‘use’ of nets and, in particular, the willingness to change nets frequently, that results in
greater income for fishers. Between villages there is some difference in the ownership and
use of fishing gears, particularly between Nusa Gede and the other villages. In Nusa Gede
fishers predominantly use and own longlines whereas in the other two villages nets are the
most commonly used gear.
The ownership of engines also varies between villages with Sanghyang Kalang fishers
having a significantly higher proportion of smaller engines than the other two villages. The
ownership and use of a 15hp engine increases the frequency fishers can go fishing and the
distance they can travel to their fishing grounds. In general, those fishers that use 15hp
engines have higher catch rates than those that do not. In Nusa Gede there is a marked
difference in the fishing frequency of fishers who own 15hp and those who own 5 or 7hp
engines and this is due to the difficulties smaller engines encounter in crossing a dangerous
river mouth bar. Fishing frequency decreases dramatically for vessels with less than a 12hp
engine.
3.

What environmental and social factors have an effect on fishing frequency or the ability

of the fishermen to access the fishery?
The environment has the most dramatic effect on the fishing frequency of small scale fishers
in the area studied. As mentioned previously fishers in Nusa Gede are limited by the access
to the fishery as this involves crossing a dangerous river mouth. In all three villages studied
wave size and wind were the main limiting factor for fishing frequency. Fishing was also
reduced to 6 days a week due to the social rule banning fishing on Thursday afternoons and
Friday morning. This rule is both a social and religious limitation based around Islamic
prayers on Friday. One further limitation for fishers was the increased cost of fuel with
poorer fishers now fishing less frequently due to the increased risk involved of income loss.
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4.

Do external forces (such as fuel price increases) have an impact on fishermen's

livelihoods? If so are they related to fishing technology such as types of fishing gears
and/or engines?
External forces such as fuel price increases have a negative impact on the livelihoods of
fishermen. Almost all fishermen who took part in the intensive fishermen’s survey reported a
decrease of between 9 to 40% in income as a direct result of increases in fuel prices. The
mean average decrease in income across the fishermen was 23%. The one exception was a
decrease of over 1000% (which was excluded from the mean average) where one fisherman
returned a negative income whereas had there not been a fuel price increase this fisher
would have returned a small profit.
The impact of fuel price increases on fishermen is directly related to gear type and the type
of fishing gear used has a strong impact on income loss. The most cost effective gear used
is large nylon nets with only a 3% loss however prawn nets are shown to be the least cost
effective fishing gear used in the three villages with a 64% loss due to the fuel rises.

9.3 Access
The first step at improving fisheries management and intervention programs is to look at
access. There are four important aspects to access and it is necessary that all four of these
aspects are identified and incorporated into fisheries management programs. The four types
of access are:
1. Physical access (i.e. the ability of fishers to both launch vessels and undertake fishing
activity)
2. Managerial access – the ability of fishers to participate in the management of their fishery
and tools and rights available (both legislative and regulatory)
3. Access to markets – the ability of fishers to sell their fish and/or increase the value
obtained for their fish
4. Access to gears – the ability of fishers to purchase/borrow nets and engines needed to
participate in the fishery

9.3.1 Physical access
In considering what kinds of programs and managerial interventions may be of most help to
fishers the first step is to identify the near shore (infralittoral) environment (which is currently
achieved through almost all site analysis methodologies) and the broader oceanic
environment (which is generally not considered by any current methodologies). The most
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important littoral environments that need to be addressed are the launch sites for vessels
and, if necessary, the access from launch site to the fishing grounds. This research has
shown that villages that have difficult and/or dangerous launch sites or entry into the fishery
(such as crossing of a river mouth bar) need special consideration as, in the case of Nusa
Gede, the entry into the ocean is the main factor influencing fishing frequency. As it is in a
‘violent ocean’ area (which will be discussed later in this section) the difficulty of access to
the fishing grounds substantially decreases the number of days fishermen can go fishing.
Understanding and identifying such constraints on fishing frequency is of great importance
when looking at preparing fisheries management interventions and programs. This also
shows the difficulty of trying to introduce programs for small scale fishermen on a large scale
that does not take into consideration differing littoral environments. For example for most
fishermen in Nusa Gede their inability to upgrade their engines from 5 or 7hp long-shaft
outboards to more modern 15hp outboards was the main factor limiting their ability of catch
fish. A large majority of fishermen who already owned 15hp motors enjoyed more frequent
access to the fishery and higher catch rates. Although this difference was seen in other
villages with better access to the fishery, it was increased by the very difficult access at Nusa
Gede. Any program designed to help fishermen in Nusa Gede should therefore consider as
its main focus ways to increase the ability of fishers to access the fishery thereby increasing
fishing frequency and catch rates. Most likely this could be done through a micro-credit
program that enabled fishers to purchase, hire purchase, or loan 15hp motors from a
collective. What this also indicates is that each village may have different needs based upon
its littoral environment and managerial interventions and programs that take account of these
may have a greater chance of achieving their desired outcomes than those that make
generalizations based on a few villages surveyed and then extrapolate these surveys out to
design programs for much larger areas. Although other programs may help fishermen’s
livelihoods in villages such as Nusa Gede, they may not be as successful as they should be
if they fail to incorporate the main limitation on fishing frequency in the village. Villages that
have deepwater access to their fishing grounds, such as those that exist in natural and manmade harbours, do not have problems of access to the fishery and therefore programs that
do not need to consider difficulties in accessing the fisheries can be identified.

The second issue to be considered regarding physical access is the issue of ‘violent oceans’
and ‘calm seas’. Management interventions and programs need to take into consideration
the geographical site of the fishery in regards to ocean swell size and direction. As a ‘violent
ocean’ will limit fishing frequency to a much higher extent than a ‘calm sea’, this must be
taken into account especially for programs that propose fishing as an alternative livelihood.
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For example, programs that might consider fishing as a viable alternative livelihood for nonfishers must consider the risk and skills it takes to physically access the fishery and actively
participate in fishing events, particularly in a ‘violent ocean’ environment, as this may not be
a viable program for those without the skills necessary to access the resource. The oceanic
environment also may have a dramatic effect on the status of the fish stock and can act as a
natural conservation factor, which reduces the amount of fishing effort that can take place.
This can be due to strong winds or large swell size. This can also reduce the risk of over
fishing, especially in areas where small-scale fishing is the predominate method of fishing.
[Even for larger scale fishing this can be a factor and a good example of this can be found on
the west Coast of Tasmania in Australia where large ocean swells and predominating onshore winds act as a natural limitation on fishing frequency thereby reducing fishing pressure
on the resource. (3D Oil, 2008)] Programs for ‘violent ocean’ fisheries that take into account
the difficulties faced by fishermen are more likely to succeed than those that do not. Also
programs and interventions that are created and implemented for ‘calm seas’ fisheries
should not be applied to ‘violent ocean’ fisheries without addressing the issues of reduced
fishing frequency, fishermen’s attitude to risk, and the specialized skills and gears needed to
work in a ‘violent ocean’ fishery.
Researchers and fisheries managers must also be aware that there are seasonal fluctuations
in oceanic swells and that short time frames used particularly in rapid appraisal techniques
may not identify these due to the timing of the research. Therefore either multiple trips to the
village or area over the space of a year, or further research of weather patterns and swells,
should be conducted before attempting to create programs to help fishermen. Identifying the
impact of waves and wind on fishing frequency over an entire year will help to identify the
possible successes or limitations of intervention programs. An example of this could be data
that is obtained by a researcher over the course of two weeks in a village. When assessing
fishing frequency the researcher may see fishermen fishing for 12 out of 14 days due to
weather and swell being conducive to fishing. Using this information to extrapolate fishing
effort over the entire year may well cause results to be overly positive as, in fact, had the
researcher come two months later when fishing frequency was reduced to 3 days out of 14
due to large swells and on-shore winds, the results if extrapolated out over a year would be
extremely different. Therefore assessing not only the oceanic environment, but also its
changes throughout the year, is extremely important when creating programs for ‘violent
ocean’ fisheries, whereas for calmer water fisheries this would not be as important as fishing
frequency in such fisheries will always be higher.
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These two issues of physical access show that, in some cases, there may be vast
differences between fishing communities over a large area and that programs must be
tailored to take into consideration both these issues. Results from one type of fishery should
never be assumed to be relevant for another without reference to the oceanic environment
where the fisheries exist.

9.3.2 Managerial access
Management of small-scale fisheries, and the introduction of legislation and regulations, has,
in the past, generally been conducted in Indonesia through national reforms and policy. With
the current management focus turning away from a centralized structure towards community
based fisheries management (CBFM) smaller communities will be able to take a greater role
in the management of their own fisheries. However, CBFM needs a higher level of
participatory management by communities and such involvement, particularly with policy
creation and implementation and the drafting of regulations, requires a level of fisheries
management and legal knowledge that is currently not well represented by fishermen
themselves. The challenge is therefore how to enable fishermen and the broader community
to participate and contribute effectively into the management process.
Capacity building in local communities through education in fisheries management is the first
step in building a platform where participatory management can begin. Without such capacity
building prior to creating a localized fisheries management structure will inhibit the success of
any program and the devolution of management is more than likely to fail. Fisheries
managers must take into careful consideration the limitations that exist in the local
community and look at pathways that try to incorporate traditional knowledge and existing
local management structures into CBFM and build capacity through education. Creating a
feeling of ownership of the fishery will increase the willingness of the community to
participate in future management. One pathway to increasing ownership is through the
protection of the resource through local compliance and surveillance of fisheries rules and
regulations. This thesis found that although most fishers were aware of current rules some
still chose to be non-compliant (A direct example of this was the ban of using ring nets with
lights in Batu Karas and Sanghyang Kalang which not all fishers complied with). Overexploitation of inshore fisheries resources may be the result of excessive small-scale fishing
activity or by illegal fishing occurring by larger vessels in the inshore zone (up to 3 nautical
miles from shore).
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CBFM approaches may help to address localised effort and both national and local
regulations may be created and used to ensure the ownership of the inshore area by smallscale fishers. However, although national and local regulations may be in place, without
enforcement they are a toothless tiger. With local communities being empowered to do dayto-day surveillance of fishing activities in their areas (which is already done on an informal
system in the villages studied) the problem arises with both the collaboration with local
authorities and the inability to enforce regulations. Due to insufficient personnel, vessels and
funding compliance is the areas studied was noted as being poor and fishermen at times
relayed their frustration with the lack of action from the relevant authorities although they did
realize the difficulties faced by the authorities as their was only one vessel situated 30km
away to enforced the regulations. An increase in compliance effort concentrating on illegal
fishing by both larger vessels and small-scale vessels, should be considered as this will both
protect the resource available to small-scale fishers and also help to create a feeling of
ownership and rights of the resource by local communities. Future programs and
management should consider enforcement and compliance carefully and attempt to address
these issues where possible.

9.3.3 Access to markets
Improving access to markets for fish, improving product quality and negotiating higher prices
may increase the income and livelihoods of fishermen and their community. Achieving better
prices for fish will help smaller communities build some resistance to the negative impacts of
national or global fluctuations in oil prices and inflation. Livelihood programs that incorporate
the establishment of marketing services and research, and increased processing of product,
may be well placed to have a positive effect on fisher’s income.
Currently in the three villages studied very little processing of the catch occurs. Fish are
caught and then generally sold whole at the local fish auction. Some families keep some of
the catch and then sun dry the fish before selling them at a much higher price than the ‘raw’
product. Using a large scale business platform and increasing the size and amount of fish
processed, the variety of ways the fish is processed, and the marketing and distribution of
the processed product would enable greater income from the fish caught and provide further
employment for fishers’ families. At present a very small minority of fish buyers make a very
large profit from the on-selling and distribution of fish. A village co-operative structure that
sees this income going directly to the fishers would have a positive impact on fishers’
incomes. Such a program, although initially having a high set-up cost, should be sustainable
and, in the long term, of greater impact than other programs that increase catch in a fishery
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where stock depletion may be occurring. An expanded community fishing co-operative that
incorporates all business aspects of supply, processing, packaging, marketing and
distribution would create new jobs and increase the price obtained for the product without
having to increase fish catch levels. In the current fishing co-operative this does not occur.
As fish stocks are slowly becoming more depleted, a program that relies on current catch
levels is much more desirable than a program that only concentrates on increasing catch
levels and fishing frequency as the long term viability and sustainability of such programs
may be questionable. If fish stocks continue to decrease fishers will experience greater
difficulty in mainly present catch levels and if catches decrease many fishers may be forced
below the poverty line. As the current fish stock levels are unknown precautionary
management programs based on business and marketing structures may be more
appropriate than those purely aimed at increasing extraction levels of the resource.

9.3.4 Access to fishing gears
This thesis has shown that fish catch is related to gear ownership and those fishermen who
have access to a large variety of gears are able to target different fish species throughout the
year and maximise their return for effort. Fishermen who own only one or two types of net
are restricted in their ability to target certain fish species. Allowing such fishers access to
more and varied nets will enable these fishers to increase catch yields throughout the year
thereby increasing income from fishing. Micro-credit schemes that allow fishers to purchase
nets at low interest may enable this to occur although such programs must take into
consideration how repayments are made. For the three villages studied it is most appropriate
that these repayments are deducted directly as a percentage of the total catch sold at the
fish auction. Using a percentage approach to repayments allows for differing amounts to be
paid based on the success of individual fishing trips. If catches are high the percentage paid
will also be higher. However if catches are low the repayment will be smaller. This approach
is much more preferable to fixed weekly or monthly repayments which do not take into
account the seasonality of fishing and fish stock movements through the inshore area and
the ‘luck’ that is involved in fishing. By ensuring repayments are made at point of sale also
reduces the risks that may be involved with fishers having to distribute their income to family
members. If repayments are made at ‘point of sale’ the fisher does not have to account for
the payment to anybody in his community as it has already been removed from his income.
To provide greater incentives for increased repayments the repayments may be ‘tax free’ so
fishers do not have to pay the 11% tax on the amount of fish that was required to make the
repayments. However such an incentive would have to be approved by the regional
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government that may be outside the ability of small scale programs (although it should be
investigated).
Such micro-credit programs are also preferable as they target those who need the new gears
rather than all fishers in general. There are risks involved with such programs in fishing
communities as giving aid to some, and not others, may result in breeding discontent and
jealousness between fishermen. A program that specifically targets those most in need
should run in conjunction with a broader management program (such as improving the
marketing and price obtained for fish mentioned previously) as this may help to decrease this
risk. Nets, long lines and engines should all be made available although higher cost items
such as engines would need careful monitoring and fishers assessed as to their need for
such items. Strong relationships and legal obligations will need to be created and agreed to
by the micro-credit scheme provider and the local fish auction for the success of the
program.

9.4 Heterogeneity of fishing communities
The second important factor impacting on fisheries management that this thesis has
described is the heterogeneity of the fishing communities where the research took place.
Within the three villages studied there is a broad range of incomes and standards of living.
Some fishermen have quite high income levels in comparison with both the average wage of
the village they live in, and also the average wage for the province. Therefore the
assumptions that all ‘fishermen are the poorest of the poor’ and either need external support
or fisheries management interventions is untrue. Not all fishermen need help. However, it
must not be forgotten that some fishermen are extremely poor in the three villages studied,
with malnutrition, poor health and very low standards of living affecting their daily lives. The
challenge of improving their livelihoods is difficult and, as the literature review of this thesis
has shown, fraught with danger. Therefore it is important to understand the consequences
this research has on both research methodologies (in particular rapid appraisal techniques)
and the social impacts fisheries interventions may have. Fisheries managers and aid
agencies struggle with lack of funding and the problems of assessing fishing communities’
social and economic structures. Basing management decisions on rapid appraisal
techniques may result in programs being created that may improve fishers’ livelihoods but
these programs generally target all fishers, rather than the segment of the community that is
in most need. This results in funds being wasted where they are not needed. Identifying and
targeting those who are most in need involves a much greater time initially spent in the
communities involved than is allowed for in rapid appraisal techniques. However the cost of
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the extra work involved in identifying those particularly at risk in fishing communities may be
recovered if programs are targeted purposefully at this segment of the community rather than
fishers as a whole. The altruistic view, that those that do not need help will not take it, is
unfounded and a large amount of funding may be lost if this viewpoint is considered to be
true. Aid agencies such as the UN and the Red Cross, in emergency aid programs created in
the aftermath of natural disasters such as earthquakes and tsunamis, publicly acknowledge
the fact that most of the aid will not get to those that need it and therefore they provide much
more aid to allow for this. This approach is based on the emergency needs of the community
where risk is extremely high in a very short time frame. In the case of improving fishers
livelihoods the need, although urgent, is not immediate, and therefore programs should take
the time to target those most in need and implement robust planning and safeguards to
ensure that the majority of aid or funds reaches those most in need. Figure 31 on the
following page shows the processes involved in identifying three specific segments of the
community to allow future researchers and managers to tailor programs that can work in the
immediate and mid to long term.

9.5 Traditional knowledge, anecdotal knowledge and value
Small-scale fishermen should not be seen as unskilled labour, rather they should be
acknowledged to be highly skilled and professional. The wealth of traditional knowledge and
experience possessed by many of the fishermen should be used as an integral part of future
fisheries management decisions, especially where there is a lack of any scientific data
concerning fish stocks. Participatory management that takes into consideration traditional
knowledge and creates a structure where such knowledge can be incorporated into fisheries
planning and policy will increase participation by local fishers and increase the feeling of
ownership by local communities. The use of anecdotal evidence to base fisheries
management on is incredibly difficult and will rely heavily on the ability of fisheries managers
to achieve consensus amongst fishermen regarding possible interventions.
From a fisheries management viewpoint the value of small-scale fishing should not be
analysed as purely an economic one. Data can be collected on the value of the fish caught
and the amount of jobs involved however there is also a social value that must be taken into
consideration. If taken from a purely economic perspective it would be easy to say that the
value to a nation’s GDP from large scale commercial fishing clearly outweighs that of smallscale fishing. However a purely economic approach to fisheries is fraught with danger. The
value of small scale fisheries includes community structures, livelihoods, health and
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employment, as well as immeasurable values such as the ability of fishers to provide for their
families and the enjoyment of fishing as a profession.
Figure 31: Risk Prioritization – Group Identification
High Priority

Lower Priority

9.6
Recommended
fisheries intervention
in Cijulang
Chronically
poor fishers
All Fishers

Identification by:
1.
•
•
•
•
•
2.
•
•
•
•

Household survey
Health (poor)
income/employment (low)
house/floor type (wood or
bamboo / dirt)
household goods nonownership (tv/gas cooker)
fishing gear non-ownership
(boat/engine/nets)

1. Household survey
• ‘Yes’ response to
fishing employment
question
2. Koperasi Unit Desa
• Register of fishers
3. Fish auction data
• Boat owner data
from landings

Fisherman Survey
Income
Catch rate
Fishing frequency (low)
Alternative work (low)

3) Village head office
• Register of poverty card
holders
4) K.U.D and Mosque
•

Informal information obtained
through discussions to identify
those most at risk
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Wider Community
i.e. family
members
and non fishers

1. Household
survey
2. Village Head
Office

9.6 Recommended Fisheries Interventions in Cijulang
This section looks at a proposed structure for fisheries interventions in Cijulang. Figure 32 on
the following page identifies: three main goals that may help to improve the livelihoods of
fishers in Cijulang; who directly benefits most if these goals were to be achieved; and the
approach that could be used to achieve these goals. The approaches presented in the flow
chart will be discussed here in detail and recommendations made to improve fishers
livelihoods in the three villages.

9.6.1 Increased Access
The first goal is of increased access to the fishery. This goal, when considering the figure 31
on prioritizing risk, is the most important goal in the short term as it gives most benefit to
those who have the highest level of risk if the fishery remains in its current situation. It also
has benefits for all fishers and therefore can be tailored in regards to funding available and
will assist in prioritizing the approaches that could be used. Four possible approaches are
considered below and may be used independently or in conjunction with one another.

9.6.1.1 ‘Co-op boats’
The first approach is that of “Co-op Boats”. This refers to increasing access of fishers to
boats for those who do not own their own vessels. The research has shown that those
fishers with the lowest income are, in most cases, non boat owners. The option of giving
these fishers access to boats and gears that are owned by a co-operative (that may or may
not be independent of the KUD) will allow for these fishers to both access the fishery and
increase the possibility of higher return for their effort (currently most workers on boats are
paid at or below 20% of the total catch which may be calculated prior or post fuel and gear
costs.) The cost of purchasing the boats/engines/gears could be cost recovered over time by
organising a rental payment system that is taken out at the point of sale (ie the fish auction).
This is a very important consideration as, by taking payments immediately out at the point of
sale after the tax (11%) has been debited, the risk of external pressures (such as extended
families/other debts collectors/tax/etc) causing conflict over the payments is avoided.
Consideration is also needed concerning small or nil catches and the cost of fuel (the
possible impact of higher fuel prices and fuel needs is discussed in the next approach of a
“Fuel Store”). A break-even point needs to be established so that, even in the event of a
small catch, fishers are not forced to pay with money they do not have. By using a
percentage of the catch as payment such as 20%, the effect of payment is not as great as a
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set amount. It also allows for larger payments to be automatically taken out when catch
levels are high.
Figure 32: Flow chart for recommended fisheries interventions in Cijulang

Goal

Who Benefits

Approach
Co-Op Boats

Chronic Poor Fishers
Fuel Store

Increased
Access

Net Store

All Fishers

Hire Purchase

Micro Loan

All Fishers

Higher prices
for product

T.P.I. sales &
Co-Op Transport
Increased local
processing

Wider Community

Increased
marketing

Vessel Restriction

All Fishers
Compliance

Increased
Stewardship
Wider Community

Education
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By creating co-operative boats, fishers who may previously have been paid at 20% of the
total catch will be able to split the profits of any trip evenly once the hire fee (suggested at
20%) is accounted. This will thereby double fishers income from 20% to 40% of the catch.
Also payments made may be taken into consideration as a ‘hire-purchase’ arrangement so
that, over the space of years, the fishers slowly gain ownership of the vessel, the nets, and
the engine thereby giving them an asset for the future. The suggestion of a payment of 20%
must be looked at carefully and should not be immediately implemented. Running a pilot
program may be the best way to ascertain the best percentage to be used as different
seasons and weather patterns need to be taken into consideration, as may the need for
faster or slower recouping of funds used to purchase the vessels.
This approach of ‘Co-op boats’ has a financially high set up cost and it is suggested that this
is only used for those fishers whose risk of chronic poverty is assessed as high. As this
approach allows for two fishers to take part per vessel it will therefore support two fishers
families, doubling the ability of the program having a positive impact, as compared to an
intervention program that uses an individual approach. A further benefit is that two families
can provide the support in looking after the vessel and gears and possibly become involved
in “Increasing local processing” which will be discussed later. This approach of ‘Co-op boats’
may also reduce the risk of jealously and conflict growing within the community due to the
need for repayments (ie not direct aid)

9.6.1.2 Fuel Store
The second approach targeted towards fishers who are most at risk to chronic poverty is the
concept of a fuel store. For those fishers who own their own vessels (or take part in the ‘Coop boats’ mentioned previously) access to fuel is an important part in increasing their ability
to access the fishery. The concept is based around creating the ability of fishers to get
access to fuel on credit and a repayment scheme that is recovered directly from the sale of
fish. If catch levels are high all the fuel cost can be recovered immediately from a trip that it
was used for. However if catches are low some or all of the repayment may be delayed till a
later time when catch levels improve. Such a system needs to have in place a minimum level
of catch where the cost of fuel is not recovered immediately. This will ensure that fishers are
still receiving some income from their catch. This could be based upon a catch return to the
vessel of less than 40,000rp (post tax) and then the cost of fuel could be recovered at 80% of
all catch above this baseline. Table 11 on the following page shows a possible approach
based on the above and the use of 10 litres of petrol.
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Table 11: “Fuel Store” repayment example
Catch Value Fuel Used

Cost of Fuel

Repayment

Deferred

Income

(rp)

(litres)

(rp)

Payment

fishers

20,000

10

50,000

Nil

20,000

40,000

10

50,000

Nil

40,000

60,000

10

50,000

16,000

32,000

44,000

80,000

10

50,000

32,000

18,000

48,000

100,000

10

50,000

48,000

2,000

52,000

110,000

10

50,000

50,000

Nil

60,000

120,000

10

50,000

50,000

Nil

70,000

to

There are some risks to this approach in that debt may accrue if fishing is poor for a lengthy
time period. However, if it is used in conjunction with the ‘co-op boats’ or ‘net store’
(discussed in the following section) program this risk may be reduced. Any programs that are
undertaken must take this possibility into account and make careful consideration of the
purpose of any intervention (ie whether it has an ‘aid’ component or is based on a 100% cost
recovery model). A further option is to ‘give’ a fuel allowance to fishers suffering from
poverty. If used in conjunction with a ‘fuel store’ this amount should be enough to cover 4 nil
return trips (ie 40 litres) and only used when there is a ‘deferred payment’ situation as listed
in the table above. If such an allowance is not given to all fishers it must be realized that this
may increase the stress of fishers due to increased debt and may cause conflict between
fishers in the community so steps will need to be taken to address this issue. In addition, the
setting of the baseline for repayments should use participatory techniques in which
consultation and input from the possible users of the ‘fuel store’ and the wider fishermen’s
organizations is not only sought out but included in any decision making process.

9.6.1.3 Net store
The third approach to improve livelihoods of fishermen in Cijulang is the creation of a ‘net
store’ in which nets that may not be available to poorer fishers can either be rented,
borrowed or hire/purchased. As with the ‘fuel store’ approach deciding on what repayment
system to use should be based around the purpose of the program, funding, and if the
program is using a cost recovery basis. A ‘net store’ could provide fishermen with small and
large nylon nets which are normally well beyond the means of the poorer fishers to purchase.
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The ability to use such nets allows these fishers access to a greater variety of fish, especially
when seasonal increases occur in the fishery for fish such as snapper, mackerels and tunas
(as these species cannot be targeted by the cheaper ‘sirang’ nets). By providing access to
these nets fishers will be able to increase catches by targeting these higher value species at
times when catches from sirang nets are generally poor and of lower value.

9.6.1.4 Hire Purchase / Micro Loans
A common approach to livelihoods management and intervention programs is the
introduction of ‘micro-loans’ which provide low or no-interest loans to members of the
community. Such loans, or hire purchase agreements, could be used to increase ownership
of gears of fishers thereby increase the catch levels of fishers. Micro-loans could also be
used to help set up processing facilities for fish in the villages thereby increasing the value
obtained for the fish, (discussed later in this chapter) or to set up small businesses for non
fishers to help increase income. However micro-loans do result in increasing debt levels for
fishers and repayments are usually fixed which does not allow for natural seasonal
fluctuations in fish catches. Care needs to be taken when considering micro-loans and, as
stated previously, methods and place of repayment must be tailored to incorporate the
dynamics of the fisheries.

9.6.2 Higher prices for product
This section of the chapter looks at ways to increase the price obtained for catch in the three
villages. The three villages already obtain high prices for fish due to the nature of the fishery.
As boats are restricted to short fishing trips (the longest recorded trip by a small boat during
the fieldwork for this thesis was 23 hours) buyers are guaranteed fresh fish which, in other
areas, may not be the case due to larger vessels capable of multi-day trips landing fish that
was caught over 24 hours prior to landing. However there are still avenues available to
increase the value of the fish landed and therefore improve the income level of fishers.

9.6.2.1 T.P.I sales and Co-op Transport
Sale of fish occurs at the local government run fish auctions (T.P.I.) at Batu Karas and Nusa
Gede and there are generally between 4 to 8 main buyers of fish who then on-sell the fish
further afield. One possible to improve income for fishers is the purchase of a refrigerated
truck by the fishermen’s co-operative to transport fish to markets further afield such as
Bandung (population 6 million/ 5 hours) and Jakarta (population 14 million/ 9 hours) to
achieve higher prices. As this transporting and on-selling would be done by the fishermen’s
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co-op the increased profits could then be passed onto the fishermen directly. Such an
approach would however impact on the current fish buyers and this needs to be taken into
consideration and the possible benefits for the community weighed against the possible loss
of income for fish buyers. Currently the fish buyers are amongst the highest income earners
in the three villages and it is in their best interests to keep local fish prices low to increase
their profits. Increased competition at auction may result in higher local prices as well as
higher prices for fishermen for fish transported and sold further afield. Coupled with a
marketing program (discussed in the next section) this may well increase the income of
fishers whilst not needing increases in catch. However, the cost of purchasing a small
refrigerated truck is a high initial cost and further economic analysis of the cost-benefits of
such a program will need to be undertaken before using this approach. Reliable and
appropriate transport arrangements between the producer, the supplier and the buyer are
extremely important to the success of such a program and must be carefully considered and
researched to find the most economic and suitable approach.

9.6.2.2 Increased local processing
Increasing the local processing of fish landed will increase the value that can be obtained.
Already in the three villages some processing of lower value fish species occur as they are
sun-dried and then packaged and sold. With increasing tourism in the area and a four-fold
increase in price for the processed fish, this is an avenue that should be explored further. At
present individual families, or small groups of families, take part in this process and there is
no co-ordinated village approach to the sale, marketing or processing of the fish. With seed
funding a program could be established to increase the amount of fish processed in the
village and increased marketing and transportation of the processed product would result in
higher sales prices and increases in production.
Drying fish is only one form of fish processing that may be considered. If markets for other
processed fish products could be established this could further enhance the income of both
fishers and their families. Increased processing may result in more work opportunities
becoming available for fishers’ families and other members of the community. Other forms of
fish processing that may be considered are:
•

Smoking

•

Salting

•

Filleting

•

Vacuum-packing

•

Refrigeration
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Apart from refrigeration, the above approaches do not involve massive set up costs and, if
set up correctly, can be created to start small and grow if (or when) markets expands.
Combined with the purchase of transport to take the products further afield new markets
could be discovered and demand increased.

9.6.2.3 Increased marketing
As noted previously increased marketing may result in expansion of possible markets and
therefore increase the value obtained for the catch. Any program designed to improve the
livelihoods of fishermen in Cijulang should look at broadening the markets where fish are
sold to include:
•

Identify new markets (local, regional and national) for whole fish

•

Identify new markets (local, regional, national) for processed fish

•

Identify ways to deliver product to new markets (transport/logistics/packaging)

•

Create active marketing strategies (including advertising) to promote Cijulang’s
fisheries

Such an approach would not only increase the return per kilo of fish for fishermen but also
provide further employment opportunities within the villages in the processing, packaging and
delivery of fish products should markets expand. Intervention programs should consider
using a marketing/sales specialist to conduct an analysis of existing and future markets to
enable this.

9.6.3 Increased stewardship
The final approach for possible interventions for the fisheries and fishermen in Cijulang looks
at increasing the stewardship of the fishery by the local community. Using participatory
management to increase the involvement of local fishers in the management of the fisheries
will promote increased stewardship and responsible ownership of the resource. Any
proposed managerial interventions should be discussed fully with local fishers and it is best
that such management changes be conceived by local fishers. Encouraging local fishers to
look towards the longer term future of the fishery may only be possible once livelihoods have
improved and fishers do not have to concentrate on day to day survival. However, managing
the fishery sustainably is of great importance to ensure that future generations have the
same, if not better, opportunities to derive an income from fisheries. Due to the mobile nature
of fish stocks this is very difficult to do from a local perspective and needs broader
management from governmental agencies such as the department of Fisheries and Marine
Affairs on a regional and national level.
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There are some approaches that may contribute to the future of fisheries in the area. Firstly
vessel restrictions may be introduced to cap the number of vessels operating out of the three
villages. This would therefore exert some control over the amount of fishing that will take
place in the future and, if the cap is placed at the same number of vessels as currently exist,
enable current fishers to maintain access to the resource. Batu Karas has in place a limit to
the number of boats that can be owned by an individual or business and this is important as
it allows individual fishers to maintain ownership of the resource rather than slowly being
‘bought out’ by richer fishers or businesses. Batu Karas also has a limit on foreign ownership
of vessel (one boat only) that shows forward thinking and the desire to keep the fishery
owned and operated by local concerns. Expansion of the fleet will only increase local
pressure on the resource which may result in local depletion of certain fish stocks, increased
competition and possible conflict between fishers, and lower catches for individual fishers.
Another approach that may be considered to help increase a feeling of ownership of the
resource is to increase local enforcement of regulations. At present there is little compliance
effort or capacity in the area and during the field work fishermen often complained about
larger boats fishing with their area. Working with government agencies to improve the
policing of the fishery may not only help reduce illegal fishing in the inshore fishery but also
allow local fishers the opportunity to actively manage their fishing grounds, thereby
increasing their feeling of ownership. However community policing and its interrelationship
with existing policing agencies must be carefully considered and agreements reached
between all organisations as to how such an approach could be structured and implemented.
Regulations and policies may need to be changed on a regional and national level for this to
be achieved and the involvement of the community at an early stage in planning may help
with possible structures that would be acceptable to all parties.
The final approach to increasing stewardship of the resource is through educating local
fishers and the community about the fishery and increasing the availability of fisheries
information. As this research has shown there is some confusion regarding fishing rules and
regulations and little information about why such rules are necessary. Increasing the
understanding of why such rules and regulations are necessary may result in greater
conformity with rules although, when just trying to put food on the table for families is the
main concern for most fishers, such programs may be ignored. As education levels increase
and more and more fishers continue schooling through to junior high before starting fishing
there is an opportunity to use this time to increase awareness of issues such as over-fishing,
best fishing practices and environmental conservation. Also, if increased marketing and
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processing of fish occurs fishermen will need to be educated about care and handling of fish
to provide the highest quality product so they achieve the highest price for their fish.

9.7 Closing remarks
This thesis investigated the livelihoods of fishermen in Cijulang, West Java, Indonesia. It
found that there is a large disparity between the incomes of fishers from both an inter- and
intra- village perspective and that the ownership and use of different types of fishing gears
such as nets and engines has a strong impact on the earning power of fishermen. It
concluded that fishermen are not necessarily the ‘poorest of the poor’ however there are
fishermen who are at great risk of increasing poverty. It also concluded that fuel price rises
have a negative impact on the income of fishers, the impact is related to fishing gear type
used, and that, for lower income fishers this impact was greater than for those fishers who
had a higher income. By creating targeted interventions based on a thorough analysis of
different fishing villages, and conducting risk assessments, programs can be designed to
assist those most at risk by using a variety of options available. Further interventions can
improve the livelihoods of the broader fishing community and programs should be created
with both short and longer term goals.
The thesis also investigated the impact of the environment on fishing frequency and
challenged the assumption that research conducted in one part of Indonesia is valid for
other areas. It looked at how the environment and social conditions of a village may impact
on fishing frequency and the need to take meteorological and oceanic conditions into
consideration when assessing managerial interventions and programs for small-scale
fisheries in Indonesia. Assumptions that the programs and ideas presented in this paper
may be valid for other areas should be avoided. Issues such as overfishing, conflict between
small and large scale fishers, pollution, traditional fishing rights, and environmental
conditions such as angry oceans and calm seas will impact on the interventions that should
be used, the sustainability of fishermen’s livelihoods, and the sustainability of the fishery
itself.
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Appendix 1
A study on the impacts of rising fuel prices, new technology and seaweed in Small Fishing Communities in Ciamis,
West Java, Indonesia
Socio-economic Survey for Residents of Fishing Communities in Batu Karas
Date of Survey:

_________________________

Name of Village:

_________________________

Name of Interviewer:

_________________________

Name of Interviewee:

_________________________

1 House hold
1.1 Hello. Do you live in this village?
Yes

No

1.2 Tell me about the people who are now living in your house (including yourself)

Position in the
family

Sex

Age

Marital

Education

Status

level

Employment

Estimated
monthly $$
contribution

1.3 How old are you?

Less than 20 yrs

________

20 – 30 yrs

________

30 – 40 yrs

________

40 – 50 yrs

________

50 – 60 yrs

________

60 + yrs ________

1.4 Are you married?

No
Married

_______
_______

Divorced _______
Widow / Widower

_______

1.5 Religion?
Islam

_______

Protestant

_______

Catholic _______
Buddhist _______
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1.6 Do you have any dependants? / Age?

Parents

_______/______
Grandparents

_______/______

Spouse

_______/______

Children _______/______
Others

_______/______

None

_______

1.7.1 Tell me about your family members who live outside your family home.

Position in the

Sex

Age

family

Marital

Education

Employment

Status

Estimated
monthly $$
contribution

1.7.2 Do you own your own home?

Own

Rent

Credit

Owned by parents

Other

1.7.3 If the house is owned by you, how did you acquire it?
Purchased outright

Purchased through

Inherited

Built

Other

Stone

Other

Bamboo

Tiles

credit

1.7.4 What is your house constructed from?

Wood

Bamboo

Cement

1.7.5 What is your flooring made from?

Dirt/Soil/Sand

Cement

Wood

1.7.6What is your roof made of?

Thatch

Tiles

Tin

Asbestos
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1.7.7 Do you own any land other than your house land?
No

_____

Yes

_____

Size? _______________________________________

Land use? _______________________________________________
1.7.8 What household goods do you have?

T.V.

Fridge

Radio

Gas

Telephone

Spring bed

hotplate

VCD/

Rice

DVD

cooker

Sofa

A/C

Satelite
dish

1.7.9 Tell me about your water and electricity supply?

Town electricity

Generator

No electricity

Town water

Well

Hand

Electric/fuel

pump

Pump

Other

1.7.10 What kinds of transportation do you own?

Motorbike

Truck

Angkot

Car

Boat

Bicycle

2Economic Data
2.1.1What is your main source of income?

Fishing

Farming

Business (What)

Animal husbandry

Other (what)

Business (What)

Animal husbandry

Other (what)

rp

2.1.2 Do you have a secondary source of income?

Fishing

Farming

rp

2.2 Personal ownership
2.2.1 Fishing gears

Boat

Motor

Nets (fish)
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Nets (prawn/lobster)

Other

2.2.2 Income Group (Monthly average)

<250,000rp

250,000-

500,000 – 1

500,000rp

M

1 – 1.5 M

1.5 – 2 M

2 – 2.5 M

2.5 – 3 M

3–4M

4+M

2.2.3 Animals

Buffalo

Cow

Goat

Chicken

Birds

Horse

Duck

3. Credit Facilities
3.1. If you borrow money, where or who do you borrow it from?

Bank

Family

Neighbour/ Friend

Loan shark

Pawnbroker

3.2 Which method of repayment is used / interest rate?

Repayment Rate (%)
Daily

Weekly

Other
Monthly

4. HEALTH
4.1 Over the last year what illnesses/injures have occurred in your family

Illness

Who

Source of medicine/treatment used?

Thank you for your help and time in answering this survey.
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Appendix 2
Penilitian tentang dampak BBM naik, teknologi baru dan rumput laut bersama desa nelayan kecil di Ciamis, Jawa
Barat, Indonesia
Pemeriksaan sosial/ekonomi untuk penduduk di desa nelayan di Batu Karas
Tanggal pemeriksaan:

_________________________

Nama Desa:

_________________________

Nama yang diwawancara:

_________________________

1 Rumah Tangga
1.1 Selamat siang. Bapak/Ibu tinggal di desa ini?
Ya

Tidak

1.2 Kasih tahu tentang orang orang orang yang tinggal di rumahnya.

Sebagai apa di

Jenis

keluarga

Kelamin

Umur

Status
Kawin

Pendidikan

1.3 Berapa umurnya?

Pekerjaan

Dibawah 20 thn

Pengeluaran setiap
bulan

________

20 – 30 thn

________

30 – 40 thn

________

40 – 50 thn

________

50 – 60 thn

________

60 + thn ________

1.4 Status perkawinan?

Belum pernah _______
Kawin

_______

Cerai

_______

Janda/Duda

_______

Islam

_______

1.5 Agamanya?
Protestan _______
Katolic
Buddha
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_______
_______

1.6 Ada berapa orang yang dibiayainya? / Umur?

Orang tua _______/______
Kakek/Nenek

_______/______

Pasangan

_______/______

Anak

_______/______

Orang lain

_______/______

Tidak ada _______/______

1.7.1 Kasih tahu tentang keluarga yang tinggal diluar rumahnya.

Sebagai apa di

Jenis

keluarga

Kelamin

Umur

Status

Pendidikan

Kawin

Pekerjaan

Pengeluaran

Pendapatan

setiap bulan dari

setiap bulan

Bpk/Ibu

dari Bpk/Ibu

1.7.2 Status rumahnya?

Punya sendiri

Kontrakan

Kredit

Punya orang tua

Lain-lain

Warisan

Bangun rumah sendiri

Lain-lain

Semen

Batu

Lain-lain

Kayu

Bambu

Keramic

1.7.3 Kalau punya rumah sendiri, dari mana dapatnya?

Beli langsung

Beli credit

1.7.4 Rumah macam apa?

Kayu

Bambu

1.7.5 Lantai buat dari apa?

Tanah

Semen

1.7.6 Atap rumah terbuat dari apa?

Daun-daun

Genteng

Seng
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Asbes

1.7.7 Punya tahah lain, selain tanah rumah?
Tidak

_____

Ya

_____

Berapa luas? _______________________________________

Tanah untuk apa? _______________________________________________
1.7.8 Ada alat-alat apa saja di rumah tanggga?

T.V.

Lemari Es

Radio

Kompor

Telepon

Spring bed

Gas

VCD/

Magic

DVD

Jar

Sofa

A/C

Parabola

1.7.8 Bagaimana listrik dan air?

Listrik (PLN)

Listrik

Tidak Ada

(Generator)

Listrik

Air (PAM)

Sumur

Pompa

Jet Pump

Tangan

1.7.9 Kendaraan apa yang dipunyai?

Motor

Mobil

Perahu

Sepeda

2. Data Ekonomi
2.1.1 Pendapatan utamadari mana?

Nelayan

Petani

Bisnis (apa?)

Pertenak

Lain-lain (apa?)

2.1.2 Pendapatan tambahan dari mana?

Nelayan

Petani

Bisnis (apa?)

Motor

Jaring ikan

Pertenak

Lain-lain (apa?)

rp

2.2 Milik pribadi
2.2.1 Alat Pancing

Perahu
rp
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Jaring udang

Lain-lain

2.2.2 Gaji (Bulanan)

<250,000rp

250,000-

500,000-

1 – 1.5

1.5 – 2

2 – 2.5

2.5 – 3

3–4

500,000rp

1 Juta

Juta

Juta

Juta

Juta

Juta

4 + Juta

2.2.3 Hewan peliharaan

Kerbau

Sapi

Kambing

Ayam

Burung ternak

Kuda

Bebek

Fasilitas Kredit
3.1 Kalau perlu pinjam uang, biasanya pinjam dari mana?

Bank

Keluarga

Tetangga/ Teman

Rentenir

3.2.1 Bagaimana membayar kembali?

Nyicil
Harian

Lain lain
Mingguan

3.2.2 Jumlah bunga?

Bulanan

______________

Kesehatan
4.1 Dalam tahun yang lalu, ada sakit di keluarganya

Sakit apa

Siapa yang sakit

Berobat kemana

Terima kasih untuk waktu Bapak/Ibu
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Pegadaian

Koperasi

10 +
Juta

Appendix 3
A Study on the Impacts of New Technology in Small Fishing Communities in Ciamis, West Java, Indonesia
General Survey for Fishermen in Batu Karas and Madasari Villages
Date of Interview:

_________________________

Village Name:

_________________________

Name of respondent:

_________________________

Personal Information
1. Hello Sir. Do you live in this village?

_______________

2. Where were you born?

__________________________________________________

2a. If you were not born in this village, where were you born and when did move to this village?
____________________________________________________________________
3. Where are you parents from? __________________________________________________
4.How long have you been a fisherman?__________________________________________________
5. Was your father also a fisherman? ______________________________________________
6. Did you want to be a fisherman? __________________________________________________
7. If yes, why did you want to become a fisherman? ___________________________________
8. What is your education?
Primary

Junior High School

Senior High School

University

41-50

51+

9a. How old are you?
<20

21-30

31-40

9b. Are you married?
Yes

No

10. Does anyone in your household also contribute money to it?
Yes

No

If yes, how old are they?___________________________________________
What kind of work do they do? _______________________________________________________
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Fishing Gears
What fishing gears do you own?

FISHING GEAR

Yes

No

Own, rent, borrow, or share?

Cost

Boat
Motor
<5hp
5-10hp
11-20hp
>21hp
Nets
*
*
*
*
Others
*
*
*

What fishing methods do you use?

Fishing method

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

(Hook and line)
(Long line)
Trawling
Nets #1
Nets #2
Nets #3
Nets #4
Prawn Nets
Lobster Nets
Lobster pots
Beach Trawl
Beach Seine
Spear (free diving)
Throw net
Traditional fish trap
Bomb
Chemical
Other
Other

What fishing method are you most proficient at? _____________________________
Why are you so proficient in this method? ________________________________________________
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Never

FISHING TIME AND PLACE
Usually what time do you go fishing?

Departure time

Arrival time

Who also fishes (same
vessel)

How far
(Hr)

(Km)

What things stop you from going fishing?

Waves

Weather

Religion

Cost of Fuel

Traditional

Government

Laws (adat)

Laws

Season

Other

Most often
Often

Sometimes
Rarely

Never

What size of waves will prevent you from going fishing?

0–1m

1–2m

2–3m

3–4m

4+m

Please tell me about the months of the year that are best for fishing through to the worst?
Best…………Good………………….Average……………………Bad……………….……………Worst
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

Other than local fishermen who else fishes in your usual fishing areas?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever tried to fish in other areas than your usual fishing areas? If so, how often do you search for new fishing
areas in a year?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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FUEL COSTS
Has the October 2005 increase in fuel prices caused you to reduce the frequency of your fishing? By how much?
0%

0ne day a

2 days a

3 days a

4 days a

5 days a

6 days a

week

week

week

week

week

week

No longer fish

Has the October 2005 increase had any other impact on your fishing practices, livelihood? If so, what are these
impacts?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
In your opinion what, if anything, should the government do to help fishermen? Why?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Did the previous fuel price increases over the last three years have any impact on you? If yes, what
were these impacts? ______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
SELLING FISH
Where do you usually sell your fish? 1. ____________________________________2. ____________________________________
3. ____________________________________
Who is responsible for selling your fish? _______________________________________
If the price of fish is bad at your usually point of sale, what do you do?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
From the total amount you receive for your catch how much rental do you have to pay for fishing
costs (nets, boat, motor, etc)? __________________________________________________

How many hours a week do you usually spend repairing your nets, boats, etc? _________
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CHANGES AND PROBLEMS IN THE LOCAL AREA
In your opinion, have there been any changes over the last five years in the following areas?
Amount of fish

Coral

Work hours

Fish price

Catch problems

Number of fishing
vessels
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Village and traditional
laws

State legislation/law

National legislation/law

Income

Fishing facilities
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ILLEGAL FISHING PRACTICES
What do you think are illegal fishing practices?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
What do you feel about fishermen using illegal fishing practices?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
In your opinion, what are the effects of illegal fishing practices?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Are you aware of the laws concerning the trawler ban? What is your opinion of this law?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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TECHNOLOGY
Have you ever used new nets to try to catch fish? If so, what type?
_______________________________________________________________________
What kind of motor does your boat use?___________________________________________
If you have purchased new nets or motors over the past four years what effects, if any, have they had on your fishing
practices, catch size, and income?__________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Do you or anyone in your household take part in the new seaweed farm project in the village?
Yes

No

If yes, how much money have you invested in it? _____________________
Are you satisfied with your monetary return for your investment?
Yes

No

Why? _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
In your opinion is there enough information about fishing technology and the processes of catching fish in this
village?
_________________________________________________________________________________
Where do you get information about fishing? __________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
What is your opinion of the artificial coral reef?
____________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Would you like to take part in a further survey that will follow your day to day fishing activities, financial situation, and
family and social relationships over the period of a year?
Yes

No
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Appendix 4
Penilitian tentang dampak BBM naik, teknologi baru dan rumput laut bersama desa nelayan kecil di Ciamis, Jawa
Barat, Indonesia.
Pemeriksaan untuk nelayan di desa Batu Karas
Tanggal wawancara :

_________________________

Nama Desa:

_________________________

Nama yang diwawancara:

_________________________

DATA PRIBADI
1. Selamat siang Bapak. Bapak orang asli desa ini?
2. Lahir di mana?

_______________

__________________________________________________

2a. Kalau tidak lahir di desa ini, lahir di mana dan kapan pindah ke desa ini? __________________
__________________________________________________
3. Bapak dan Ibunya dari desa mana? __________________________________________________
4.Berapa lama Bapak jadi Nelayan?

__________________________________________________

5. Apakah orang tua Bapak juga Nelayan? ______________________________________________
6. Apakah Bapak ingin jadi nelayan? __________________________________________________
7. Kenapa mau menjadi nelayan?

__________________________________________________

8. Pendidikan Bapak apa?
S.D.

SMA

SMP

Universitas

9aBapak umur berapa?
<20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51+

9b Bapak sudah kawin?
Ya

Tidak

10. Pendapatan Bapak berapa untuk satu bulan?
<250,000rp

250,000-

500,000-

1 – 1.5

1.5 – 2

2 – 2.5

2.5 – 3

500,000rp

1 Juta

Juta

Juta

Juta

Juta

10aDi rumah tangga Bapak ada orang lain yang menghasilkan uang?
Ya

Tidak
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3 – 4 Juta

4 + Juta

Kalau ada, umur dia berapa/berkerja sebagai apa? ________________________________________________________

ALAT PANCING
Alat pancing apa yang Bapak punya?

ALAT MANCING

YA

TIDAK

Punya sendiri, sewa atau bersama

Berapa Harganya

Perahu
Motor
<5hp
5-10hp
11-20hp
>21hp
Jaring
*
*
*
*
Lain lain
*
*
*

Bagaimana cara Bapak tangkap ikan?

Cara tangkap

Sering

Kadang-kadang

Jarang

Mancing
Rawe
Rapala
Sirang Kecil
Sirang Besar
Nilon Kecil
Nilon Besar
Jaring Udang Kecil
Jaring Udang Besar
Nonem
Cedok
Jaring Darat
Tombak
Kecrik
Buwu

Apa cara mancing yang paling Bapak kuasai? _____________________________
Kenapa Bapak bisa pintar cara ini? _____________________________________________________
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Tidak pernah

WAKTU DAN TEMPAT MANCING
Biasanya Bapak mancing jam berapa?

Cara Tangkap

Jam Berangkat

Jam pulang

Sama siapa (satu
perahu)

Berapa jauh
(jam)

(km)

1.
2.
3.

Hal apa yang bisa berhentikan Bapak untuk memancing?

Ombak

Cuaca

Hukum

Musim

Lain lain

pemerintah
Yang paling
sering
Sering

Kadang kadang
Jarang

Tidak pernah

Berapa tinggi ombak akan berhentikan Bapak masuk laut?

0–1m

1–2m

2–3m

3–4m

4+m

Menurut Bapak, tiga bulan yang paling bagus untuk mancing (pendapatan)nya, bulan apa? Dan bagaimana tiga bulan
yang paling jelek (hasil yang paling sedikit), bulan apa?
Tiga bulan yang paling bagus: ________________________________________________________
Tiga bulan yang paling jelek: _________________________________________________________
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PENJUALAN IKAN
Biasanya ikan Bapak dijual dimana? 1.____________________________________2.____________________________________
3.____________________________________
Siapa yang bertanjung jawab menjual ikan Bapak? (Bapak/Istri/Orang Lain)
_________________________________________________________________________
Kalau harga ikan lagi jelek di tempat biasanya Bapak jual ikan, apa yang Bapak lakukan?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Dari hasil tangkap ikan, Bapak harus bayar berapa untuk alat mancing yang Bapak sewa (maksud jaring, perahu,
motor, dll).
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
(PERTANYAAN INI UNTUK YANG PUNYA PERAHU SAJA) Berapa pengeluaran Bapak setiap minggu untuk bensin dan
oli?
_________________________________________________________________________

Berapa jam setiap minggu biasanya Bapak memperbaiki jaring, perahu, dll.
_________________________________________________________________________
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TANGKAP IKAN LIAR

Menurut Bapak apa ada cara menangkap ikan liar?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Bagaimana rasanya tentang nelayan yang memakai cara menankap ikan liar?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Menurut Bapak, apakah akibatnya dari mengangkap ikan liar?
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Menurut Bapak, kapal mancing besar bisa memancing di mana di daerah ini ?

Di mana-mana
saja

Tidak bolek

Tidak bolek

dekat 1 Mil dari

dekat 2 Mil dari

pinggir pantai

pinggir pantai

3 Mil

4 Mil

5 Mil

6+ Mil
(berapa?)

Bagai mana rasanya tentang kapal mancing besar yang mancing di daerah ini (maksud terlalu dekat pinggir pantai) ?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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PERUBAHAN DAN PERSOALAN DI DAERAH
Menurut Bapak, ada perubahan apa dalam 5 tahun belakangan ini di dalam daerah laut dan pekerjaan Bapak dengan
yang dibawah ini?

Pendapatan dan
pengeluaran

Batu Karang

Jam Bekerja

Harga ikan

Persoalan menangkap
ikan
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Jumlah perahu

Peraturan Desa / Adat

Hukum daerah

Hukum negara

Jumlah ikan

Fasilitas untuk nelayan
di desa
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TECHNOLOGI
Apakah Bapak sudah pernah coba memakai jaring baru untuk menangkapi ikan? Kalau sudah, genus jaring apa?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Bapak memakai mesin perahu macam apa? ___________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Apakah ada orang yang tinggal di rumah Bapak yang mengikuti program rumput laut di desa ini?
Ya

Tidak

Kalau ya, Bapak habis berapa uang mengikut program itu? _____________________
Apakah Bapak merasa untung atau rugi dari model yang sudak dikeluarkan?
Kenapa?_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Menurut Bapak, apakah cukup informasi tentang technologi menangkap ikan dan proses menangkap ikan di desa ini?
Kalau tidak, kenapa? Lalu, Bapak mau informasi apa?
_________________________________________________________________________________
Bapak dapat informasi tentang menangkapikan dari mana? _________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Menurut Bapak, bagaimana tentang pelestarian trumbuk karang yang membuat di desa ini?
_______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Apakah Bapak mau ikut survey yang menyangkut aktifitas menangkap ikan harian, keluarganya, dan situasi ekonomi
Bapak, selama setahun?
Ya

Tidak
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Appendix 5
A Study on the Impacts of New Technology in Small Fishing Communities in Ciamis, West Java, Indonesia
Intensive Fisherman Survey
Daily Data Sheet
Date: ___/___/____
Village: ________
Name: _________________
If you didn’t go fishing today, or do any fishing related work today, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
If you did go fishing or do any fishing related work today please fill in the following form.
Catch weight (kg)
Species of fish caught

Catch kept for own consumption (kg)
Catch given away (kg)
Catch sold (kg/price –rp.)
Place of Sale
Seller’s Name
Costs paid (rp) (rental boats, nets, etc)
Money spent on oil and fuel (rp)
Time spent fishing (hr)
Place of fishing (name)
Time on repairs to nets (hr)
Time on repairs to boat
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Appendix 6
Penilitian tentang dampak teknologi baru pada kelompok nelayan kecil di Ciamis, Jawa Barat, Indonesia
Pemeriksaan Intensif Nelayan
Tanggal: ___/___/____
Desa: ________
Nama: _________________
Kalau Bapak tidak mancing hari ini atau tidak kerja sama kapal dan alat-alat mancing, kenapa tidak?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Kalau Bapak memancing hari ini atau kerja sama kapal dan alat-alat mancing, silahkan tulis di bawa.
Berat ikan (kg)

Jenis ikan yang ditangkap

Ikan disimpan untuk dimakan sendiri (kg)

Ikan dibagikan gratis (kg)

Ikan dijual (kg/harganya –rp.)

Tempat penjualan
Nama orang yang dijual

Harga sewa (rp) (kapal, jarring, dll)

Harga bensin dan oli (rp)

Berapa lama dipakai memancing

Tempat mancing

Berapa jam dipakai untuk memperbaiki jaring (jam)
Berapa jam dipakai untuk memperbaiki perahu
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Appendix 7
Dr. Salim Momtaz
University of Newcastle
Centre for Sustainable Use of Coasts and Catchments
School of Environmental & Life Sciences,
University of Newcastle, Ourimbah
NSW AUSTRALIA 2259

INFORMATION STATEMENT FOR PARTICIPANTS
Survey into the socio-economic structure of fishing communities in Ciamis, West Java, Indonesia
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This study is an investigation into the socio-economic structures of small fishing communities in Ciamis municipality, West Java,
Indonesia and the impact of new technology, rising cost of fuel, and alternative livelihood programs. This is an independent study
being conducted as part of my Masters study at the University of Newcastle, NSW, Australia. It will not be influenced by Australian
and/or Indonesian governmental organizations or any other group. The research is designed to discover the current social and
economic situations of Batu Karas village, and the impacts, both positive and negative, of the introduction of new technology, rising
costs of fuel, and alternative livelihood programs upon these villages. This information is important for my thesis as it is hoped that
the results will be of benefit to both villages, other small fishing communities throughout Indonesia, and governmental departments
in both Indonesia and Australia.
I would be grateful if you would agree to participate in this study by responding to the questions in the survey. Your input is vital in
obtaining the correct data to be compared, at a later date, to information obtained on the impacts of new technology. The
information you give is completely confidential and will only be used for the purposes of this study. The answering of questions is
voluntary; any questions that you do not wish to answer please feel free to leave.
I would be very grateful if you could answer the following questions I will ask.
This research will be completed by December 2006. Thank you for your time and assistance.
"This project has been approved by the University's Human Research Ethics Committee, Approval No. H-037-0505. Should you
have concerns about your rights as a participant in this research, or you have a complaint about the manner in which the
research is conducted, it may be given to the researcher, or, if an independent person is preferred, to the Human Research
Ethics Officer, Research Office, The Chancellery, The University of Newcastle, University Drive, Callaghan NSW 2308,
telephone (612 49216333), email Human-Ethics@newcastle.edu.au
Please also contact the Village Head (Kepala Desa) to lodge any complaints you may have.

Andrew Warmbrunn
Masters Research Student
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Appendix 8
Dr. Salim Momtaz
University of Newcastle
Centre for Sustainable Use of Coasts and Catchments
School of Environmental & Life Sciences,
University of Newcastle, Ourimbah
NSW AUSTRALIA 2259
Salim.Momtaz@newcastle.edu.au

PERNYATAAN INFORMASI UNTUK ORANG YANG DIWAWANCARAI
Survey tentang struktur social ekonomi kelompok nelayan di Ciamis, Jawa Barat, Indonesia
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Penilitian ini adalah investigasi tentang struktur social economi kelompok nelayan kecil di Ciamis, Jawa Barat, Indonesia dan
dampak teknologi baru (fish-finders). Penelitian ini adalah penilitian bebas yang dilakukan sebagai bagian dari master program
yang saya lakukan di University of Newcastle. Penelitian ini tidak akan depengaruhi olen organisasi Pemerintah Australia dan
Indonesia atau kelompok yang lain. Penelitian ini dlirancang untuk menemukan situasi sosial ekonomi sekarang di deasa Batu
Karas dan Madasari, dan dampak baik positif dan negative dari pengenalan teknologi baru yang akan dilakukan di desa-desa
tersebut.
Diharapkan bahwa hasil penelitian ini akan berguna bagi kedua desa tersebut, kelompok nelayan kecil yang lain diseluruh
Indonesia, dan instansi pemerintah baik Indonesia maupun Australia.
Saya akan sangat senang, seandainga saudara setuju untuk berpartisipasi dalam survey ini melalui menjawab pertanyaan dalam
survey ini. Jawaban saudara adalah sangat penting dalam mendapatkan data yang benar untuk dibandingkan pada masa
mendatang, untuk mendapatkan informasi mengenai dampak teknologi baru.
Informasi yang Saudara berikan adalah sangat rahasia dan hanya akan digunakan untuk tujuan penelitian. Menjawab pertayaan
dalam survey ini adalah bebas, kalau ada pertanyaan yang tidak ingin saudara jawab, biarkan kosong.
Saya akan sangat senang kalau saudara bersedia menjawab pertanyyan dalam kuisener ini.
Saya harap penilitian ini akan di selasai dalam Desember 2006.
Terima kasih atas waktu yang diberikan dan batuannya.
Penilitian ini adalah nomor izin etis H-037-0505. Kalau ada persoalan tentang proses riset ini, atau berhak mengemukakan
permasalahan kepada saya, boleh kasihtahu kepada aku. Atau, kalau Bapak/Ibu mau orang pribadi silahkan kirim kepada Dr.
Nicole Grand, Professional Officer, Hunter Area Research Ethics Committee, Hunter Health, Locked Bag 1, New Lamberton NSW
2305, telpon (001612) 49214950, email Nicole.Gerrand@hunter.helath.nsw.gov.au . Juga kasihtahu kepada Kepala Desa di
kantor di desanya.
Andrew Warmbrunn
Peneliti Masters
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Appendix 9
Local Name

Indonesian Name

English Name

Latin Name

Abang-abang

Ikan pedang

Swordfish

Xiphias gladius

Bambangan

Red Snapper

Lutjanidae

Bagad
Balanak

Kuwe

Trevally

Caranx sexfasciatus

Belanak

Mullet

Baleng

Valamugil speigleri

Kuro

Giant Threadfish

Eletheronema tetradactylum

Balong

Kerapu

Grouper/Seabass

Epinephelus merra/Cromileptes

Bandeng

Bandeng

Milkfish

Chanos chanos

Bawal Hitam

Bawal Hitam

Black Pomfret

Formio niger

Bawal Putih

Bawal Putih

Silver Pomfret

Pampus argenteus

Bebeng Golan

Layang Deles

Scad Makerel

Decapterus russelli

Beberasan

Gulamah

Croaker

Pseudociena amoyensis

Belo Gepeng

Kembung Perempuan

Short-Bodied Mackerel

Restrelliger brachysoma

Belo Kembung

Kembung lelaki

Striped Mackerel

Rastrelliger kanagurta
Scomber australasicus

altivelis

Belo Rumah

Slengseng

Slimy Mackerel

cabuk

Gulamah

Croaker

Cakalang

Cakalang

Skipjack Tuna

Katsuwonus pelamis

cemot

Jalosi

Cemot

Selar Kuning

Yellowstrip Trevally

Selaroides leptolepis

Coban

Cendro

Garfish

Tylosurus crocodilus

Colomontok

Tigawaja

Bearded Croaker

Johnius dussumieri

Cucut

Cucut, Hiu

Whitecheek Shark

Carcharias dussmieri

Banded Grunt

Therapon theraps

dadali

Dadali

deleg

Deleg

Enet

Kerong-kerong

Gerit

Kakap Putih

Gerit

Bambangan

Blue Spotted Snapper

Lutjanus rivulatus

Gerit

Kakap Putih

Snapper

Lutjanidae

Halu-halu

Alu-alu

Barracuda

Sphyraena genie

Hiu gergaji

Cucut gergaji

Sawfish

Pristopsis microdon

Jahan

jahan/caung

Jahan

Mahyung

Marine Catfish

Arius thalassimus

Jangilus

Ikan layaran

Sailfish

Isthioporus oriental

Jangilus Ronggeng

Setuhuk putih

White Marlin

Makaira mazara

Japuh

Japuh

Round Hering

Dussumieria acuta

Jongjolong

Julung-julung

Barred Garfish

Hemirhamphus far

Kakacangan

Tetengkek

Hardtail Scud

Megalaspis cordyla

Kakadalan

Beloso

Lizardfish

Saurida tumbil

Kakap Merah

Kakap Merah

Red Snapper

Lutjanidae

Kakapasan

Kapas

Karokod

Kakap Sejati

Baramundi

Lates calcarifer

Kerapu

Krapu

Leopard Coral Trout

Plectropoma leopardus

Krisi

Kurisi

Jobfish

Aphareus rutilans

Kudi

Kudi

Kuniran

Ekor kuning

Yellowtail fusilier

Caesio erythrogaster

Lakar

Terubuk

Chinses Herring

Hilsa toli
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Layang

Sembulak/Sardine

Spotted Sardine

Sardinella sirm

Layur

Layur

Hairtail

Trichiurus savala

Lelendra

Ikan Lidah

Long Tounge Sole

Cynoglossus lingua

Maluang

Tongkol Besar

Marlin

Setuhuk hitam

Black Marlin

Makaira indica

Modin

Kurisis

Threadfin Bream

Nemipterus nematophorus

Modin Karang

Pisang-pisang

Goldbanded fusilier

Caesio chrysozonus

Mprit

Campur Ikan Kecil

Pahatan

Pahatan

Papatong

Ikan Terbang

Flying Fish

Cypsilurus peocilopterus

Pe

Pari Burung

Eagle Ray

Aetomylus nichofil

Pelus

Sembilang

Canine Catchfish Eel

Plotosus canius

Pepedangan

Parang-parang

Wolf Herring

Chirosentrus dorab

Pepetek

Pepetek
Caranx sexfasciatus

Percang

Kuwe

Trevally

Percang Hijau

Layang Deles

Layang Scad

Decapterus macrosoma

Petong

Cucut martil

Hammerhead Shark

Sphyrna blochii

Pongge

Tongkol Kecil

Remang

Remang

Yellow Pike-Conger

Congresox talabon

Samadar

Bronang

Rabbitfish/Sreak spinefoot

Siganus guttatus/siganus javus

Selar

Lemuru

Sardine

Sardinella longiceps

Taji

Talang-talang Besar

Talang

Talang-talang

Deep Leatherskin

Chorinemus tala

Tenggiri

Tenggiri

Spanish Mackerel (Barred/Spotted)

Scomberomorous
commersoni/Scomberomorous
guttatus

Teri

Teri

Anchovy

Stolephorus commersonii

Tongkol

Tongkol/Komo

Frigate Mackerel/Eastern Little Tuna

Auxis thazard/Euthynnus affinis

Tuna

Tuna siripbiru

Southern Bluefin Tuna

Thunnus maccoyii

Tuna matabesar

Bigeye Tuna

Thunnus obesus

Madidihang

Yellowfin Tuna

Thunnus albacores

Albakora

Albacore

Thunnus alalunga

Abu-abu

Longtail Tuna

Thunnus tonggol
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